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Editorial
If we make a review of the 21st century generation, their planning and activities, their interest and
involvement driven by some electronic device coupled with an advanced technical functioning.
There is a spectacular focus on Information science and Communication technology as it drives the
present socio-technical system of the global society. ICT appears as an effective tool for
empowering all the civic and anti civic systems of the world. ICT is emerging as an investment area
in the millennium development goals of various organizations like UNO, WTO, IBRD and other
international apex bodies. It has become an integrated discipline in all the academic spheres as it
increases global adaptability.
Information Economy report produced by the UNCTAD establishes the fact that developing nations
are making a global pace by gaining mileage from ICT. Let me include some of the contents from
report “In rich countries, broadband subscribers increased by almost 15% in the last half of 2005,
reaching 158 million. Business broadband connectivity grew most significantly -- in the European
Union, for example, from 53% of enterprises in 2004 to 63% in 2005. Broadband enables
companies to engage in more sophisticated e-business processes and to deliver a greater range of
products and services through the Internet, thus maximizing the benefits of information and
communication technology (ICT). The use of broadband directly increases competitiveness and
productivity, the report says -- and that, in turn, has an impact on macroeconomic growth. It is
estimated that broadband can contribute hundreds of billions of dollars a year to the Gross
Domestic Products (GDPs) of developed countries over the next few years.
The mushrooming growth of the IT industry in the 21st century determines the pace of research and
innovation across the globe. In a similar fashion Computer Science has acquired a path breaking
trend by making a swift in a number of cross functional disciplines like Bio-Science, Health
Science, Performance Engineering, Applied Behavioral Science, and Intelligence. It seems like the
quest of Homo Sapience Community to integrate this world with a vision of Exchange of
Knowledge and Culture is coming at the end. Apparently the quotation “Shrunken Earth, Shrinking
Humanity” holds true as the connectivity and the flux of information remains on a simple command
over an internet protocol address. Still there remains a substantial relativity in both the disciplines
which underscores further extension of existing literature to augment the socio-economic relevancy
of these two fields of study. The IT tycoon Microsoft addressing at the annual Worldwide Partner
Conference in Los Angeles introduced Cloud ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning,) and updated
CRM (Customer Relationship Management) software which emphasizes the ongoing research on
capacity building of the Internal Business Process. It is worth mentioning here that HewlettPackard has been with flying colors with 4G touch pad removing comfort ability barriers with 2G
and 3G. If we progress, the discussion will never limit because advancement is seamlessly flowing
at the most efficient and state-of-the art universities and research labs like Laboratory for Advanced
Systems Research, University of California. Unquestionably apex bodies like UNO, WTO and

IBRD include these two disciplines in their millennium development agenda, realizing the
aftermath of the various application projects like VSAT, POLNET, EDUSAT and many more. ‘IT’
has magnified the influence of knowledge management and congruently responding to social and
industrial revolution.
The conference is designed to stimulate the young minds including Research Scholars,
Academicians, and Practitioners to contribute their ideas, thoughts and nobility in these two
integrated disciplines. Even a fraction of active participation deeply influences the magnanimity of
this international event. I must acknowledge your response to this conference. I ought to convey
that this conference is only a little step towards knowledge, network and relationship.
I congratulate the participants for getting selected at this conference. I extend heart full thanks to
members of faculty from different institutions, research scholars, delegates, IRNet Family
members, members of the technical and organizing committee. Above all I note the salutation
towards the almighty.
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President, IRNet India and Chairman IIMT
Intersceince Campus, Bhubaneswar
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Abstract—this paper proposed the Distributed Approach to traffic advisory services for bidirectional road and presents the expected
result. Inter vehicle communication in VANET requires to handle transmission of data in sparse as well as in dense situation. In
bidirectional situation due the increased density of vehicles the aggregation of data is required. We used the Cost-Based aggregation
to aggregate the data. The main focus of this paper is on handling of data in case of opposite direction vehicles.
Keywords: VANET, InterVehicle, Bidirectional Road, Distributed VANET.


I.

Approach defines a framework to disseminate and
gather information about the vehicles on the road. Using
such a system, a vehicle driver will be aware of the road
traffic, which helps driving in situations like speed and
location of surrounding vehicles, road accidents, and
road side view several miles long.

INTRODUCTION


VANET is an enhancement in ad-hoc wireless
network toward the application of vehicular system. In
VANET different types of vehicles communicate with
each other to share the speed, location and different
parameters. The size of information shared and message
to be sent at distance is varying according to the density
of vehicles.

II. RELATED WORK
The research in Inter-Vehicle-Communication has
emerged in the past couple of years; mainly because it is
a good experimental platform for Mobile Ad Hoc
Networks (MANETs), and has a great market potential
[1].

In today’s life traffic congestions are unavoidable
part. Drivers waste their most of time in traffic
congestion. Intelligent transportation systems are
accepted to avoid road accidents, to find nearest road
segment, and traffic free movement of vehicles.

Several major automobile manufactures and
universities have begun to investigate in this field; GM
research centre in CMU [2], BMW Research Labs [3]
and Ford Research Labs [4], Rice University [5][6], and
Harvard University [7] are a few to name. CarNet [8]
project focuses on how the radio nodes in the vehicles
get IP connectivity with the help of Grid [9]. In [10], a
wireless traffic light system is presented. At the
intersection, a static control unit periodically broadcasts
the current light status, location of intersection, and a
reference point, using which the vehicles approaching
the intersection can check their relative position and
make a decision accordingly. They also designed
collision warning system [4] in which peer-to-peer
beacon message exchange is used.

There are basically two approaches for intelligent
transportation system (ITS). Centralised system in
which vehicles communicate with road side unit and in
Distributed system there is a vehicle to vehicle
communication. In centralised system road side units are
placed near road side at a density of 2 or 3 per
kilometre. In distributed system vehicles are at any
distance from each other. So the communication range
in distributed should be large as compared to centralised
approach.
At a dense situation in distributed VANET the media
should carry maximum data. Consider if the average
size of data of vehicles in 100 meters are 1K bytes, and
1M bytes in a range of 250 meters. So the media should
carry that amount of data at a time. As a density
increases the size of the data to be carried increased, so
maximum bandwidth should be required.
In this paper, we present expected result for
Distributed Approach for traffic advisory services at
simulation time for multiple road scenario. Distributed

Architecture of the vehicular communication is
described in [11]. It integrates inter-vehicle
communication
(IVC)
with
Vehicle-Roadside
Communication (VRC), where both moving vehicles
and base stations can be peers in the system. The peers
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A. System Design

are organized into Peer Spaces for message exchange, in
which flooding is the main method of delivery. Authors
in [6] examine the feasibility of short range
communication between fast moving vehicles using
Bluetooth, and a mobile test-bed RUSH has been
established in [5], composed of the fixed base station
and mobile nodes on shuttle buses.

The scenario for Distributed Approach contains
different road connectors. Road connectors are used to
construct different road scenario with bidirectional road.
Load Map: To load the available previous available
road map.
Fix Map: to fix the new or previous map.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

No. of vehicles: To insert the density of vehicles

In “Traffic View: A Scalable Traffic Monitoring
System” for the entire situation they assume the lane is
straight [12]. For this paper we assume multiple road
scenario situations. Note that we assume the real
situation; a road might be bidirectional, where vehicles
move in two opposite directions. In this case, a vehicle
will need to examine the movement vector in a record
received about another vehicle, and ignore it if that
vehicle is moving in the opposite direction. This can
also be applied in the case of an intersection where a
vehicle might hear about different vehicles moving in
different directions.

Source Vehicles: To select the source vehicle to which
the data is required
Communication
communication

Status: To know the
between two vehicles

current

Road Status: To know the status of the road.
Direction: To find the direction of the vehicles.
Zoom In: To zoom in the map.
Zoom Out: To zoom out the map.
Run: To run the simulation.

For all the simulations in this paper, we fixed the
length of the road to be 22,000 meters with 4 cross
lanes. We used 802.11b (with a data transmission rate of
11Mb) as the wireless media with a transmission range
of 250m3. During a simulation, nodes broadcast
messages periodically. The broadcast period is selected
uniformly from [1.75, 2.25] seconds, and each node
recalculates the next broadcast period after the current
broadcast. For all the simulation runs, we use broadcast
messages of size 2312 (the maximum payload size of
802.11b standards) and we fix the simulation time to
600 seconds.

Pause: To pause the simulation for taking snapshots
Stop: To end the simulation
Message Box: To show the messages like accidents,
fuel stations etc.
Scroll Bars: To scroll the road map, and message box.

We are using the diffusion mechanism in which each
vehicles communicate with each other. In this each
vehicle broadcast message about itself and other
vehicles will received that message in multi-hop
manner.
The aggregation mechanism we used is Cost-Based
aggregation. Data aggregation is based on the date
semantics. For example, the records from two vehicles
can be replaced by a single record with little error if the
vehicles are very close to each other, and they are
moving with relatively the same speed. The way data
aggregation contributes to the Traffic -View system is
by delivering as many records as possible in one
broadcast message. This way, more new records can be
delivered in certain period of time and the overall
system performance is improved.

Fig 1: System Design
B. Location Aware Data Retrieval
We are using the grid computing to divide the long
area of the road .In grid the location aware data retrieval
is based on the grid computing. The grid computing
divides the geographic location into the grids. By having
a large collection of cars working together in a grid
environment, drivers can easily determine the best route

IV. SYSTEM VIEW
In this section we present the design of the
implementing prototype of Distributed Approach
system.
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(route with minimal con
ngestion) to reach their
destination fro
om their currennt location.

Sankaran
narayanan, 20006) and AO
ODV (Perkinss and
Royer, 1999;
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Hussaineet al., 2007) are
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VANET
Ts. Recent years, posittion-based roouting
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scheme for VANETss which com
mmonly require the
auxiliaryy information about the geoographic positiion of
the parrticipating noodes and do
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not needd the
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the GRID
D based approach for Distribbuted approach.

2Mx22M grids
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entire area.
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3
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213 X 213 fixed
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GVG
Grid (Sun et al., 2006) and HarpiaGrid
H
(Chhen et
al., 20088) are two gridd-based routin
ng algorithms which
w
partitionn the geographhic region intoo squares of equale
size callled grids. GV
VGrid selects a grid sequennce in
which nodes
n
are likelly to move at similar speedds and
toward similar
s
directioons as the netw
work route witth the
best stabbility. In the rooute maintenan
nce process, GV
VGrid
does noot reconstruct the previous grid sequencce but
recover route from w
waiting for no
odes moving tto the
p
in tthe broken grrid sequence. This
proper positions
increases the packet delay time seeverely. In coontrast
with GVGrid,
G
in cases
c
of low
w vehicle deensity,
HarpiaG
Grid will trace bback to the gridd which is clossest to
the destiination and is nnot on the samee road with thee fault
grid, theen remove all grids after thhe current gridd and
generatee a new grid forrwarding routee [14].
Progresssed modules foor,

`

Routiing Semantics

`

Geoccasting to a sing
gle grid point
`

1. Sim
mulation Result for Multiple paths Created for
m
movement
of veehicles is shownn below fig 3.

Simple rectaangular area baased
addressing as
a {(x1; y1); (xx2; y2)}.

`

Conccurrent Geocastting

`

Due to
t overhead off sequential seaarch, we
utilize how the Hilbbert curve is coonstructed.

2. Sim
mulation Result for Route Seelection Modulle for
D
Distributed
VAN
NET shown fig
g 4.
3. Sim
mulation Result for Message Passing betweeen
Vehiccles are shownn in fig 5.

Fig 2: GRIID Based Apprroach for Trafffic Routing

Fig 3: Path Creation Module in Disstributed Approoach

Since VAN
NET networkss are characterrized by rapid
topology channges and frequent network diisconnections,
some existing topology-baseed routing algorithm, such as
L
and
DSR (Johnson and Maaltz, 1996; Lakshmi
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Fig 4: Route Selection Module in Distributed Approach

Fig 6: Data Flow Structure in Node in Distributed
Framework
A. Cost-Based Aggregation
Considering the Cost-based algorithm assigns a cost
for aggregating each pair of records, and whenever it
needs to aggregate two records, the two that correspond
to the minimum cost are chosen. Assume two records
storing aggregated information about s1 and s2 vehicles,
with a relative distance of d1 and d2, respectively [12].
The cost of aggregating the two records is calculated as
follow:
|d1-d2| X S1 + |d2-da| X S2

Message Passing

Cost = _________________
da

Fig 5: Simulation Result of Message Passing Between
Vehicles

In Cost-Based the aggregation ratios and message
portion values are the inputs to the algorithm. For each
aggregation ratio and the corresponding portion value,
the algorithm starts by continuously selecting the two
records that result in the minimum cost, and aggregating
them until the number of records is reduced to the value
needed by the factor of the aggregation ratio.
Afterwards, it writes the contents of the first records in
the sorted list to the beginning of the message until they
fill the space allocated according to the corresponding
portion value. In the next iteration, the same procedure
of aggregation and writing is applied to the rest of the
records that are not written yet. The aggregation ratio in
each iteration is compared with the optimum
aggregation ratio to avoid over-aggregation.

C. Data Representation
The data shared between different vehicles are
consist of the ID assign to each vehicle to identify their
existence, LOC to identify the current position of
vehicle, SPD to know the speed of vehicle, and BT to
find the time at which the vehicle broadcast the packet.
Each record about another vehicle consists of fields:
¾

Identification (ID): Uniquely identify the
records belonging to different vehicles.

¾

Location (LOC): The current
position of
the
vehicle.

¾

Speed (SPD): Used to predict the vehicle’s
position if
no messages containing
information about
that
vehicle is
received.

¾

Broadcast Time (BT): The global time at which
the
vehicle broadcast that information
about itself.

estimated

A problem that might happen is that as the algorithm
proceeds, the number of records left decreases, and the
distance between any two consecutive records increases.
Hence there is a risk of combining two records that
correspond to vehicles that are very far from each other.
To avoid this, after the cost is calculated, the algorithm
terminates whenever cost is greater than a threshold
(cost-threshold.)

The fig 6 shows Data Flow Structure in Node in
Distributed Framework.
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in ACM Mobile Computing and Communications
Review, vol. 6(3), pp. 96-97, July 2002.

B. Algorithm and Metrics
We will use the following metrics to assess the
performance of the algorithms [12]:

[4]

Accuracy: The road in front of each vehicle is divided
into regions of 500 meters long, and the average error in
estimating the position of vehicles in each region is
calculated. In the accuracy graphs, the average
estimation error for each region is shown, averaged over
all the nodes during the corresponding simulation.

R. Miller and Q. Huang, “An Adaptive Peerto-Peer
Collision Warning System,” in IEEE Vehicular
Technology Conference (VTC), Birmingham,AL,
May 2002.

[5]

E. Welsh, P. Murphy, and P. Frantz, “A Mobile
Testbed for GPS-Based ITS/IVC and Ad Hoc
Routing Experimentation,” in International
Symposium on Wireless Personal Multimedia
Communications (WPMC), Honolulu, HI,
October 2002.

Visibility: We define the visibility of a specific vehicle
as the average relative distance to the vehicles it knows
about. A point (d, p) on a visibility graph means that p%
of the vehicles have had a visibility of d meters or more.
Knowledge Percentage: The road in front of each
vehicle is divided into regions of 200 meters long. For
each region, the percentage of the vehicles in that region
about which the current node knows is defined as the
knowledge percentage of that node for that region. The
knowledge percentage graph presents the knowledge
percentage for each region, averaged over all the nodes
during a simulation run.
A problem that might happen is that as the algorithm
proceeds, the number of records left decreases, and the
distance between any two consecutive records increases.
Hence there is a risk of combining two records that
correspond to vehicles that are very far from each other.
To avoid this, after the cost is calculated, the algorithm
terminates whenever cost is greater than a threshold
(cost-threshold.)
V. EXPECTED RESULT
The simulation result will show the communication
between different vehicles on bidirectional road. We
could construct different road scenario for bidirectional
road including, cross road. We can increase or decrease
the density of vehicles to evaluate the data
dissemination complexity. The IEEE 802.11b standard
would support communication range for dense as well
sparse situation. The Cost-Based aggregation will
aggregate the data to carry maximum data in dense
situation. Different vehicles will share the data to know
the speed, location, and road conditions. The accuracy
will be maintained in different road scenario.
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Abstract—this paper proposed approach provides assistance in traffic routing using Grid computing with shortest path algorithm in
VANET. VANET is an enhancement in ad-hoc wireless network toward the application of vehicular system. In VANET different
types of vehicles communicate with each other to share the speed, location and different parameters in hoping manner. By using
shortest path algorithm appropriate nearest path can be selected in VANET.
Keywords- GRID, Shortest Path Algorithm, Dijkstra’s, Distributed VANET


I.

grid environment [1].This shortest path algorithm will
compute shortest paths

INTRODUCTION

VANET is an enhancement in ad-hoc wireless
network toward the application of vehicular system. In
VANET different types of vehicles communicate with
each other to share the speed, location and different
parameters. The size of information shared and message
to be sent at distance is varying according to the density
of vehicles.

from a single source to all the destinations. By having a
large collection of cars working together in a grid
environment, drivers can easily determine the best route
(route with minimal congestion) to reach their
destination from their current location.
II. RELATED WORK
VGrid [2],[3] integrates Vehicular Ad hoc network
along with Grid Computing technology to solve a large
number of traffic related problems like lane merging,
ramp metering etc.

In today’s life traffic congestions are unavoidable
part. Drivers waste their most of time in traffic
congestion. Intelligent transportation systems are
accepted to avoid road accidents, to find nearest road
segment, and traffic free movement of vehicles.

Grid-based approach [4] this paper extended the idea of
[2], [3] and proposed a novel approach to traffic routing
by establishing a grid environment between cars. Grid
Computing is also an emerging discipline and is defined
as a flexible, secure and coordinated resource sharing
among virtual organizations (individuals, institutions,
organizations) [5].

There are basically two approaches for intelligent
transportation system (ITS). Centralised system in
which vehicles communicate with road side unit and in
Distributed system there is a vehicle to vehicle
communication. In centralised system road side units are
placed near road side at a density of 2 or 3 per
kilometre. In distributed system vehicles are at any
distance from each other. So the communication range
in distributed should be large as compared to centralised
approach.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In GRID Computing (Fig. 1).based distributed
VANET number of vehicles forming a computational
grid to determine the routes for nodes based on any
distributed shortest path algorithm [1].

At a dense situation in distributed VANET the
media should carry maximum data. Consider if the
average size of data of vehicles in 100 meters are 1K
bytes, and 1M bytes in a range of 250 meters. So the
media should carry that amount of data at a time. As a
density increases the size of the data to be carried
increased, so maximum bandwidth should be required.
In this paper we have proposed the idea of shortest
path algorithm in which the nodes of the group will be
running a distributed Shortest Path algorithm on their
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Fig 1: GRID Baased Computinng
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size called grids. GVGrid selects a grid sequence in
which nodes are likely to move at similar speeds and
toward similar directions as the network route with the
best stability. In the route maintenance process, GVGrid
does not reconstruct the previous grid sequence but
recover route from waiting for nodes moving to the
proper positions in the broken grid sequence. This
increases the packet delay time severely. In contrast
with GVGrid, in cases of low vehicle density,
HarpiaGrid will trace back to the grid which is closest to
the destination and is not on the same road with the fault
grid, then remove all grids after the current grid and
generate a new grid forwarding route [6].

And all of those neighbours' neighbours:

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

For example, if you have this grid, where a * =
obstacle and you can move up, down, left and right, and
you start from S and must go to D and 0 = free position:
0
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Dijkstra's algorithm is a graph search algorithm
that solves the single-source shortest path problem for a
graph with nonnegative edge path costs, producing a
shortest path tree. This algorithm is often used in routing
and as a subroutine in other graph algorithms [7].
For a given source node, the algorithm finds the
path with lowest cost (i.e. the shortest path) between that
node and every other node. It can also be used for
finding costs of shortest paths from a single node to a
single destination node by stopping the algorithm once
the shortest path to the destination node has been
determined. For example, if the vertices of the graph
represent nodes (vehicles) and edge path costs represent
driving distances between pairs of nodes connected by a
direct road, Dijkstra's algorithm can be used to find the
shortest route between one node and all other nodes

You put S in your queue, then "expand" it:
S

2

So the distance from S to D is 9. The running time
is O(NM), where N = number of lines and M = number
of columns. I think this is the easiest algorithm to
implement on grids, and it's also very efficient in
practice. It should be faster than a classical Dijkstra’s,
although Dijkstra’s might win if you implement it using
heaps.

In this section we present the shortest path
algorithm (Dijkstra's algorithm) for finding nearest node
(vehicles) by computing from source to all nearby
nodes.

0

1

And so on, in the end you'll get:

The nodes of the group will be running a distributed
Shortest Path algorithm on their grid environment [1].
This shortest path algorithm will compute shortest paths
from a single source to all the destinations.

S

S

D. Forward Search algorithm
Forward search find the shortest paths from a given
SOURCE node to ALL other nodes, by developing the
paths in order of increasing path length. The algorithm
Proceeds in stages.

Then expand all of its neighbours:
S

1

2

0

*

*

0

*

x

N = set of nodes in the network;

*

0

0

*

x

S = source node;

0

0

*

*

x

M set of nodes so far incorporated by the algo.

*

0

0

D
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x

l(i,j)= link cost from node i to j;l(i,i)=0; l(i,j)=f
if the two nodes are not directly connected;
l(i,j)>0 if they are directly connected;

x

C1(n) = least-cost paths from S to n

Forward Search Algorithm:
1. Set M={S}; for each node nN-S, set C1 (n) =l(S, n);
2. Find W  N-M so that C1(w) in minimum, add W to
M. Set C1(n)= MIN~ C1(n) and C1(w)+l(w,n)
3. Repeat 2. Until M=N
Fig 3: Dijkstra's Shortest Path Finding Algorithm used
in VANET

Algorithm Description:
Let the node at which we are starting be called the initial
node. Let the distance of node Y is the distance from the
initial node to Y. Dijkstra's algorithm will assign some
initial distance values and will try to improve them step
by step. [7]
1.

Assign to every node a tentative distance value: set
it to zero for our initial node and to infinity for all
other nodes.

2.

Mark all nodes except the initial node as unvisited.
Set the initial node as current. Create a set of the
unvisited nodes called the unvisited set consisting
of all the nodes except the initial node.

3.

For the current node, consider all of its unvisited
neighbors and calculate their tentative distances.
For example, if the current node A is marked with a
distance of 6, and the edge connecting it with a
neighbor B has length 2, then the distance to B
(through A) will be 6+2=8. If this distance is less
than the previously recorded distance, then
overwrite that distance. Even though a neighbor has
been examined, it is not marked as visited at this
time, and it remains in the unvisited set.

4.

When we are done considering all of the neighbors
of the current node, mark the current node as visited
and remove it from the unvisited set. A visited node
will never be checked again; its distance recorded
now is final and minimal.

5.

The next current node will be the node marked with
the lowest (tentative) distance in the unvisited set.

6.

If the unvisited set is empty, then stop. The
algorithm has finished. Otherwise, set the unvisited
node marked with the smallest tentative distance as
the next "current node" and go back to step 3.

Consider a scenario where 5 vehicles in
neighboured with each other. Node ‘a’ is finding the
nearest path to ‘c’.
Set initially node ‘a’ to zero and all other to infinity.
Mark all nodes as unvisited except the node ‘a’ as it is
the initial node. Calculate the tentative distance from
current node to destination node via intermediate nodes.
Here distance from node ‘a’ to node ‘i’, ‘r’, and ‘b’ are
9, 25, and 19 respectively. Then distance from all
intermediate nodes ‘i’, ‘r’, and ‘b’ to destiny node ‘c’
are 45, 46 and 50 respectively. The minimum value is
45 so the shortest distance from node ‘a’ to node ‘c’ is
45 as shown in fig 4.
So vehicle ‘a’ will send the message to destiny node ‘c’
via node ‘i’ as it is the closest and shortest node to node
‘c’.

Fig 4: Shortest Path Finding from node ‘a’ to node ‘c’.
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V. CONCLUSION
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In this paper we have proposed a shortest path
finding algorithm in distributed VANET using Grid
Computing based.
The proposed approach of Dijkstra's algorithm is
scalable, and for any implementation of node set Q the
running time is, O(|E| . dkQ + |V| . emQ) where dkQ and
emQ are times needed to perform decrease key and
extract minimum operations in set Q, respectively.
Worst case performance of Dijkstra's algorithm O( | E |
+ | V | log | V | ).
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Adaptive Resource Allocation For Wireless Multicast
MIMO-OFDM Systems
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Abstract - Multiple antenna orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) is a promissing technique for the high
downlink capacity in the next generation wireless systems, in which adaptive resource allocation would be an important research
issue that can significantly improve the performance with guaranteed QoS for users. Moreover, most of the current source allocation
algorithms are limited to the unicast system. In this paper, dynamic resource allocation is studied for multiple antenna OFDMA
based systems which provide multicast service. The performance of multicast system is simulated and compared with that of the
unicast system. Numerical results also show that the propossed algorithms improve the system capacity significantly compared with
the conventional scheme.
Key words - Adaptive resource allocation, MIMO, multicast service, OFDM, water-filling.

I.

system spectral efficiency in unicast wireless networks.
Furthermore, more attention is paid to the unicast
OFDM systems. Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) is regarded as one of the
promising techniques for future broadband wireless
networks due to its ability to provide very high data
rates in the multi-path fading environment [16].
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple
Access
(OFDMA) is a multiuser version of the popular OFDM
scheme and it is also referred as multiuser OFDM.
Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) technologies
have also received increasing attentions in the past
decades. Many broadband wireless networks have now
included MIMO technology in their protocols including
the multicast system [3]. Compared to single input
single output (SISO) system, MIMO offers the higher
diversity which can potentially lead to a multiplicative
increase in capacity. In multiuser OFDM or MIMOOFDM systems, dynamic resource allocation always
exploits multiuser diversity gain to improve the system
performance [8]–[10], [6], [15] and it is divided into two
types of optimization problems: 1) to maximize the
system throughput with the total transmission power
constraint [9]; 2) to minimize the overall transmit power
with constraints on data rates or Bit Error Rates (BER)
[15]. To the best of our knowledge, most dynamic
resource allocation algorithms, however, only consider
unicast multiuser OFDM systems. In wireless networks,
many multimedia applications adapt to the multicast
transmission from the base station (BS) to a group of
users. These targeted users consist of a multicast group
which receives the data packets of the same traffic flow.
The simultaneously achievable transmission rates to
these users were investigated in [12] and [13]. Recently

INTRODUCTION

The next-generation wireless networks are expected
toprovide broadband multimedia services such as voice,
web browsing, video conference, etc. with diverse
Quality of Service (QoS) requirements [3]–[5], [7].
Multicast service over wireless networks as in Fig. 1 is
an important and challenging goal oriented to many
multimedia applications such as audio/video clips,
mobile TV and interactive game [3]–[5], [7], [11].

Fig.1: Cellular structure of multicast transmission system.

There are two key traffics, namely, unicast traffics
and multicast traffics, in wireless multimedia
communications. Current studies mainly focus on
unicast traffics. In particular, dynamic resource
allocation has been identified as one of the most
efficient techniques to achieve better QoS and higher
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couple of transmit and receive antennas are sent to the
block of subcarrier and power algorithm through the
feedback channels. The resource allocation information
is forwarded to the MIMO-OFDM transmitter. The
transmitter then selects the allocated number of bits
from different users to form OFDMA symbols and
transmits via the multiple transmit antennas. The spatial
multiplexing mode of MIMO is considered. The
resource allocation scheme is updated as soon as the
channel information is collected and also the subcarrier
and bit allocation information are sent to each user for
detection.

scientific researches of multicast transmission in the
wireless networks have been paid more attention. For
example, proportional fair scheduling algorithms were
developed to deal with multiple multicast groups in each
time slot in cellular data networks [2]. The dynamic
resource allocation for OFDM based multicast system
was researched in [1], however it focused on SISO
system and can not be applied to MIMO system directly.

The following assumptions are used in this paper.
The transmitted signals experience slowly time-varying
fading channel, therefore the channel coefficients can be
regarded as constants during the subcarrier allocation
and power loading period. Throughout this paper, let the
number of transmit antennas be T and the number of
receive antennas be R for all users. Denote the number
of traffic flows as M , the number of user as K and the
number of subcarriers as N . Thus in this model
downlink traffic flows are transmitted to users over
subcarriers. Assume that the base station has total
transmit power constraint Q. The objective is to
maximize the system sum capacity with the total power
constraint. We use the equally weighted sum capacity as
the objective function.
The system capacity
optimization problem for muticast MIMO-OFDM
system can be formulated to determine the optimal
subcarrier allocation and power distribution:

Fig. 2 : Block diagram of multiple antenna OFDM
multicast system.
On the other hand, the conventional scheme in
current standards such as IEEE 802.16 or 3GPP LTE for
multicast service considers the worst user very much,
which may waste the resource. In this paper, we propose
dynamic subcarrier and power allocation algorithms for
MIMO OFDMA-based wireless multicast systems. In
the proposed algorithms, the subcarriers and powers are
dynamically allocated to the multicast groups. Our aim
is to maximize the system throughput given the total
power constraint. Let us assume that there are multiple
multicast groups in a cell and each multicast group may
contain a different number of users. The users included
in the same multicast group are called co- group users
and these can be located in different places in the cell.

1

1

,

,

max
,
,

0,1

,

1

,

1

,
,

,

Where C is the system sum capacity which can be
derived based on [16] and the above assumptions; Q is
the total available power q k,n; is the power assigned to
user in the subcarrier n ; P k,n can only be the value of 1
or 0 indicating whether subcarrier n is used by user K or
not.M k,n is the rank of H k,n which denotes the MIMO
channel gain matrix (R * T) on subcarrier n for user K
and {λ(i) k,n} i = 1:M k,n are eigenvelues of Hk, nH+
k,n; Kn is the allocated user index on subcarrier n; No is
the noise power in the frequency band of one subcarrier.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the multiple antenna OFDMA based
multicast system model and presents the optimization
objective function. In Section III, the proposed resource
allocation algorithm is described. Simulation results are
illustrated in Section IV and conclusions are drawn in
Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The block diagram of multiuser MIMO-OFDM
downlink system model is shown in Fig. 2. It shows that
in the basestation channel state information of each

The different point of muticast optimization
problem in (1) compared to the general unicast system is
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that there is no constraint of ∑
,
1 for all n,
which means that many users can share the same
subcarrier in multicast system because they may need
the same multimedia contents. The capacity for user K,
denoted as Rk, is defined as
Rk =

∑

,

∑

,

,

log 1

,

2

M1,n =...M k,n= M (3)

,

,

∑
∑

=

∑

=

,

1
,

,

.

,
,

,

. ∑
.

.

,

(4)

,

Where arg max k ∑ ,
is named as sum-criterion
,
which is more accurate when the SNR is low. These two
approximations will be used in the suboptimal algorithm
for the high SNR and low SNR cases, respectively. In
this way, we can reduce the complexity significantly
with minimal performance degradation.
The steps of the proposed suboptimal algorithm are as
follows:
•

Step 1 Assign the subcarriers to the users in a way
that maximizes the overall system capacity;

•

Step 2 Assign the total power to the allocated
subcarriers using the multi-dimension water-filling
algorithm.

A. Step 1—Subcarrier Assignment

Before we describe the proposed suboptimal
resource allocation algorithm, we firstly show
mathematical simplifications for the following subcarrier
allocation. It is noticed that in large SNR region, i.e.
⁄
1, , we get the following approximation:
,
1

,

,

∏ ,
Where
is named as product,
criterion which tends to be more accurate when the SNR
is high. On the other hand, in small SNR region,
/
1 , using log (1+x) = x, , we get
i.e. ,

The optimization problem in (1) is generally very
hard to solve. It involves both continuous variables and
binary variables. Such an optimization problem is called
a mixed binary integer programming problem.
Furthermore, since the feasible set is not convex the
nonlinear constraints in (1) increase the difficulty in
finding the optimal solution. Ideally, subcarriers and
power should be allocated jointly to achieve the optimal
solution in (1). However, this poses a prohibitive
computational burden at the base station in order to
reach the optimal allocation. Furthermore, the base
station has to rapidly allocate the optimal subcarrier and
power in the time varying wireless channel. Hence, lowcomplexity suboptimal algorithms are preferred for
practical implementations. Separating the subcarrier and
power allocation is a way to reduce the complexity,
because the number of variables in the objective
function is almost reduced by half. In an attempt to
avoid the full search algorithm in the preceding section,
we devise a suboptimum two-step approach. In the first
step, the subcarriers are assigned assuming the constant
transmit power of each subcarrier. This assumption is
used only for subcarrier allocation. Next, power is
allocated to the subcarriers assigned in the first step.
Although such a two-step process would cause
suboptimality of the algorithm, it makes the complexity
significantly low. In fact, such a concept has been
already employed in OFDMA systems and also its
efficacy has been verified in terms of both performance
and complexity. However, the algorithm proposed in
this paper is unique in dealing with MIMO-OFDM
based multicast resource allocation.

,

,

1

∏

,

∏

III. PROPOSED SUBOPTIMAL SUBCARRIER
ALLOCATION AND POWER DISTRIBUTION

,

∏

=

For a given power allocation vector q = (q1, q2, ....
qn) for each subcarrier, RA optimization problem of (1)
is separable with respect to each subcarrier. The
subcarrier problem with respect to subcarrier is
MaxR(n)=∑

,

Subject to:

∑

,

,

1

,
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,

= {0,1} for all k,n

In case of T = R = 1 , that is, a single antenna system,
the optimal power distribution for the subcarriers is
transformed into the standard water-filling solution:

(5)

Then the multicast subcarrier allocation algorithm based
on (3) for each subcarrier is given as follows.

(10)

1) For the th subcarrier, calculate the current total data
rate when the th user is selected as the user who has
lowest eigenvalue product
,

R (n) = N k,n ∑

,

1

Where (x)+ = max (0,x) and λkn (1) is the same as Hkn(1)
for a single antenna. The multi- dimension water-filling
algorithm is an iterative method, by which we can find
the optimal power distribution to realize the maximum
of system capacity.

(6)

2) For the nth subcarrier, select the user index kn
which can maximize
Kn = arg max k R (n)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

(7)

In this section, simulation results are presented to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm.
The simulation parameters of the proposed system are
given in

Then we have
,

1, ∏

,

0

,

∏

,

,

,

,

(8)

Table I.
The Simulation Parameters for the MIMO-OFDM
Systems.

For the low SNR case, the product-criterion (3) is
changed into the sum-criterion (4) for this step’s
subcarrier allocation.
B. Step 2 Power Allocation
The subcarrier algorithm in step 1 is not optimum
because equal power distribution for the subcarriers is
assumed. In this step, we propose an efficient power
allocation algorithm based on the subcarrier allocation
in step 2. Corresponding to each subcarrier, there may
be several users to share it for the multicast service. In
this case, the lowest user’s channel gain on that
subcarrier among the selected users in step 1 will be
used for the power allocation. The multi-dimension
water-filling method is applied to find the optimal
power allocation as follows. The power distribution over
subcarriers is

wireless channel is modeled as a frequency
selective channel consisting of six independent Rayleigh
multipaths. Each multipath component is modeled by
Clarke’s flat fading model. The number of users is 4 and
the number of antennas is T = R = 2 . Each couple of
transmit antenna and receive antenna is assumed to be
independent to the other couples. Total transmit power
is 1 Wand AWGNpower spectral density varies from 85
dBW/Hz to 60 dBw/Hz. The total bandwidth B is 1
MHz, which is divided into 64 subcarriers. The
capacities in the following figures are averaged over
10000 channel realizations.

q*n = max (0, qn)
where qn means the power assigned to each antenna of
subcarrier n and it is the root of the following equation,
∑

,

,

,

= 0, n = 1,2,..., N, (9)

Where Kn is the allocated user index on subcarrier α ; is
the
water-filling
level
which
satisfies
where Q and N are the total
power and the number of subcarriers, respectively.
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Fig. 3 : Sum capacity comparison of multicast and
unicast systems.

Fig. 5 : Sum capacity comparison of proposed scheme
and conventional one in multicast system when the SNR
is low.

A. Comparison of Multicast and Unicast Systems:
In Fig. 3, the sum capacities of multicast and
unicast schemes are shown for multiple antenna OFDM
systems. Here it is supposed that there is no channel
power difference between the users. In the multicast
system, it is supposed that 4 users receive the same
contents, while in the unicast system the contents of
users are different from each other. 3 by 1 multicast and
unicast system means that 3 users receive the same
contents as one group and the left one user receives
different content. And 2 by 2 multicast and unicast
system means that 2 users receive the same contents as
one group and the left two users are unicast users. It is
noticed that the multicast scheme with the proposed
method can achieve higher capacity than the unicast
scheme or the mixed cases. The more multicast users
exit, the higher system capacities can be achieved. For
the Fairness of comparison, on each subcarrier the user
with the highest eigenvalue product is selected to use it
in the unicast system.

B. Comparison of Proposed Scheme and Conventional
One
In this subsection, the sum capacities of the
proposed scheme and conventional scheme for the
multicast system are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for the high
SNR and low SNR cases, respectively. It is supposed
that 4 users receive the same contents and there is 5 dB
or 10 dB average channel power difference between the
users. In the conventional scheme, on each subcarrier
the user with the lowest eigenvalue product is selected
as the baseline to transmit the information. From both
Figs. 4 and 5, it is noticed that the proposed method can
achieve higher capacity than the conventional one. The
more average channel power difference between the
users, the larger gains can be obtained. This means that
the proposed adaptive subcarrier and power allocation
algorithm is more effective in the presence of higher
channel or link difference. This is because the drawback
of the conventional scheme is more evident in the case
of higher channel or link difference.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a newmethod to solve the
subcarrier and power allocation problem for multi-user
MIMO-OFDM
based
multicast
system.
The
optimization problem was formulated to maximize the
system capacity with a total transmit power constraint.
Due to the complexity of optimal algorithm, two step
suboptimal algorithm was proposed. The proposed
subcarrier allocation algorithm determined the number
of users for each subcarrier based on the maximization
criteria, in which the capacity of each subcarrier can be
maximized. Then the proposed power allocation scheme
adopted multi-dimension water-filling method in order
to maximize the system capacity. Simulation results

Fig. 4 : Sum capacity comparison of proposed scheme
and conventional one in multicast system when the SNR
is high.
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showed that the system capacity of the proposed scheme
is significantly improved as compared with the
conventional one.
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Abstract - The hexagonal arrays are becoming increasingly popular, especially for their applications in the area of wireless
communications. The overall objective of this paper is to use the theoretical foundation developed for the analysis of radiation
patterns and design of the hexagonal arrays. A technique has been developed for the analysis of radiation patterns from concentric
ring arrays. A family of function, known as generalized Weierstrass functions, has been shown to play a key role in the theory of
fractal radiation pattern analysis.
Key words - fractal antenna arrays, hexagonal array, fractal antenna radiation patterns, low side lobe antennas radiation patterns.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Y = Total number of concentric rings

The name "fractal", from the Latin 'fractus"
meaning broken, was given to highly irregular shapes by
Benoit Mandelbrot in his foundational essay in 1975 [1].
Since then, fractal geometry has attracted widespread,
and some times controversial, attention. The subject has
grown on two fronts: on the one hand, many "real
fractals" of science and nature have been identified. On
the other hand, the mathematics that is available for
studying fractal sets, much of which has its roots in
geometric measure theory, has developed enormously
with new tools emerging for fractal analysis. This paper
concerned with the mathematics of fractals and
application to antenna theory [2].

Xy = Total number of elements on the yth ring
Ry = Radius of the yth ring
Iyx = Excitation current amplitude of the xth element on
the yth ring located at φ=φyx

α yx = Excitation current phase of the xth element on the
yth ring located at φ=φyx
A wide variety of interesting as well as practical
fractal array designs may be constructed using a
generating subarray of the form given in equation (1).
The fractal array factor for a particular stage of growth P
may be derived directly from equation (1) by following
a procedure similar to that outlined in the previous
section. The resulting expression for the array factor was
found to be

II. THEORY
Concentric circular ring array:
The technique is very general, and consequently
provides much more flexibility in the design of fractal
arrays when compared to other. The generator, in this is
based on a concentric circular ring array.

P ⎧⎪ Y X jδp-1αyx(θ,ϕ) ⎫⎪
AF (θ,ϕ) = ∏ ⎨ ∑ ∑Iyxe
⎬ 3)
p
⎪⎭
p =1⎪⎩y =1x =1

The generating array factor for the concentric
circular ring array may be expressed in the form [2]
Y

X

GA(θ ,φ) = ∑∑I yxe

jα

yx

where δ represents the scaling or expansion factor
associated with the fractal array.A graphical procedure,
which is embodied in equation (3),can be used to
conveniently illustrate the construction process for
fractal arrays. For example, suppose we consider the
simple four element circular array of radius r, shown in
Figure 2.1(a). If we regard this as the generator (stage 1)
for a fractal array, then the next stage of growth (stage2) for the array would have a geometrical configuration
of the form shown in Figure 2.1(b). Hence the first step

(θ ,φ)
(1)

y=1 x=1

αyx(θ, φ) = kry sinθcos(φ − φyx) + βyx

(2)

K = 2π / λ
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in the construction process, as depicted in Figure 2.1 is
to expand the four-element generator array by a factor of
δ.

AF p ( θ , φ ) =

⎧ Y X
j δ p − 1 α yx ( θ , φ )
I
e
∑
∑
yx
⎪
⎪ y = 1 x =1
⎨
Y
X
⎪
I yx
∑
∑
⎪⎩
y = 1 x =1

P

∏
p =1

Y Xy

∑∑I

P

AFp (θ, ϕ) = ∏

y=1 x =1

yx

e

jδp −1ψyx (θ,ϕ)

(5)

Y Xy

∑∑I

p=1

⎫
⎪
⎪
⎬ (4)
⎪
⎪⎭

y=1 x =1

yx

Which has a corresponding representation in terms of
decibels given by

Fig. (a)

Y Xy

AFp (θ, ϕ)

P

dB

= 20∑log

∑∑I
y=1 x =1

yx

Y

e

jδp −1ψ yx (θ,ϕ)

(6)
X

∑∑ I

p=1

y=1 x =1

yx

For the special case when δ=1 eqs.5 and 6 reduce to
Y

AFp ( θ, ϕ ) =

p

Xy

∑∑I
y =1 x =1
Y

e

yx

jψ (θ , ϕ )

(7)

Xy

∑∑I
y =1 x =1

yx

Y Xy

AFp (θ, ϕ)

Fig(b).
Stage 2

dB

= 20P log

∑∑I yxe
y=1 x =1

(8)

Y Xy

∑∑I
y=1 x =1

Figure 2.1: Construction of four-element circular
subarray generator: (a) Stage 1 (P = 1) and (b) stage 2
(P = 2).

p
jψ yx (θ,ϕ)

yx

Another unique property of equation (4) is the fact that
the conventional co-phasal excitation

α yx = − kry sin θ 0 cos(ϕ − ϕ yx )

This is followed by replacing each of the elements
of the expanded array by an exact copy of the original
unscaled four-element circular subarray generator. The
entire process is then repeated in a recursive fashion,
until the desired stage of growth for the fractal array is
reached.

(9)

Where θ0 and ϕ 0 , are the desired main-beam steering
angles, can be applied at the generating subarray level.
From this, the position of the main beam produced by
equation (4) is independent of the stage of growth P,
since it corresponds to a value of ψ yx = 0 (i.e., when

It is convenient for analysis purposes to express the
fractal array factor, above equation in the following
normalized form.

θ = θ 0 and ϕ = ϕ 0 ). In other words, once the position
of the main beam is determined for the generating
subarray, it will remain invariant at all higher stages of
growth.
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δ=1) Under these circumstances, equation (11) reduces
to

EXAMPLES :

There are several different examples of recursively
generated arrays which have common fact that they may
be constructed via a concentric circular ring subarray
generator. Hence, the mathematical expressions that
describe the radiation patterns of these arrays are all
special cases of above equation (4).

⎤
⎡1 6
AF p (θ , ϕ ) = ⎢ ∑ e jα x (θ ,ϕ ) ⎥
⎣ 6 x =1
⎦
X p = 3 P (P + 1) + (1 − δ p1 )

One type of planar array configuration in common
use is the hexagonal array. These arrays are becoming
increasingly popular, especially for their applications in
the area of wireless communications. The standard
hexagonal arrays are formed by placing elements in an
equilateral triangular grid with spacings d[3] These
arrays can also be viewed as consisting of a single
element located at the center, surrounded by several
concentric six-element circular arrays of different radii,
This property has been used to derive an expression for
the hexagonal array factor [3].

1
AF p (θ , φ ) = p
6

∏∑e

jδ

p −1

defined by

δ p1 = 1

φ n = ( x − 1)

AF p ( θ , φ ) =
where

3

∏∑e

)

(

j 2 p − 1 α x (θ , ϕ )

(15)

p =1 x =1

)]

Clearly, by comparing equation (15) with equation
(14), it comes to conclusion that these recursive arrays
will grow at a much faster rate than those generated by a
choice of δ = 1. The first four stages in the construction
process of these arrays the element locations correspond
to the vertices of the hexagons and the element locations
and associated current distributions for each of the four
hexagonal arrays. The hexagonal arrays that result from
the recursive construction process with δ = 2 have some
elements missing, i.e., they are thinned.

The array factor expression given in equation (10) may
also be written in the form

1
6p

6

∏∑e

[π sin θ cos( φ −φ x ) + β x ]

β x = −π sin θ 0 cos(φ0 − φ x )

AF p ( θ , φ ) =

[ (

P

1
6p

X p = 3 2 p 2 p − 1 − 2 p −1 2 p−1 − 1

π

6

P ≠1

The second special case of interest to be considered
in this results when a choice of δ = 2 is made.
Substituting this value of δ into equation (15) yields an
expression for the recursive hexagonal array factor
given by

p =1 x =1

P

P =1 0

In other words, every time this fractal array evolves
from one stage to the next, the number of concentric
hexagonal subarrays contained in it increases by one.

(10)
Where

(14)

Where δ p1 represents the Kronocker delta function,

Hexagonal arrays may be realized via a
construction process based on the recursive application
of a generating subarray. Consider the uniformly excited
six-element circular generating subarray of radius r=λ/2.
This particular value of radius was chosen so that the six
elements in the array correspond to the vertices of a
hexagon with half-wavelength sides (d=λ/2).
Consequently, the array factor associated with this sixelement generating subarray may be shown to have the
following representation
6

(13)

These arrays increase in size at a rate that obeys the
relationship

III. HEXAGONAL ARRAYS

P

p

jδ p −1α x (θ , ϕ )

This is a potential advantage of these arrays from
the design point of view, since they may be realized
with fewer elements. Another advantage of these arrays
is that they possess low sidelobe levels, as indicated by

(11)

p =1 x =1

the set of radiation pattern slices for ϕ = 90 . Finally,
we note that the compact product form of the array
factor given in equation (15) offers a significant
advantage in terms of computational efficiency,
especially for large arrays. This is a direct consequence
of the recursive nature of these arrays, and may be
exploited to develop rapid beam-forming algorithms.
0

αx (θ,φ) = π[sinθcos(φ−φx ) −sinθ0 cos(φ0 −φx )]
(12)
The special case where the expansion factor of the
recursive hexagonal array is assumed to be unity (i.e.
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When an element with two units of current is added to
the center of the hexagonal generating subarray, the
expression for the array factor given in equation (10)
must be modified in the following way:

0
-10

6
p −1
⎧
⎫
+
2
e jδ α x ( θ , ϕ ) ⎬
⎨
∑
∏
x =1
p =1 ⎩
⎭

-20

P

magnitude

1
AFp (θ, φ) = p
8
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-30
-40

By taking different values of δ (i.e δ=1,2,3,4..) we will
get different cases of hexagonal array.
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IV. RESULTS
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The radiation pattern for the different stages
(P=1,2,3,4) the radiation pattern plots for the hexagonal
arrays and fully populated hexagonal arrays(two cases
i.e. δ=1 and δ=2) are obtained by MATLAB are shown
in figure 1,2 1nd 3.The radiation pattern indicate that a
further reduction in side lobe levels may be achieved by
including a central element in the generating sub array.
Finally, plots of the radiation intensity for this array are
shown in figure where the phasing of the generating sub
array has been chosen so as to produce a main-beam
0
0
maximum at θ 0 = 45 and ϕ 0 = 90
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Fig. 1 : Radiation patterns of hexagonal array for
p=1,p=2,p=3,p=4.
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Fig. 2 : Radiation patterns of fully populated hexagonal
array for p=1,2,3&4.
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V. CONCLUSION

The research in the area of fractal antenna has
recently yielded a rich class of new designs for antenna
elements as well as arrays.
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Another property of these arrays is that they possess
low side-lobe levels at 2/πϕ=. Finally, it should be
noted that the compact product form of the array factor
for some particular cases. This offers a significant
advantage in terms of computational efficiency,
especially for large arrays, and may be exploited to
develop rapid beam-forming algorithms
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Abstract - In the recent years we are witnessing a radical change driven by the introduction and further development of smartphones,
where we see emergence of new business models, including ’device centric models’, where the user can get access to new
applications and services by connecting to the device manufactures’ app stores. One of the main drivers of this change is the
advanced capabilities of the smartphones enabling the mobile devices to reap the advantages of the convergence process and bring
advanced internet applications and services to the mobile devices. The aim of this paper is to give a comparative analysis of different
mobile operating systems and identify their strengths and weakness seen from user and market perspective.
Key words - Android OS, Symbian OS, Apple’s iOS, mobile OS, smartphone, mobile OS comparison, mobile OS features.

I.

mobile OS history, section III contains version history,
section IV contains the technical environment, and
section V contains the application environment.

INTRODUCTION

A smartphone is a high-end mobile phone built on a
mobile computing platform, with more advanced
computing ability and connectivity than a contemporary
feature phone. A feature phone is a mobile phone that
combines the functions of a personal digital assistant
(PDA) and a mobile phone. As the capabilities of the
mobile devices increase, they are not simple voice
centric handsets anymore; rather they provide mobile
computing power that can be used for several purposes.
Especially smartphones represent a possibility of
moving appropriate applications from the PC to mobile
devices, as they mostly provide large bandwidth
wireless network access, office tools and the possibility
of installing third party programs [9].

II. HISTORY
In the beginning, there were cell phones and
personal digital assistants (or PDAs). Cell phones were
used for making calls and not much else while PDAs,
like the Palm Pilot, were used as personal, portable
organizers. A PDA could store your contact info and a
to-do list, and could sync with your computer.
Eventually, PDAs gained wireless connectivity and were
able to send and receive e-mail. Cell phones,
meanwhile, gained messaging capabilities, too. PDAs
then added cellular phone features, while cell phones
added more PDA-like (and even computer-like)
features. The result was the smartphone. All the mobile
phones having mobile OS as Android, Symbian, and
Apple etc are the smartphones.

A mobile operating system is the software platform
on top of which other programs can run on mobile
devices. The operating system is responsible for
determining the functions and features available on the
device.

A. Android OS

The fragmentation of technological platforms and
standards are on the one hand create competition which
typically is booster for advances and progress and on the
other hand as a barrier for development of content and
services, which ties the users to specific technologies or
puts an extra load on the content and service provides to
adopt their contents and services to multiple platforms
[1]. The existing mobile operating systems are Android
OS, Bada, BlackBerry OS, iPhone OS / iOS, MeeGo
OS, Palm OS, Symbian OS, webOS, Windows Mobile.
In this paper the main concentration is on Android OS,
Symbain OS, and Apple’s iOS. Section II contains the

The Android mobile operating system is Google's
open and free software stack that includes an operating
system, middleware and also key applications for use on
mobile devices, including smartphone. The OS is fully
open source; Updates for the open source Android
mobile operating system have been developed under
“dessert-inspired” codenames (Cupcake, Donut, Eclair,
Gingerbread, Honeycomb, and Ice Cream Sandwich)
with each new version arriving in alphabetical order
with new enhancements and improvements.
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3) The third version is released September 2009 with
name DONUT. Android 1.6 (Donut) is based on Linux
Kernel 2.6.29. On 15 September 2009, the 1.6 (Donut)
SDK was released. Included in the update were: Gallery
now enables users to select multiple photos for deletion,
Updated Voice Search, with faster response and deeper
integration with native applications. Updated technology
support for CDMA/EVDO, 802.1x, VPNs, and a text-tospeech engine. There are 3453 apps available on android
market for this version.

B. Symbian OS
Symbian is a mobile operating system (OS) targeted
at mobile phones that offers a high-level of integration
with communication and personal information
management (PIM) functionality[]. Symbian OS
combines middleware with wireless communications
through an integrated mailbox and the integration of
Java and PIM functionality. It has roots in systems that
were developed in the 1990’s and its debut was in 2001.
Symbian OS has its roots in handheld devices and has
seen rapid development through several versions.
Symbian OS has evolved from a handheld operating
system to an operating system that specifically targets
real-time performance on a smartphone platform

4) The fourth version was released on October 2009
with the name Eclairs. Android2.0/2.1 (Eclair) is based
on Linux Kernel 2.6.29. On 26 October 2009 the 2.0
(Eclair) SDK was released. Among the changes were:
Optimized hardware speed, Support for more screen
sizes and resolutions, Digital Zoom, Improved virtual
keyboard. There are 14,294 applications available in
android market for this version.

C. iPhone OS / iOS
Apple's iPhone OS was originally developed for use
on its iPhone devices. Now, the mobile operating system
is referred to as iOS. The iOS mobile operating system
is available only on Apple's own manufactured devices
as the company does not license the OS for third-party
hardware. Apple iOS is derived from Apple's Mac OS X
operating system.

5) The fifth version was released on May 2010 with
the name Froyo (most successful Version). Android 2.2
(Froyo) is based on Linux Kernel 2.6.32. On 20 May
2010 the 2.2 (Froyo) SDK was released. Changes
included are General Android OS speed, memory, and
performance optimizations, USB tethering and Wi-Fi
hotspot functionality, Added an option to disable data
access over mobile network, voice dialing and contact
sharing over Bluetooth. Total apps available in the
android market for this version are 97,703.

The operating system was released in June 2007.
On March 6, 2008, Apple released the first beta, along
with a new name for the operating system: "iPhone OS".
In June 2010, Apple rebranded iPhone OS as "iOS". The
trademark "IOS" had been used by Cisco for over a
decade for its operating system, IOS, used on its routers.
To avoid any potential lawsuit, Apple licensed the
"IOS" trademark from Cisco. The iOS operating system
is a fully featured modern operating system, which is
extensively documented and fully supported by Apple
Inc. [10]

6) The sixth version is named as Gingerbread. Android
3.0 (Gingerbread) is based on Linux Kernel 2.6.33 or
34. It includes support for WebM video playback,
improved copy–paste functionalities, and support for
bigger screens with up to Wide XGA (1366×768)
resolution.
7) 2.3 Gingerbread refined the user interface,
improved the soft keyboard and copy/paste features,
improved gaming performance, added SIP (Session
Initiation Protocol)[13] support (VoIP calls), and added
support for Near Field Communication[14].

III. VERSION HISTORY
A. Android OS
1) The first version of Android was released in 2009
and it comes with the basic features like GPS,
Bluetooth, Multitasking and integration of Google
services. There are 1669 android apps available for this
version.

8) 3.0 Honeycomb was a tablet-oriented release which
supports larger screen devices and introduces many new
user interface features, and supports multi-core
processors and hardware acceleration for graphics. The
first device featuring this version, the Motorola Xoom
tablet, went on sale in February 2011.

2) The second version was released in April 2009 with
the name CUPCAKE. Android 1.5 CUPCAKE is based
on Linux Kernel 2.6.27 On 30 April 2009; the official
1.5 (Cupcake) update for Android was released. There
were several new features and UI updates included in
the 1.5 update and they are as like a new soft-keyboard
with text-prediction, Bluetooth A2DP and AVRCP
support, Ability to automatically connect to a Bluetooth
headset within a certain distance. There are 3453 apps
are available for this version on android market.

9) 3.1 Honeycomb, released in May 2011, added
support for extra input devices, USB host mode for
transferring information directly from cameras and other
devices, and the Google Movies and Books apps.
10) 3.2 Honeycomb, released in July 2011, added
optimization for a broader range of screen sizes, new
"zoom-to-fill" screen compatibility mode, loading media
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files directly from SD card, and an extended screen
support API. Huawei MediaPad is the first 7 inch tablet
to use this version.

7) Symbian Carla will include a new browser
application, enhanced NFC features, and support for
Dolby Surround sound processing.

11) 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich, announced on October 19,
2011, brought Honeycomb features to smartphones and
added new features including facial recognition unlock,
network data usage monitoring and control, unified
social networking contacts, photography enhancements,
offline email searching, and information sharing using
NFC. Android 4.0.1 Ice Cream Sandwich is the latest
Android version that is available to phones. The source
code of Android 4.0.1 was released on November 14,
2011.

8) Symbian Donna will be the first Symbian release to
support dual-core processors.
C. Apple’s iOS
On June 29, 2007, Apple released the first version
of what became iOS - concurrently with the first iPhone.
The final 1.x series release was 1.1.5.
1) OS 2.0 was released in July 11,2008 with upgrades
through version 2.2 made available to all models.
2) iOS 3.0 was released June 17, 2009 with updated
through version 3.1.3.

B. Symbian OS
1) Symbian^1, being the first release, forms the basis
for the platform. It incorporates Symbian OS and S60
5th Edition (which is built on Symbian OS 9.4) and thus
it was not made available in open source. S60 consists
of a suite of libraries and standard applications, such as
telephony, personal information manager (PIM) tools,
and Helix-based multimedia players. It is intended to
power fully featured modern phones with large color
screens, which are commonly known as smartphones.

3) iOS 4.0 was released On June 21 to the public and
was made available only to the iPod touch and iPhone.
4.0 were announced to have over 1500 new APIs for
developers, with the highly anticipated multitasking
feature. The second generation iPod touch and iPhone
3G have iOS 4.2.1 as their latest version available. iOS
4.2 is the first version to bring major feature parity to
the iPhone and iPad. The 4.2 version sequence
continued for the CDMA phone while 4.3 was released
for all other products.

2) Symbian^2 was the first royalty-free version of
Symbian. While portions of Symbian^2 are EPL
(Eclipse Public License) licensed, most of the source
code is under the proprietary SFL (Standard Function
Library) license and available only to members of the
Symbian Foundation.

4) iOS 5 was previewed Apple On June 6, 2011,
Apple TV 4.4 beta and the iOS SDK 5 beta along with
iCloud beta among other products. This update
introduced iMessage chat between devices running iOS
5, a new notification system, and Newsstand
subscriptions, Twitter integrated into iOS, Reminders
app, Enhancements to AirPlay, full integration with
iCloud and over 200 new features.

3) Symbian^3 was announced on 15 February 2010. It
was designed to be a more ‘next generation’ smartphone
platform. The Symbian^3 release introduced new
features like a new 2D and 3D graphics architecture, UI
improvements, and support for external displays via
HDMI. It has single tap menus and up to three
customizable homescreens. The Symbian^3 SDK
(Software Development Kit) was released September
2010.

IV. TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENT
One issue of critical importance of mobile
computing is the design, development and deployment
of software solutions for mobile users. These users use
such applications in a highly dynamic environment and
such systems need to perceive and demonstrate
responsiveness to environmental changes [5].
Developers would be interested in supported platform
because if their application has the potential to be
deployed on more phones, then they get more exposure.
To compare the phones in their basic criteria, we
analyze the number of phones that deploy the particular
operating systems, the number of manufacturers using
the operating system, and the number of providers using
the operating system [2].

4) Symbian^4 was released in the first half of 2011.
Instead, many of the UI enhancements planned for
Symbian^4 will be released as updates to Symbian^3.
5) Symbian Anna is an update to Symbian^3, released
by Nokia in April 201. Symbian Anna includes such
improvements as a new browser, a virtual keyboard in
portrait orientation, new icons and real-time homescreen
scrolling.
6) Symbian Belle is an update to Symbian Anna. It was
released in 26th October 2011. Symbian Belle adds to
the Anna improvements with a pull-down
status/notification bar, deeper near field communication
integration, free-form re-sizable homescreen widgets.

In order to improve software speed, it's needed to
increase the cost of space in exchange for time; in order
to optimize the code size; we need to increase the
running time. Therefore, it should be based on specific
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needs to develop appropriate optimization objective,
under conditions of limited processor resources, primary
consideration should be optimized speed; in the case of
storage resource constraints, it should give priority to
code size optimization [8].
iOS device displays are high resolution, but then
only a small fraction of the image is visible. Everything
feels slightly confining [7]. iOS hardware provides a
unique platform for sensor applications. iOS hardware
includes a complete microcontroller system, with
wireless and wire capable networking. Development
tools are rigidity controlled and well documented [10].
TABLE I. TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENT

Official
SDK
platform

Linux, Mac
OS X and
Windows

Windows
using
Symbian
SDK or
Linux,
Mac OS
X and
Windows
using
Nokia Qt
SDK

GPS
Support

Provides GPS
& Location
Manager APIs
allowing
Development
that is not HW
specific

GPS,
A‐GPS
and
network‐
based
positioni
ng

Technolog
y uses
GPS, cell,
or Wi-Fi
signals to
triangul-ate
the
position

Language
Supported

JAVA

C++

C++

Applicatio
n
installatio
n method

Unknown;
installation on
emulator is not
reflective of
production
devices

Direct,
PC suite

Via iCloud

Linux

Symbian

iOS

No

No

Yes

Monolithic
(Linux Kernel)

Micro
kernel

Default
user
interface

Graphical

Avkon

OS Family

Linux

Embedde
d OS

Hybrid
(XNU)
Cocoa
Touch
(MultiTouch,
GUI)
Mac OS
X/BSD/Un
ix-Like

Supported
Platform

ARM, MIPS,
Power
Architecture,
x86

ARM,
x86

Mobile Operating System
Criteria
Public
domain or
private
domain
Manufact
urerspecific/
independe
nt

Audio
Playback
Format

Video
Playback
Format

Turn-byturn GPS

Android OS

Symbian
OS

Apple iOS

Public domain

private
domain

private
domain

manufacturer
independent
AAC LC/LTP
3GPP,HEAACv1,HEAACv2 AMRNB, AMRWB,MP3,
MIDI,Ogg
Vorbis,PCM/
WVE,WAVE

H.263, H.264
AVC, MPEG4 SP, DivX,
XviD, VP8

Google Maps
Navigation or
3rd party
software

manufact
urer
specific

All

H.263,
H.264,
WMV,
MPEG4,
MPEG4
@ HD
720p
30fps,
MKV,Di
vX,XviD
free
global
Nokia
Ovi
Maps
and 3rd
party
software

manufactur
er specific

Underlyin
g
architectu
re
iCloud
Support
Kernel
type

AAC,Prote
cted AAC,
HEAAC,MP3,
MP3 VBR,
AIFF,
WAV

H.264
AVC,
MPEG-4,
M-JPEG

3rd party
software

License

Apache
License 2.0
Linux Kernel
patches under
GNU GPL V2

Proprieta
ry
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Mac OS X
using iOS
SDK

ARM
Proprietary
EULA
except for
open
source
component
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Package
Manager
Processor
Speed
Memory

APK
200 MHz
online
32 MB RAM
and 32 MB
Flash

Nokia
OVi
Suite
1 GHz

866 MHz

512 MB
RAM

512 MB
RAM

Multitaski
ng

Yes

Yes

Multiuser

No

No

V.

iTunes

Very
Limited
(versions
before 4+)
No

Use space and time optimization strategy on the
code side to solve the contradiction between storage
capacity and efficiency of running in resourceconstrained devices; use double buffering and direct
screen access technology on the display side to solve the
problem of graphics flashing when refreshing the screen
[4].

Mobile WiFi Hotspot,
USB,
Bluetooth

Text/Docu
ment
Support

Microsoft
Office
2003/2007,
PDF,
Images,
TXT/RTF

Microsoft
Office
Mobile,
PDF

Microsof
t Office,
iWork,
PDF,
Images,
TXT/RT
F, VCF

Printer
support

No built-in
function,
but have
apps use
Google
Cloud Pint
available for
2.0+

No

Yes
(AirPrint
)

VI. CONCLUSION
The Android OS and Apple OS have their own
plusses and minuses. Both are equally strong contenders
and are bound to rule the app market place with their
own strength and positives. Android OS and Apple OS
are much advance and provide more value to the end
users while Symbian needs to update its features.
Android OS and Apple OS are the only two major
Operating Systems available in the smartphone market
until 2010. With regards to mobile operating systems,
Symbian has for long time been the dominating
technology, however, it seems that in the transition to
the smartphones other operating systems like iPhone and
Android are taking the lead. However, there are several
possibilities that Symbian OS will give tough
competition to them in the year 2012 onwards.

The device can be hooked up to an iOS device
when the control process can accept digital commands,
to exchange data and be configured and controlled. The
device gains all the functionality offered by the iOS
operating system [10].
TABLE II. APPLICATION ENVIRONMENT
Mobile Operating System
Criteria

Symbian
OS
Symbian
Horizon,O
vi store

Apple
iOS

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

With
Camera
Connecti
on Kit

Android OS
Official
Application
Store
Unified
Inbox
Offline
Voice
Command
Photo/vide
o import
from
memory
cards

Android
market

NO

Bluetoot
h, USB,
Personal
Hotspot
(Wi-Fi
Tetherin
g)

Tethering
[11]

APPLICATION ENVIRONMENT

Apple App Store has introduced a substantially
different model for digital good distribution to mobile
users. [6]. An Android OS smartphone receives the data
assuring intermediate processing, graphical user
interface and data synchronization. [3]. Android is based
on a Linux kernel with the user space and the JVM for
Android (Dalvik) being written in C [1].

USB,
Bluetooth,
Mobile
Wi-Fi
Hotspot(w
ith 3rd
party
software)
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Study of Object Extraction from Color Images
in Frequency and Spatial Domain
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Abstract— A correlation model for image retrieval is proposed. This model captures the semantic relationships among images in a
database from simple statistics of user provided relevance feedback information. It is applied in the post-processing of image
retrieval results such that more semantically related images are returned to the user. The algorithm is easy to implement and can be
efficiently integrated into an image retrieval system to help improve the retrieval performance.
Keywords- Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT), Correlation Filter, Sum of Squared Difference (SSD).

I.

devised a visualization of the result using the polar
form of a quaternion in which color denotes quaternion
Eigen axis and phase, and a greyscale image represents
the modulus.

INTRODUCTION

The main idea behind the proposed model is the
assumption that two images represent similar semantics.
Correlation is an important measure is used to find the
positions of a target object in a given image. The main
objective of this paper is the study of extraction of target
object using correlation theorem in spatial domain as
well as frequency domain form a given gray scale and
color images. One of the spatial domain approach SSD
(Sum of Squared Difference) method and FFT are used
for correlation theorem in spatial and frequency domain
approach respectively.

“Video Based Moving Object Tracking by Particle
Filter” by Md. Zahidul Islam, developed the video
based object tracking deal with non-stationary image
stream that changes over time using color information,
distance transform (DT) based shape information,
nonlinearity and template from Particle filtering.They
want to developed Robust and Real time moving object
tracking system in computer vision research area.
“Object Recognition Based On Template
Correlation In Remote Sensing Image” by Xiyuan
Zhoub proposed the analysis of the conventional
methods for information extracting from the remote
sensing image, a method of extraction particular object
in remote sensing image based on feature template
correlation. So, they applied methods to several highresolution example images to extract and recognize.

II. PREVIOUS WORK
“On Spatial Quantization of Color Images” by Jan
Puzicha, Marcus Held, Jens Ketterer, Joachim M.
Buhmann, Member, and IEEE in 2000 proposed a new
model to simultaneously quantize and halftone color
images. The method is based on a rigorous cost–
function approach which optimizes a quality criterion
derived from a simplified model of human perception
which incorporates spatial and contextual information
into the quantization and thus overcomes the artificial
separation of quantization and halftoning.

“Face Detection Through Template Matching and
Color Segmentation” by Scott Tan Yeh Ping describes a
process for face detection, which involves multiresolution template matching, region clustering and
color segmentation, works with high accuracy, and gives
good statistical results with training images.

“Directional processing of color images Theory
and Experimental result” by Prof. Joel C. De Goma in
2007 had proven that the addition of noise suppression
techniques in images increased the accuracy of the
match returned by the Normalized Cross Correlation
algorithm of template matching.

“Template Matching Through Subsequent Analysis
of an Image” by Prof. Joel C. De Goma in 2007 aims to
incorporate noise suppression and image enhancement
through the use of image restoration algorithms. It is
expected that, utilizing the algorithms stated, an accurate
match can be decided by the system. His study had
proven that the addition of noise suppression techniques

“Hyper complex Auto and Cross Correlation of
Color Images” by Stephen J. Sangwine, define
correlation application for color images, based on
quaternions or hyper complex numbers. They have
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increased the accuracy of the match returned by the
Normalized Cross Correlation algorithm.

complete green, then blue .For an example for a pixel
value.

Template matching has obvious applications in
computer and robot vision, stereography, image analysis
and motion estimation. Template matching in the
context of an image processing is a process of locating
the position of a sub image within an image of the same,
or more typically, a larger size. Template matching can
also be described as a process to determine the similarity
between two images. The sub image is referred to as the
template image and the larger image is referred to as the
search area (main image). The template matching
process involves shifting the template over the search
area and computing a similarity between the template
image and the window of the search area over which the
template lies. These shifting and computing processes
operate simultaneously and do the repetition until the
template image lies on the edge of the search area. So,
the main objective of this paper is to find positions of a
particular object in the given image database and to
discuss the comparative study of template matching for
correlation method in frequency domain as well as
spatial domain based on gray scale and color images.

Fig. 1(A) and 1(B) represent RGB color spaces and
one pixel value of a color image. Fig. 1(C) is the
original image. Fig. 1(D), 1(E) and 1(F) are red, green
and blue band of Fig. 1(C) respectively.

128

251

(A)

61

(B)

III. COLOR IMAGES
Color is a sensation created in response to
excitation of our visual system by electromagnetic
radiation known as light. More specific, color is the
perceptual result of light in the visible region of the
electromagnetic spectrum, having wavelengths in the
region of 400nm to 700nm, incident upon the retina of
the human eye. Physical power or radiance of the
incident light is in a spectral power distribution (SPD),
often divided into 31 components each representing a
10nm band.

(C)

Hence Color imaging systems are used to capture
and reproduce the scenes that humans see. Imaging
systems can be built using a variety of optical, electronic
or chemical components. However, all of them perform
three basic operations, namely: (i) image capture, (ii)
signal processing, and (iii) image formation. Colorimaging devices exploit the tri chromatic theory of color
to regulate how much light from the three primary
colors is absorbed or reflected to produce a desired
color.

(D)

(E)

(F)

Fig.1: A) RGB COLOR SPACES. B) ONE PIXEL
VALUE. C) ORIGNAL IMAGE. D) RED
COMPONENT. E) GREEN COMPONENT. F) BLUE
COMPONENT.
V. CONVERT
IMAGES

IV. RGB COLOR SPACES

COLOR

TO

GREY

SCALE

RGB color image is converted to Gray Scale image
using the following equation

It is the classical Computer Color space with three
different colors which are Red (R), Green (G), Blue
(B).If R, G, B have the same energy we perceive a shade
of White (gray, black). A single pixel consists of three
components: [0, 255]. Each pixel is a vector. Sometimes
pixels are not stored as vectors but in Image Bands.
First, the complete red-component is stored, then the

I =(R + G + B) / 3

-------------- (1)

Where I, R, G and B represents Intensity
component, Red Component, Green Component and
Blue Component respectively of the color image.
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with coordinates (xt, yt) has intensity It (xt, yt). Thus the
squared difference in the pixel intensities is defined as
Diff (xS, yS, xt, yt) = (Is (xS, yS) – It (xt, yt)) 2 which is
shown in EQ. (3).
Trows T cols
A

SSD(x, y) = ∑

B

∑ Diff (x + i, y + j, i, j) 2

i=0 j=0
------------- (2)

C

D

The mathematical representation of the idea about
looping through the pixels in the search image as we
translate the origin of the template at every pixel and
take the SSD measure is the Eq. (4):

E

FIG 2: A) ORIGINAL IMAGE. B) RED COMPONENT.
C) GREEN COMPONENT. D) BLUE COMPONENT.
E) INTENSITY COMPONENT.

S rows S cols
∑

∑ SSD(x, y)

Fig 2.A. is an original color image.Fig2B, Fig2C,
Fig2D are red, green and blue component which are
obtained by reading each pixel of the color image
Fig2A. Fig2E is intensity component which is obtained
by using EQ. (1).

i=0

j=0

----------- (3)

Where Srows and Scols denote the rows and the
columns of the search image and Trows and Tcols
denote the rows and the columns of the template image,
respectively. In this method the lowest SSD score gives
the estimate for the best position of template within the
search image. The method is simple to implement and
understand. Fig.3 shows the experimental results using
grey scale images and grey scale templates.

VI. THE CORRELATION THEOREM IN
SPATIAL DOMAIN
In spatial domain, SSD (Sum of Squared Distance)
is a pre-processing technique for correlation method. It
is one of the approaches which gives satisfactorily result
in template matching. Here the template must have same
size as in the provided search image.

So, Fig. 3(A) is the original image of hand gestures.
Fig. 3(B) is a template which must be same size and
shape if it presents in Fig. 3(A) image. Now, Fig. 3(C) is
the result of SSD using EQ. (2) and (3). In Fig. 3(C), the
darkest point is the position of the template at Fig. 3(B).
Fig. 3(D) shows the matched template.

This method is normally implemented by first
picking out a part of the search image to use as a
template. We will call the search image S(x, y), where
(x, y) represent the coordinates of each pixel in the
search image. We will call the template T(xt, yt), where
(xt, yt) represent the coordinates of each pixel in the
template. We then simply move the centre (or the
origin) of the template T(xt, yt) over each (x, y) point in
the search image and calculate the sum of squares of
distance between the coefficients in S(x, y) and T(xt, yt)
over the whole area spanned by the template. As all
possible positions of the template with respect to the
search image are considered, the position with the
highest score is the best position. This method is
sometimes referred to as 'Linear Spatial Filtering' and
the template is called a filter mask.

(a)

(b)

For example, one way to handle translation
problems on images, using template matching is to
compare the intensities of the pixels , using the SSD
(Sum of Squared differences ) measure.
A pixel in the search image with coordinates (xS,
yS) has intensity Is (xS, yS) and a pixel in the template

(c)
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FIG.3: A) ORIGINAL IMAGE. B) TEMPLATE. C) CORRELATION
RESULT. D) BEST MATCHED TEMPLATE IMAGE.

VII. THE
CORRELATION
FREQUENCY DOMAIN

THEOREM

IN

Template matching using correlation basically uses
the Correlation theorem:
f (x, y) o h(x, y)

F (u, v) H*(u, v) --------------(4)

(c)

(d)

Where f(x, y) is the search image having N x M
sizes and h(x, y) is the template image having K x L
sizes.
It consists of the following steps:
Multiply the search and the template image by
(-1) x+y centre transformed.
2. Compute F (u, v), the FFT of the variable padded
search image from (1).
3. Compute H (u, v), the FFT of the variable padded
template from (1).
4. Multiply F (u, v) by H* (u, v) (Conjugate of H (u,
v)).
5. Compute the inverse FFT of the result in (4).
6. Obtain the real part of the result in (5).
7. Multiply the result in (6) by (-1) x+y.
1.

(e)

(f)

FIG.4: A) ORIGINAL IMAGE. B) TEST IMAGE. C) PADDED
IMAGE OF A. D) PADDED IMAGE OF B. E) CORRELATION
RESULT. F) BEST MATCHED TEMPLATE IMAGE.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Fig. 5 represents correlation result of color image in
spatial domain. Here Fig. 5(A) is an image of group of
people. Fig. 5(B) is a face as test image to find in Fig.
5(A). Fig 5(C), 5(D), 5(E) are red, green, blue
component of Fig. 5(A). Fig. 5(F) and Fig. 5(G) are the
intensity image of Fig. 5(A) and 5(B) respectively
which are obtained by using EQ. (1). Now SSD
algorithm discussed in section (V1) is applied for
correlation theorem between Fig. 5(F) and 5(G) which
produces result in Fig. 5(H).Then, pixel wise difference
between Fig. 5(H) and 5(F) is performed to obtain Fig.
5(I). Now, Fig. 5(I) contains brightest point where the
test image will be found. Fig. 5(J) is the matched
template image.

Here the size of the variable padded image equals
to N+K-1, M+L-1, where N, M are the size of the
original image and K, L are the size of the template
image. The resulting image will have the highest value
at the matching point. An example of correlation in
frequency domain is discussed in FIG.4 which shows a
simple illustration of image padding and correlation.
Fig. 4 (A) is the image of ten hand gestures and Fig.
4(B) is a hand gesture taking as a template. The padded
images are shown in Fig 4(C) and 4(D) respectively.
The correlation of the two padded images is displayed as
an image in Fig 4(E). The correlation function defined
in EQ. (4) was obtained by computing the transforms of
the padded images, taking the complex conjugate of one
of them (we chose the test image), multiplying the two
transforms and computing the inverse FFT. As expected,
we see in Fig. 4(E) that the highest value of the
correlation function occurs at the point.

(a)
(a)

(b)
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discusseed in EQ. (1).N
Now, Fig. 6(C
C) and 6(D) arre test
image and
a
its intensiity componentt respectively.. Fig.
6(E) is SSD
S
result usiing images at Fig. 6(B) and 6(D).
The darkkest point of Fig.
F 6(E) is shown in Fig. 6((F) as
matchedd test image position.
Thee objective of eexample at Figg. 6 is that the object
o
of same size and shapee but different in color can allso be
recognizzed.
(c)

(d)

(b)

(a)

(ee)

(f)

(d)

(c)

(g)

(i)

(h)

(f)

(e)

Fig.6: A)
A Box Image. B) Intensity Of
O A. C) Test Im
mage.
D) Inntensity Of C. E)
E Ssd Result. F) Matched Teest
Im
mage Shown.

(jj)
Fig.5: A) Original
O
Imagee. B) Template. C) Red
Component. D)
Greenn Componennt. E) Blue
Component. F)
F Intensity Com
mponent Of A.
A G) Intensity
Component. Of
O B. H) Coorrelation Ressult. I) Image
Diffrence Resuult. J) Matchedd Template Imaage.
Fig. 6 shoows another exxample for colo
or image. Fig.
6(A) is an imaage of differentt color boxes. Fig.
F 6(B) is an
intensity compponent of Fig.. 6(A) which is
i obtained as

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Fig.7: a) Original Imagee. b) Test IMAGE. C)
CORRELATIO
ON RESULT.. D) IMAGE DIFFRENCE
RESULT. E) MATCHED TEMPLATE
T
IM
MAGE

(f)

(e)

(b
b)

(a)

(
(c)

(h)

(g)

d)
(d

Fig.9: A)
A Orignal Imaage. B) Test Image. C) Inttensity
Componeent Of (A). D) Intensity Com
mponent Of (B
B). E)
Padded Im
mage Of (C). F) Padded Image Of
O (D). G) Correelation
Result. H)
H Matched Tem
mplate Image.

(e))

FIG.8: A) ORIGINAL IMAGE. B) TESTT IMAGE. C)
CORRELATION
N RESULT. D) IMAGE DIFFRE
ENCE RESULT.
E) MATCHED TEMPLATE IMA
AGE.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)
(c)

(d)
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(e)

invariance. The spatial domain template matching
processes are slower one and dependent on template
shape and size where as frequency domain template
matching is faster one and independent of size of
template. The matching accuracy equation is totally
reliable and result a perfect score in this project. For this
project, even though the results obtained so far are
encouraging, more investigations need to be done in
more detail on both theoretical and practical side for
further study on matching process. The image difference
process which is discussed previously is needed for
spatial domain approach but there is no need of it in
frequency domain. Selection of padding value matters in
frequency domain but not in spatial domain approach.

(f)

In future work we will develop more robust
technique to extract an object which may be variation in
size of the template and independent of predefined test
pattern from a given image database.
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(h)

Fig.10: A) Orignal Image. B) Intensity Component Of
(A). C) Test Image. D) Intensity Component Of (C). E)
Padded Image Of (C). F) Padded Image Of (D). G)
Correlation Result. H) Matched Template Image.
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Abstract—Radio frequency had been an efficient real-time method for collecting the surroundings data and converting it to the
digital data for several years. Using this method tracking of objects, animals and human beings become feasible through RFID.
However considering a new technology without noticing its gradual influence on system components and processes, questions the
effectiveness of the technique. Therefore in this paper initially requirements of RFID software architecture in abstract level and
afterward the proposed software architecture are defined. To conclude, the influence of RFID on software architecture and software
technology is explained.
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I.

voice recognition. The aim of most of AIDC techniques
is to increase the performance, decrease human errors
and provide personnel with more time to serve
customers.

INTRODUCTION

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a reliable
technology in automatic identification of objects,
animals and people. RFID is used in transportation and
distribution, retail and consumer packaging, industrial
and manufacturing, security and access control and a lot
more. Nowadays RFID is on the peak, the same way its
predecessor - barcode - used to be on top one day [1].

Among the named techniques, RFID is relatively
the newest one and is more noticed due to its live
tracking ability and the great improvement it created in
different markets [1].

Software architecture is a high level abstraction of a
software system that can determine valuable information
such as system quality and hidden risks even before a
system is developed. Software architecture consists of
component and their relationship and has different level
of abstraction [3]. Software architecture can be
described as an architecture style.[9] This paper defines
the highest level of abstraction of an RFID system
where only RFID system components interaction is
considered.

RFID provides an important platform to identify
objects and collect their information to track and
manage them. The mentioned platform is a combination
of products and technologies that collects and transfers
data between tagged items and an information
management system through radio frequency. RFID tags
are designed based on a frequency range and system
requirements such as read distance and environmental
characteristics. RFID Reader is usually attached to a
computer and has a job similar to barcode scanner.

In this paper RFID is introduced briefly. Then we
propose a real-time distributed even driven software
architecture. To conclude effect of RFID on software
architecture and in general on software technology is
described.

Radio frequency elements can be classified to three
different categories:
A. Hardware
An RFID tag which is a microchip combined with
an antenna in a compact package; the packaging is
structured to allow the RFID tag to be attached to an
object to be tracked.

II. AUTO IDENTIFICATION AND RFID
Automatic Identification and Data Capture (AIDC)
refers to the methods of automatically identifying
objects, collecting data about them, and entering that
data directly into computer systems without human
involvement. Technologies typically considered as part
of AIDC include bar codes, Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID), biometrics, magnetic stripes,
Optical Character Recognition (OCR), smart cards, and

The tag's antenna picks up signals from an RFID
reader or scanner and then returns the signal, usually
with some additional data (like a unique serial number
or other customized information).
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manufacturers. Therefore one of the
responsibilities of middleware is to fill this gap.

RFID tags can be very small - the size of a large
rice grain. Others may be the size of a small paperback
book.

C. Software

An RFID reader is a device that is used to
interrogate an RFID tag. The reader has an antenna that
emits radio waves; the tag responds by sending back its
data. The data is transferred to a host computer.

The host computer requires software and a databank
to store and retrieve the information. Software can be a
part of ERP, WMS, SCM, and CRM or any other
application that require the information.

The host system is a computer which connects to
RFID readers and usually the middleware or database
resides on it.

In another word the most important user of the
identification
systems
is
enterprise
systems.
Identification systems process the raw data collected
from the backend systems and prepare the information
top management require for enterprise decision making
[2].

B. Middleware
The middleware sends the information contained in
the tags to whatever systems need that information
[4].Middleware is a platform for managing RFID data
and routing it between tag readers or other auto
identification devices and enterprise systems. In fact
middleware is the interface between the hardware and
software. Middleware processes the data collected from
tags and send the required information to each front-end
system [2].

III. RFID SOFTWARE CHARACTERISTICS
Considering the distribution feature of RFID
systems, the software should also be designed
distributed to handle the system requirement. Besides
business partners should be able to share data in a
supply chain system to improve the quality of service all
along the supply chain. Therefore the capability of
sharing data all along the supply chain should be
considered. The main barrier in fast growth of RFID is
high installation and maintenance cost. This should be
considered in design phase to reduce cost. From the
software development point of view, the simpler and
more reliable the software is, the less implementation
and maintenance cost.

Middleware should support different protocols to
connect to different readers. Besides it should be able to
filter and group the data and remove the redundancy [4].
The main responsibility of a middleware is:
•

Capturing, securing, and accessing EPC related
data.

•

Obtaining filtered, aggregated data from several
sources. (This standard is sometimes referred to
as the ALE standard.)

•

Exchanging data and commands between hosts
and readers to do things like read tags, write to
tags, and kill tags.

•

Configuring, provisioning,
individual readers.

and

main

RFID hardware mechanism is real-time. It gathers
all the data and sends it to software almost in no time.
Hence the software should also have this real time
feature and the software architecture should be a realtime structure.
IV. AVAILABLE SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

monitoring

A. Layered Rfid Software Architecture
In this architecture a layered structure is described
and RFID system components rely on of the layers. Fig.
1 shows the defined layers. Each layer includes some
elements that perform the layer job [2].

A RFID system should be able to utilize different
RFID Readers and protocols. In order to support a multi
protocol environment middleware is required. In this
manner the host system is not dependent on a special
reader or protocol. Middleware should use standard
protocols and be able to communicate with different
applications at the same time.

Layer one is the communication network layer in
lowest level. In an RFID system some components such
readers and PCs are connected through a computer
network which is the IT infrastructure. In this layer all
this hard ware infrastructure is define. Active and
passive network equipments, telecommunication
equipments and network software and services is
defined is this layer.

Most of the middleware available today is
commercial-based and has been developed by the
commercial players, for example, Microsoft BizTalk
RFID [5], Oracle Fusion [6] and Sun RFID Middleware
[7]. There are also some middlewares which have been
developed for research purposes, such as the Accda [8].

Layer two includes RFID equipments such as
readers, antenna and tags Readers collect the
information and send it to the middleware through the
communication networks.

RFID has not been completely standardized yet and
there is some dissimilarity between different
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Manager layer to enterprise information systems (EIS) such as legacy, enterprise resource planning (ERP),
warehouse management systems (WMS), supply chain
management (SCM), and customer relationship
management (CRM) systems - as well as other
applications that might want to use tag information.
These include components and technologies that
comprise the Java Enterprise System, such as Web,
application, communication, and security services, and
Java technologies such as the Java Message Service
(JMS) and the Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition
(J2EE™) Connector Architecture to enterprise
information systems.

The third layer is the middleware and the forth layer
is the Information systems and enterprise applications.
B. Sun Microsystems Software Architecture
The Java System RFID Software architecture is
built with Java Enterprise System software and
technology. Fig 2. demonstrates this architecture. At the
bottom of the stack are tag readers or sensors that are
responsible for reading tagged items. Each reader
continuously reads many tagged items and sends that
data to the next layer in the architecture stack [11].
Java System RFID Software consists of two major
components:
•

The Java system RFID event manager

•

Java system RFID information server

The topmost layer in the architecture stack is
comprised of EIS systems such as ERP, WMS, legacy
systems, and proprietary enterprise systems.
C. Real-Time Distributed Software Architecture

The Java System RFID Event Manager is designed
to process streams of tag or sensor data (event data)
coming from one or more reader devices. The RFID
Event Manager has the capability to filter and aggregate
data prior to sending it to a requesting application. Sun’s
RFID Event Manager filters can be programmed to
throw out any data that shows the RFID-tagged

In this section a real-time distributed RFID software
architecture is surveyed. First the event is defined and
then the architecture is explained [12].
Details of anything that is happening at a specific time
and place is an event. Event can be described with a set
of dimensions:
•

source of event

•

event granularity

•

location of event

•

time at which the event occurred

There are two categories of event happening in RFID:

Figure 1. Layered RFID Software Architecture [2].

object is in the same place and trigger an action or event
only when there is a change in state for the object. The
RFID Event Manager can also be programmed with
other types of filters to enforce specific business rules.
To localize reader traffic, an enterprise may have
numerous instances of Sun’s RFID Event Manager at
each geographically remote site, such as a store,
distribution center, or warehouse. Given the amount of
network traffic from readers, it is important to localize
data by enabling the RFID Event Manager servers to
filter the tag data at each site instead of sending it over
the Internet. In addition, it is good practice to isolate the
readers from the Internet for security reasons.

Fig. 2 : Sun Java System RFID Software Architecture [11].

The other major component is the Java System
RFID Information Server. Sun advocates that integration
technologies be used to connect the RFID Event
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Figure 4. Storing EI [12].
Figure 3. Event Driven Architecture [12].

Fig. 4 shows how the EI are stored in the database.
V. PROPOSED REAL-TIME DISTRIBUTED
EVENT DRIVEN1 ARCHITECTURE

Basic Events: that are generated by one or more
source and is defined as (L, S, T); L for event label or
description, S for location and T for time of happening.
The base event source can be finding an object, a clock,
environmental conditions triggering a sensor, or a part
of application generating the event such as a part of the
program produces the event.

Real-time response to requests and sending the realtime information gathered from the reader to the
middleware and from middleware to the database is a
necessary requirement of any RFID software. Therefore
our proposed software architecture is both real-time and
distributed because of the distributed nature of RFID
systems.

Non-basic events: that can be monitored, controlled or
reactivated. The events can be single or a combination
of more than one event. Event causes one or more
predefined reactions. Fig 3. Shows the event driven
architecture. Events are generated by several sources.
EIDB is he database of the events and stored the rules
related to (L, S, T). EH uses the EIDB and events to
identify the event and send it to Enterprise IT system
then the system shows the appropriate reaction.

According to the above facts we are proposing a
real-time distributed architecture. This RTDED
architecture is based on a five-layer real-time
architecture. The mentioned technology is based on
JAVA, hence the classes exists in the definition.
Five-layer software architecture is an exceptional
efficient architecture for general structure of many
embedded and real-time systems and is a special
adoption of layered architecture. The structure is
presented in Fig. 5 [13].

In the EIDB all the events are saved using a R-Tree
based on priority and hierarchy. To recognize an event
the Event handle uses the following algorithm:
1- Finding all the main events from the tree.

In Fig.6 RTDED Architecture method is presented.
In hardware abstract layer tags, readers and in fact the
hardware interface class which is responsible for data
collection is presented. In operating system layer the
operating system installed on sever is defined. In
communication layer the middleware is located and
database is right next to the middleware.
The
application layer is a domain for Work Flows and
Enterprise systems definition. User interface layer as the
name suggests is associated to classes related to user and
system interaction. Following a detail description of
each layer is described.

2- Calculating a set of base events.
3- Finding all the combinational vents related to
the base event.
4- Identifying the conditions and evaluating the
results came from the above.
5- State graph tracing.
6- Sending the result to the IT systems.

1
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Figure 7. Application Layer.
Direct connection between the Application Domain
layer and the database might be considered, depending
on how large the system is. In large systems the direct
connection between these two is not required as the
Communication layer facility can be utilized; however
in smaller systems there might be direct connections.
(We would discuss this in more details in
Communication layer chapter)

Figure 5. Five-Layered Real Time Architecture
Structure [13].

Pipelining can be used to handle fast response to the
generated events of parallel Work Flows in order to get
closer to real-time reactions.
In large systems This layer has the realization
relationship:
•

To the Operating System layer due to the fact
that application resides on the operating system.

•

To the User Interface layer to provide interaction
to the client.

•

And to the Communication layer to collect the
data and events required by the applications.

And in small systems the relationship to the database is
required.
Here we present an example to make the topic
clearer. In a chemical material extraction and
production, assets and personnel real-time tracking is
implemented to locate each and also to define and
control access to different part of the factory or to
determine the warranty deadline of each product.
Therefore a tag is given to each personnel and attached
to the assets. As it is presented in Fig. 8:

Figure 6. Proposed Architecture

A. Application Domain
Fig. 7 presents the Application Domain layer. This
layer includes application classes and Work Flows
defined based on the requirements. Also it includes
classes related to the Enterprise System. In fact in this
layer software and applications mentioned in user
requirements are laid. This separation leads to
extensibility of the system so that the addition of more
requests to the system is easily managed. The gradual
modification of system requirements is the main
motivation of having this feature.

•

As an assumption the Entrance Work Flow is
defined so that: if a person have the card with id
X wants to enter a zone name L1, is he/she
permitted or not.

•

The Asset Location class is able to determine
where exactly each asset is located in the realtime.

•

In an event driven approach, Expired Cloth class
can detect if an asset warranty has expired or
not. And also notify the owner Y, to proceed to
the related department for replacement or
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result and produce overhead costs that threatens the realtime feature of the system in this scale. It is good to
mention EPCglobal Network can access data and events
through the same class.

maintenance. In case the asset is a personal
protective equipment (PPE) i.e. clothing,
helmets, goggles, or other garment designed to
protect the wearer's body from injury, a routine
can be called to warn the owner that she must
change her cloth otherwise she cannot enter any
zone in the factory until she returns the cloth and
get a new one.

Distribution of the architecture is available with
implantation of several RFID Event Manager class for a
group of readers on different PCs. Since the distributed
systems should be able to adapt to the network
modification a class called Failed is included in this
layer. The Fail class verifies availability and
functionality of each Event Manager on computational
systems and in case any of them stops functioning the
task can be handled by the closest Event Manager to
reduce system failure.

Figure 8. An application layer example.
B. Communication Domain
Middleware
is
implemented
through
Communication Domain classes. Some middleware
have a feature to define Work Flows. However this
feature is defined in Application Domain to have better
organized structure.
As it is presented in Fig. 9 the essential class
required in every RFID system regardless of the size, is
RFID Event Manager Class. The mentioned class is
responsible for creation of an interface between the
readers and other part of the system. This interface is
required to transfer collected data from readers to the
system. In this layer data collected from different
readers with different formats should become
compatible and interaction between them become
possible. These are provided through Compatibility
Domain subclasses.

Figure 9. Communication Layer.
C. OS Domain
As it is shown in Fig. 10 in this layer an operating
system resides on each server is mentioned and it
includes classes related to operating system services.
Separation of this layer results in more portability and
reusability. A part of distribution is clear in this layer
because of several Event Managers. In large systems
only required services can be implemented and have
more efficacy and real-time reaction.

Besides it should have the ability to filter duplicate
data – the data gathered previously from another reader
or the data gathered several times from one reader about
on tag – and noises. This duty can be done by Filtering
class. To manage detect and report events a subclass is
needed called Event Handler. The Event Handler tries to
remove duplication. However to have more reliability
the Filtering subclass is also utilized. Finally a subclass
is needed to insert data and events to the database which
is called Insert DB.

D. User Interface Domain
The main responsibility of this domain is to provide
interaction with the user. One side of this domain is the
client and the other side is the operating system.
Consequently it should include classes related to the
user such as Window and Scrollbar and a middleware
demonstration class to show a graphical view of the
middleware and an interface class get user requests.

There is another class in this layer called
Information Server. It provides Application layer access
to important events. Existence of this class gives more
flexibility to the system and help to gather information
faster and more easily. Especially in large systems
where the business requirement of the system modifies.
Nevertheless in small systems it would have a converse

E. Hardware Domain
In this domain Reader Driver classes for different
readers such as hand-held and fixed readers from
different manufacturers and sensors exist. Also the
communication hardware infrastructure is defined in this
layer.
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VI. EFFECT OF RFID
ARCHITECTUREE

ON

numerous and Real-time data can improve EPCglobal
Network targets in supply chain. Therefore there should
be some facilities to handle such data in the software.

SOFTWARE

Due to the fast growth of RFID in industry and all
along the supply chain and its real-time ability to
response to system requirements, the software should
also have the real-time feature. Therefore as it has been
proposed in chapter V, the software architecture should
have real-time nature and also be distributed due to
distributed modality of RFID systems.

In addition to real-time response to the requests, the
RFID technology brings more quality to the software.
As now there are some requirements that can be fulfilled
in presence of RFID that were not cost effective to be
implemented without RFID.
VIII. CONCLUSION

Since this technology is real-time it can answer to a
lot of requests that without RFID were not even cost
effective to be implemented. An example is the scenario
we presented in chapter V about the personnel
protective equipments being tagged in a chemical
extraction and production factory and warn in case the
PPE requires maintenance or replacement. These kind of
solutions are now feasible with a reasonable cost and
make improvement in business processes and finally
customer satisfaction.

In this paper, the effect of RFID on the software
technology especially on the software architecture was
described, and a new architecture was proposed. The
software should be Real-time and it should be
distributed according to modality of RFID system.
RFID leads to implementing some requirements
that without RFID are not even cost effective to be
considered. Therefore while designing the architecture
we should think about some new scenarios which are
now easily implementable with RFID systems.
Numerous data is another issue which is obtained from
this technology. Research in these data, causes useful
results in management and quality feature. In supply
chain application, sharing these numerous and Real-time
data can improve EPCglobal Network targets in supply
chain.

RFID is a pioneer in helping some solutions to be
put into practice that were not feasible without RFID.
As a result there are a lot more situations to be
considered when designing a software. Answering to all
these conditions is a value added to our software.
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I.

TABLE 1. KOLB’S FOUR STAGES FOR LEARNING STYLES
(KOLB, 1984).

INTRODUCTION

For many students, learning by doing is more
effective than learning by listening. This approach is
supported in activity-based instruction by having
students work through examples, and then reviewing
and discussing the results, instead of having the
instructor work through the examples while students
passively observe.

Stage

The requirement to learn how to use information
technologies is the specialty of the IT professional
however; in the field of education there are teacher
training techniques which are the specialty of the
teacher. These two fields need to be linked, and active
learning is a perfect teaching model that can be utilized
by both the IT professional and the Computer Science
teachers.

Dimension

The activist learning style

Doing and feeling

The reflector learning style

Feeling and watching

The theorist learning style

Thinking and watching

The pragmatist learning
style

Thinking and doing

III. ADVANTAGES OF ACTIVE LEARNING
•

Student motivation is increased (especially for adult
learners)

•

Students are involved more than passive listening

•

There is greater emphasis placed on the exploration
of attitudes and values

In active learning, a few labeled instances are
typically provided together with a large set of unlabeled
instances. The underlying system is then rerun to
improve the performance. This continues in an iterative
fashion for convergence which typically is a threshold
on the achievable performance before exhausting all the
unlabeled data set. Table 1 states Kolb’s four stages for
learning styles.[4]

•

Students are engaged in additional activities (e.g.,
reading, discussing, programming)

•

There is less emphasis placed on information
transmission and greater emphasis placed on
developing student skills.

•

Students are involved in higher order thinking
analysis, synthesis, (evaluation)

The outcomes suggest that students’ participation in
active learning activities steadily increase as students
mature, with later year students more actively engaged
than their first year counterparts.

•

Students can receive immediate feedback from their
instructor [3]

II. AN OVERVIEW OF ACTIVE LEARNING

IV. THE ACTIVE LEARNING CONTINUUM
FRAMEWORK

The objective is to rank a set of instances in an optimal
way for an external oracle to label them.

The Active Learning Continuum framework
developed by Bonwell and Sutherland details the use of
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four continuums to measure variables associated with

the process of selecting an appropriate activity.
The continuums are [1]
1. Task Complexity Continuum
2.

Course Objectives Continuum

3.

Classroom Interaction Continuum

4.

Continuum of Student Experiences

Fig. (1.a). Example for Continuum / Creative / Rational
2.

V. ACTIVE LEARNING CONTINUUM IN
SPECIFIC FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE

This continuum refers the impact of the concepts,
ideologies or theories to be implemented in a technology
based concept. This continuum also deals with the inter
relation or the collection of ideas. For this
motivation/influence continuum learners interested in
relating concepts and exploring things using the
concepts will involve more. This is the beginning stage
for transforming learners to researchers. Figure 2 shows
this continuum.

Even though the active learning continuum
framework is good still Computer Science education is a
field, which is subjected to maximum up gradation.
Computer Science education requires more précised and
in depth framework of active learning Why? The
development in Computer Science doesn’t only affect
the respective field but also have impact in all the other
areas. Therefore we feel that active learning continuum
should go much more beyond the framework, for the
current technology based Computer Education system.
The following are the active learning continuum
framework proposed for the technology based Computer
Science education.
1.

Motivation / Influence continuum

Creative Continuum

Creativity is indeed thinking up new concepts.
Creativity is dreaming up a new invention. When you
bring something new into existence you can say you
created it. This continuum has the originality of the
source is one extreme and on the other end extreme of
creativity. Even though time limit is not taken under
consideration in this continuum importance is given to
creative thinking. All new emerging technologies are the
output of this type of creativity only. This makes the
learner to think beyond the limits from the available
input or resource. The continuum is shown in figure 1.

Fig. 2 : Motivation/Influence Continuum
For example troubleshooting in Computer Science
education requires motivation and influence of the basic
concepts and implementation of those concepts to an
extended version.
This Motivation/Influence continuum should be
irrespective of theory or practical learning. An example
is shown in Fig. 2.a for maximum value and example for
activity having poor motivation / Influence is shown in
Fig. 2.b.

Fig. 1 : Creative thinking continuum
For example designing web page activities not only
requires the originality of the source content (just the
same program or similar HTML tags) but extreme
creative and rational thinking. Fig (1.a) is an example of
this activity.

Fig. (2.a) High Motivation/Influence Continuum
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4.

This continuum requires complete subject
knowledge. This can be implemented in lecture as cross
word puzzle, select from multiple choice, present paper
from a given topic (one minute paper), and finding
errors in the given program. It is a high correlation of
knowledge, skills and abilities. Fig. 4 shows the
continuum and Fig. (4.a) an example shows for this
continuum.

Fig (2.b) Low Motivation/Influence Continuum
3.

Informative/Knowledge continuum

Innovative continuum

Innovation is giving a practically improved shape to
creativity. Innovation is about making creativity real.
Innovation is making this new concept practical in a
novel way. When you improve something that already
exists you cannot say you created it but you can say you
innovated it.Innovation plays a vital role in the field of
Computer Science education. Innovation is the only
reason for the tremendous growth in technologies. This
continuum is shown in figure 3.

Fig. 4 Informative/Knowledge continuum

Fig. (4.a) Example for Informative/Knowledge
continuum
Fig. 3 Innovative continuum

In Computer Science education world which is based
on technologies, creativity, motivation, innovation and
Informative / knowledge are the most important criteria
to make learning more active and effective.

For example in programming (irrespective of
language) when we have to swap two numbers it can be
done either using a third variable or not. Innovation is
very important here in which program is written without
using third variable which in turn reduces the memory
space, NOL number of line in the program will
decrease, and speed will increase. Examples are shown
in Fig.(3.a) and Fig. (3.b)

VI. SOME COMPUTER ACTIVITIES
Computer activities should be implemented as a
part of learning process to make it more efficient. It
should not be considered as a theory or practical part in
academic but as an activity which will increase the
learning ability of the student and make the lecture more
interactive. Few sample activities are
• Desktop activity
•
Email activity
• Internet activity
• Trouble shooting activity
• Typing and keyboard activity
• Word processing and spreadsheet activity
• Pc tuning activity
• Data entry
• Group discussion about last trends
• Exercises, pace and level of content
• Crossword/puzzle/aptitude /finding errors

Fig (3.a) High innovative continuum

Fig (3.b) Low innovative continuum
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•

Article preparing

B. Cognitive Strategy:

•

Communicating through social networking

Cognitive activators are activities whereby students
are asked to imagine how an idea or a fact, or even a
procedure can be understood? As an example the
student could be asked to demonstrate the shape of a car
using a Lego block set or even a set of wooden blocks.
The point is that one medium is used to describe another
medium.

VII. ACTIVE LEARNING PEDAGOGY FOR NEXT
GENERATION COMPUTER TEACHERS
An active pedagogy means that students are active in
their own learning and the classroom becomes a
problem solving environment rather than a one way
delivery or teacher centered environment. Active
pedagogy coupled with active learning means creating a
learning environment, or a classroom, where the
students are encouraged to do something.

What the teacher is trying to do at this stage of the
cycle is connecting the learner with the task using a predesigned activity that has a similar cognitive routine as
the one that is useful to complete the task. The
cognitive activators are strategies that can be easily used
to complete a task before the actual task is given. There
are many different simple cognitive activators that can
be used in preparing a student to learn a task.[2]

Another way at looking at this is “thinking about
thinking”. What this means is a student has to think
about what the meaning of the lesson is before the
lesson is acted upon. [2]

C. Active learning technique, tools:

A. Active Research

Pedagogically speaking the teacher in an active
learning classroom should have predesigned steps
prepared for the exercises a student will participate in,
which in turn will challenge the student to increase their
own learning skills. An easy exercise can be followed
by a more difficult exercise until the teacher has fulfilled
the design criterion for an active learning technique and
the student has a working knowledge of the exercise.[2]

B. Cognitive Strategy.
C. Active learning techniques, tools etc.,
D. Evaluation
A. Active Research:
Active research has three components: (1) Asking
a question, (2) Acquiring data, and (3) Interpreting that
data. If the teacher is going to ask the question about
some aspect of computer in the classroom learning
environment then an understanding of which aspect of
the students learning behavior is being questioned must
be understood. All the parts of the active learning
pedagogy are in place they act together in a cycle
whereby all the stages fit together and work
simultaneously (see fig 5). Evaluation at the very center
of the cycle because change is occurring very fast in the
learning environment will as the data that is being added
to each discipline which the student is studying. [2]

D. Evaluation:
The teacher is always observing the outcomes of the
student’s actions. The cognitive activators will give
immediate feedback as the student tries to complete a
task not knowing that it is related to the learning goals
the teacher has in mind. In this evaluation there is a lot
of play and relaxation because it appears the tasks are
easy. However, some students will prefer to do one
thing one way and some another way. It is the goal to
have the students feels as if they have been able to find
the answer to their problems using their own ability.
Why are we evaluating?
The main purpose in
evaluation is to improve projects by judging them and
this comes by observation and this helps in modifying or
changing a particular activity or program.
VIII. ROLE OF THE TECHNOLOGY
The use of networked pen-based computers changes
the logistics and facilitates the integration of activities
into the classroom discussion in ways that would be
difficult to achieve without the technology. Specifically
in our context, technology was used to:
•

Allow the instructor to privately preview (on a
tablet) submitted student work;

Fig 5. : Active learning pedagogy cycle
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•

Collect thhe students’ an
nswers (as annnotated slides)
to an asssigned activityy and deliver them to the
instructor as soon as
a students submit their
responses;

•

Distributee examples (on
n slides) to stuudents in real
time over a network;

TABLE
E 2 : FACULTY RAT
TING OF F TECHN
NOLOGIES WITH GOOD
PRAC
CTICE PRINCIPLES`

The efficieency and flexxibility of th
he submission
process allow students to sennd in their respponses as they
finish an acttivity, which enables the instructor to
evaluate studdent answers and gain an
a immediate
impression off how studentss are doing onn an activity.
While the in
nstantaneous distribution
d
off activities in
digital form to students is important for allowing
efficient incorrporation of acctivities into a lecture, it is
the other direction where students can innstantaneously
submit their work
w
back to the instructorr that is very
different from
m relying on paaper and wheree some of the
crucial benefitts of using the technology
t
lie.[5]
If all th
he stages are addressed sim
multaneously inn The
New-Geeneration of Teachers Projecct, then the eaase to
manage each stage willl be made eassier. The tools being
developeed are channging rapidly
y and know
wledge
accumullation is growinng exponentiallly. If techniquues are
developeed early in a sttudents learninng cycle then access
a
to inform
mation using diigital tools will be easier.

IX. E-TECHOLOGIES IN
N ACTIVE LE
EARING
on of students, technologies
For the moodern generatio
that they are familiar
f
with and
a are used extensively
e
in
their day-to-daay lives away from study seeem to be the
key to engaginng them with their
t
studies. In
I the analysis
of the 12 interviews conduucted for facuulty had clear
ideas about what
w
they weree trying to achhieve and the
pedagogical value
v
of adoppting and usiing particular
eTechnologiess to meet the leearning needs of
o the students
and make learn
ning more enjooyable.

How
wever, incorporating new technologies in
innovative ways into a teaching porrtfolio requiress time
and effoort on the paart of the innnovator. Thus it is
importan
nt that sufficieent time is allocated for stafff to be
able to experiment
e
andd implement thhese effectivelly and
successffully. Further, tthe speed with which technollogies
come annd go suggestss that the study
y could be reppeated
quite reg
gularly with difffering outcom
mes.

This is a study
y of faculty at an
a Australian university
u
who
are using eTecchnologies in their
t
teaching and discusses
their perceptiions of how
w these technnologies help
students to leearn. From the above tablee we see that
following aree the advanccement in acctive learning
because of thee growth in tecchnology and it can also be
used in various areas to imprrove the learnin
ng skills.[6]
•

Activve Learning
Vodccasts

•

Activve Learning thrrough Virtual Worlds
W

•

Activve
Learning
Comm
munication

•

Activve Learning thrrough Shared Documents
D

•

Activve Learning thrrough Wikis

•

Activve Learning thrrough Social Networking
N

through

through

P
Podcasts
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Abstract— This paper discuses a proposed systems for predicting the next intersection timing and generating the required speed at
current intersection to cross next intersection without stopping at it. The system is speed module for next intersection prediction
embedded in intelligent traffic light control system at intersection. It can also be designed for GPS based navigation system. For
efficiently predicting the time and speed required for crossing next intersection without stopping at it centralized static approach is
taken into account, the distance between current intersection and next intersection and traffic signal timings of next intersection are
considered as input to the system. The traffic signal timings are more on highway than on city road. System then generates the
required speed in range to cross next intersection without stopping at it. Speed generated by the system is in specified range like
32Km/Hr to 40 Km/Hr. Also it can’t exceed the speed limit of road.
Keywords: Traffic congestion, Intersection, Traffic signal, required speed.

I.

generated in range to cross next intersection without
stopping at it, so that the effective waiting time at the
intersection and corresponding traffic congestion can be
reduced too much extent. In ideal case no one would
have to wait at intersection.

INTRODUCTION

As the number of vehicle in urban areas is ever
increasing, it has been a major concern of city
authorities to facilitate effective control of traffic flows
in urban areas [6]. Especially in rush hours, even a poor
control at traffic signals may result in a long time traffic
jam causing a chain of delays in traffic flows and also
CO2 emission. Vehicle’s engine idling time consumes
more fuels and releases more CO2 than the vehicle in
motion states. Thus if vehicle’s idling time can be
reduced, the amount of CO2 emission can be decreased
[5]. Poor traffic lights control is believed to account for
longer intersection waiting time, thus suitable traffic
lights control scheme is crucial for reducing CO2
emissions. The total amount of accumulated delay time
in a city due to waiting at signal stops is enormous if it
is counted on an annual basis.

II. EXISTING INTELLIGENT TRAFFIC LIGHT
CONTROL SYSTEMS
Before moving on to the proposed plan it is
necessary to consider some of the existing systems and
architectures. In general the systems are centralised
control and dynamic controls also there are some
systems which are Hybrid.
A. 'Organic' Traffic Lights Sense Traffic and Adjust
Light Timing Accordingly
Holger Prothmann developed organic computing
approach to develop a decentralized traffic control
system and compared its impact on traffic flow with a
conventional system. "The organic approach is based on
industry-standard traffic light controllers,” These have
been adapted to have an observer/controller architecture
that allows the traffic light to respond to traffic flow and
to pass on information to the other traffic lights on
neighbouring roads. In the case of an urban traffic
system, the sensors would be closed-circuit TV cameras
mounted on road gantries and other places while the
controllers, or actuators, would be traffic lights, which
can effectively start and stop the flow of traffic [1].

Also no one like to stop waiting at intersection,
spending too much time at intersection may leads to
driving stress. In many cities, these rising demands
cannot be counteracted by further extending the existing
road infrastructure giving a special importance to the
efficient use of the existing network. In this respect,
traffic lights are a vital factor since good control
strategies are often capable of improving the networkwide traffic flows. To reduce the waiting time of
vehicles at traffic signals is to reduce consumption of
fuel and man-hours, thus it is significant to control the
traffic signals in an effective manner. In the remainder
of paper, an effective time management plan is proposed
where the timings of next intersection are predicted at
current intersection and accordingly required speed is
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B. RHODES: A REAL-TIME TRAFFIC SIGNAL
CONTROL SYSTEM

C.

Urban Arterial Traffic Two-direction Green Wave
Intelligent Coordination Control Tech.

An adaptive real-time traffic signal control system
referred to as RHODES. RHODES is a "dynamic
network loading" model that captures the slow-varying
characteristics of traffic. These characteristics pertain to
the network geometry (available routes including road
closures, construction, etc.) and the typical route
selection of travellers. In general the system takes as
input detector data for real-time measurement of traffic
flow, and “optimally” controls the flow through the
network. The system utilizes a control architecture that
(1) decomposes the traffic control problem into several
sub problems that are interconnected in an hierarchical
fashion, (2) predicts traffic flows at various levels
(individual vehicles and platoons) (3) allows various
optimization modules for solving the hierarchical sub
problems, and (4) utilizes a data structure and
computer/communication approaches that allow for fast
solution of the sub problems [2].

The architecture includes two layers - the
coordination layer and the control layer. Public cycle
time, splits, inbound offset and outbound offset are
calculated in the coordination layer. Public cycle time is
adjusted by fuzzy neural networks (FNN) according to
the traffic flow saturation degree of the key intersection.
Splits are calculated based on historical and real-time
traffic information. Offsets are calculated by the realtime average speeds. The control layer determines phase
composition and adjusts splits at the end of each cycle.
The target of this control strategy is to maximize the
possibility for vehicles in each direction along the
arterial road to pass the local intersection without stop
while the utility efficiency of the green signal time is at
relatively high level. [3]
Green wave control is a kind of arterial traffic
coordination control method [3], that coordinates traffic
signals of adjacent intersections on arterial road to make
vehicles driving by a certain speed meet no or less red
lights. In other word, traffic signals of adjacent
intersections become green one by one according to a
certain time sequence in a direction, like a rolling “green
wave”.

Fig 2: Sketch map of urban arterial road

Fig 1.RHODES hierarchical architecture
Based on the slow-varying characteristics of the
network, estimates of the load on each particular link, in
terms of vehicles per hour, can be calculated. Which
then allow RHODES to allocate "green time" for each
pattern and each phase. These decisions are made at the
middle level of the hierarchy, referred to as "network
flow control". Traffic flow characteristics at this level
are measured in terms of platoons of vehicles and their
speeds. Given the approximate green times, the
"intersection control” at the third level selects the
appropriate phase change epochs based on observed and
predicted arrivals of individual vehicles at each
intersection.
Fig 3: system architecture (Structure of hierarchical
control system)
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III. PROPOSED PLAN OF WORK
This section describes the proposed system that is
Next intersection prediction module for intelligent
traffic light control system. The proposed plan of work
is centralized static approach in which all the
intersections are centrally connected and static time
(time for which lights at intersection are green or red) is
provided as input to the intelligent traffic light control
system in advance and according to that required speed
is generated in range at current intersection to cross next
intersection without stopping at it. All the traffic signal
timings at particular intersection are considered
according to signal timings of Nagpur city, India. The
traffic signal timings at intersection may wary from city
to city also all the calculations are done according to
intersection timings of Nagpur city.

Fig 5: Increased traffic signal timings on highway

A. Traffic Signal Timings

The fig. 5 refers to intersection which comes on
highway; from the figure we can see that for traffic on
highway the green timing i.e. 27 sec and waiting time
that is red= 70 sec. Compared to green timing = 17 sec
and red time = 80 sec on city road. This is because due
to more percentage of traffic on highway road as
compared to city road. Also the timing provided for
various traffic signals are may be different or we can
even provide the timings according to rush for particular
time of the day. Ex. Traffic intensity is very much high
during 9 to 11 am and 4-8 pm as it office, school,
college timings etc. So for this particular time period the
traffic light timings can be increase by few more
seconds to avoid congestion.

This is the very important aspect to be considered
while designing proposed system where in the timings
for which particular traffic signal is green or red are
preloaded into traffic signal control box (refer to Figure
4 and 5) and these timings are fixed throughout the day
and we are assuming here that the traffic signals are
centrally connected that is once the main system is
initialised the entire traffic signals of particular city are
start at a time. If there are any updates in traffic light
timings then new timings are to be loaded into traffic
signal control box for particular intersection or more
than one. Generally traffic signal timings are to be
updated because of several festivals or certain events
such as cricket match etc.

B. Neighbouring Intersections and Approximate
calculations for generating required Speed to
cross next intersection
Until now we considered only traffic signal timings
for particular intersection or it can be generalised to
more than one. This section of the paper provides the
approximate calculations of required speed so as to
cross next intersection without stopping at it. Also the
required speed is in specified range so that if we follow
the speed in range we don’t have to stop at intersection.
Here we are considering five intersections of a particular
city denoted by A, B, C, D and E. (refer to fig. 6) Traffic
flow is indicated by arrows. The circle and star
represents the traffic light control system. At any given
intersection there are 4 traffic light controls system and
every traffic light system controls the flow of traffic
coming towards it as indicated by an arrow. The traffic
flows from intersection A to intersection B are on
highway and traffic flows from intersection C and
intersection D are on normal city road. The timings for
intersection A, B and F are increased as compared to
intersection C and D, because they are on highway.

Fig 4: Normal Traffic signal timings (Intersections on
city road)
The figure 4 refers to intersection timings of city
intersection which come on city road. Here we see that
all have to wait at intersection for equal time duration
and also green timings for all 4 sides are same that is 22
sec.
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Fig. 7: signal timings of intersection A and B
From the figure we see that at time t1 the node A1
and node B1 are on i.e. green and duration for which it
remains on is 27 sec. for the traffic flow from A to B,
and other timings such as 30, 50 and 80 seconds are the
red timings for the traffic flow in other directions as
from A to C, from B to A, and from A to D respectively
similar for B. The person at A going towards B the
distance he/she has to cover is 1 KM. and the speed
limit of this highway is 45 KM/hr. aim is to cross
intersection B without stopping at it. Now consider
following cases:

Fig. 6: View of 5 intersections of a particular city
Let us consider the intersection A as shown in Figure
6. Consider the flow of traffic coming towards
intersection as indicated by arrow from intersection F,
also d1, d2, and d3 are the distances from intersection A
to intersection B, D and C respectively. In proposed plan
every traffic signal light at intersection knows the traffic
light timings of next signal which is ahead of it and to
the right of it and to the left of it. From the fig.6 the
node A.1 of intersection A knows the timings of node
B.1 of intersection B and node D.4 of intersection D and
node C.2 of the intersection C, here the term node refers
to the traffic light control box (every intersection has 4
traffic light control box).

Case 1: scenario where person at intersection A has
to cover a distance 1 KM in 27 sec. for this the speed
required is 1000/27 * 18/5 = 133.333 KM/hr which
exceed the speed limit of road. Not possible
Case 2: person just reaches intersection B when it just
on so he/she still have 27 sec to cross that intersection.
Here person at intersection A has to cover a distance 1
KM in 27+17+27+17 = 88sec. for this the speed
required is 1000/88 * 18/5 = 40.9 KM/hr. Is possible
and this is the upper limit of range.

Moving on to the approximate calculations for next
intersection prediction at current intersection and
generating required speed in range to cross next
intersection at current one without stopping at it. All the
calculations are done according to traffic signal timings
of Nagpur city, these calculations may vary from city to
city.

Case 3: person just reach intersection B when it going
to become red (here he/she don’t have to wait at
intersection B. or just for 3 to 6 sec if he/she reach
earlier) here person at intersection A has to cover a
distance 1 KM in 27+17+27+17+22= 110sec. here lat 22
sec. are considered for safely crossing intersection. For
this the speed required is 1000/110 * 18/5 =
32.73KM/hr. This is possible and is lower limit of
range. So in general if person follows speed in range
32.73 Km/hr to 40.9 KM/hr, that person doesn’t have to
wait at intersection B.

As all the traffic light control system at intersection
of entire city are centrally connected that is once main
switch on the entire traffic signals for that city are on at
a time. Let at particular instance of time t1 all the traffic
signals are on. As all light box cannot be green at time
anyone can be green at a time, from the fig. 6 consider
node A1 of intersection A, node B1 of intersection B,
node D4 of intersection D, node C2 of intersection C
and so on for entire city are becomes green at time t1.
Consider the timings for intersection A and B equal to
the timings shown in fig. 5. Let d1 be the distance
between intersection A and B which is equal to 1KM. at
time instance t1 both intersections timings will look like
this.

Now consider the traffic flow from intersection A to
intersection C and D. let us assume the distance d2 and
d3 be 0.8 KM. and at time t1 the node D4 and node C2
is on i.e. green. First consider the traffic flow from A to
D. at t1 timings of intersection D will look like this.
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Fig. 9: Predictive traffic light control system at
intersection A
Here the green indication is symbol that intersection
is on. Orange is for warning generally it is of 3 sec. the
red one is the indication to wait at intersection. The box
27 sec. indication the intersection is on for 27 sec. the
box 27.42 to 32.72 KM/HR indicates the required speed
in range to cross side intersection such as intersection D
and C without stopping at it with respect to intersection
A. the box 32.73 to 40.9 KM/HR indicates the required
speed in range to cross next intersection B without
stopping at it.

Fig. 8: signal timings of intersection D
The person at A going towards D the distance he/she
has to cover is 0.8 KM. and the speed limit of this city
road be 40 KM/hr. Aim is to cross intersection D
without stopping at it. Now consider following cases:
Case 1: scenario where person at intersection A has
to cover a distance 0.8 KM in 22 sec. for this the speed
required is 800/22 * 18/5 = 130.9 KM/hr which exceed
the speed limit of road. Not possible

Advantages:

Case 2: person just reaches intersection D when it
just on so he/she still have 22 sec to cross that
intersection. Here person at intersection A has to cover a
distance 0.8 KM in 22+22+22+22 = 88sec. for this the
speed required is 800/88 * 18/5 = 32.72 KM/hr. Is
possible and this is the upper limit of range.

 In ideal case if everyone follows the system
then no one has to wait at intersection.
 There will be sufficient reduction in average
waiting time at intersection.
 There are fewer accidents because the platoons
of vehicles arrive at each signal when it is
green, thereby reducing the possibility of red
signal violations.

Case 3: person just reach intersection D when it going to
become red (here he/she don’t have to wait at
intersection B. or just for 3 to 6 sec if he/she reach
earlier) here person at intersection A has to cover a
distance 0.8 KM in 27+22+22+22+17= 105sec. here lat
17 sec. are considered for safely crossing intersection.
For this the speed required is 1000/105 * 18/5 =
27.42KM/hr. This is possible and is lower limit of
range. So in general if person follows speed in range
27.42 Km/hr to 32.72 KM/hr, that person doesn’t have
to wait at intersection D. similar calculations for
intersection C.

 By using above mentioned system vehicle’s
idling time can be reduced, the amount of CO2
emission can be decreased
 Traffic flow are more smoothly, often with an
improvement in capacity
 Vehicle speeds are more uniform because there
is no incentive to travel at excessively high
speeds to reach a signalized intersection within
a green interval that is not in step. Also, the
slow driver is encouraged to speed up in order
to avoid having to stop for a red light.

IV. PREDICTIVE TRAFFIC LIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM AT INTERSECTION
The above mentioned system can be look like this at
any intersection.
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Limitations:
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V. CONCLUSION
The improvement of urban traffic condition is
largely dependent on the various modern techniques of
traffic management and control. Advanced traffic signal
controllers and control system contribute to the
improvement of the urban traffic problem. The proposed
plan for next intersection prediction at current one and
then generating the required speed to cross next
intersection without stopping at it is discussed in this
paper. Speed generated is in range. The primary goal is
to minimize the waiting time at the intersection and
alternately having smooth flow of traffic. By using
above mentioned system vehicle’s idling time can be
reduced, the amount of CO2 emission can be decreased.
For the future work we will consider the scenario
more complicated also traffic light timings are
continuously changing according to traffic flow and the
generating the required speed to cross next intersection.
We can also implement this approach at GPS based
navigation device.
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Abstract - The rapid development of renewable energy sources in power systems is due to the general apprehension concerning the
environmental impacts and increasing energy costs involved with the usage of fossil fuels as an energy source. One recent
development in the direction of producing greener and cost effective sources is the idea of distributive generation (DG) power
systems. Issues such as cost effectiveness as well as pollutant emissions arise during the development of these power systems. The
optimization of the DG power system with alternative power sources was carried out effectively in the previous work using Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. In this work, the optimization was performed further using two techniques. These were the
PSO and the Hybrid Hopfield Neural Networks - PSO (HPSO) algorithms. Some comparative analysis was then done to seek out the
effectiveness of the application of the algorithm in this problem.
Key words - bi-objective, optimization strategy, hybrid algorithms Particle swarm optimization (PSO), hybrid Hopfield neural
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I.

power systems with solar and wind power sources
include Dehghan et al. [11] and Chedid et al. [12].

INTRODUCTION

DG power systems have been rapidly being applied
over the past decade. This is due to the arising needs
concerning the environmental impacts as well as
elevated energy costs in this era of increasing population
growth [1], [2]. The concept of DG is a power source
which is connected directly to a distribution network [2].

Optimization methods such as Hopfield Neural
Networks and PSO were used in this work. These
strategies were applied to the design of the DG system
with alternative energy fuel source. Comparative studies
as well as algorithmic performance benchmarking were
then performed to identify the best optimization strategy
that achieves all the objectives and obeys all the power
balance and design constraints.

In the advent of diminishing fossil fuel and
increasing demand in the power consumption, many
alternative energy power sources have been integrated
into the DG systems. Some alternative energy sources
are; wind turbines, PV arrays, fuel cells, and fossil fuelfired generators. However, although renewable energy
sources are highly favourable in DG systems, reliability
issues are frequently encountered. This is mainly, due to
the fact that the sources of alternative energies are
dependent on factors such as climate conditions (eg:
cloud cover, average wind speed, irradiation rates, etc,
[2-4]). The integration of alternative power sources into
the DG systems is called hybrid power generation
systems [5-7]. A detail review on cost effectiveness,
reliability and pollutant emissions can be seen in [8] and
[9]. Wang et al. [10], applied the particle swarm
optimization (PSO) methods in the design of DG
systems. Other works on the design and sizing of hybrid

The Hopfield Artificial Neural Nets (HNN) was
developed by Hopfield [13] and [14]. Neural nets
observed to have many applications in multi-objective
optimization problems (for instance, see Guillermo
Jimenez et al [15], Guillermo Jimenez et al [16] and
Chayakulkheeree et al [17]). Unlike regular neural nets
that may produce divergent solutions, this property
enhances the convergence capabilities of the HNN
algorithm. The HNN uses reinforced-type learning
(modified Hebbian learning) to update the weights in
each recursion.
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is an
optimization algorithm developed based on the
swarming behaviours of certain types of organisms.
PSO was developed by James Kennedy and Russell
Eberhart [18]. Recently, PSO has been applied to
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Step 5: If the swarming time, n > no+T, update position
Xi and velocity Vi and go to Step 3, else
proceed to step 6

various fields in optimization especially in electrical
power systems (see [19], [20] and [21]).
This paper is organized as the following: Section II
introduces the PSO and the HPSO approaches; Section
III presents the problem description for the optimization
of the DG system. The computational results are
included in Section IV and the analysis and discussion
of the results are presented in section V. The paper ends
with concluding remarks and recommendations for
future research work.

Step 6: Initialize DG system coefficients and design
parameters
Step 7: Evaluate fitness of the design parameters.
Step 8: If fitness function is satisfied, halt and print
solutions, else go to step 3.
where no is some constant, n is the swarm iteration and T
is the overall program iteration.

II. OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
A. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

B. Hybrid Neuro - Particle Swarm Optimization

The PSO algorithm works by searching the search
space for candidate solutions and evaluating them with
respect to a specified fitness function. The velocity and
position updating rule provides the recursive
optimization capabilities of the PSO algorithm. The
velocity of each particle in motion or ‘swarming’ is
updated using the following equation.

In this work the Hopfield Neural Net and the PSO
algorithms was hybridized and used as an optimization
algorithm. The hybrid algorithm HPSO is as follows:

vi ( n  1)

Step 1: Initialize no of particles, i and the algorithm
parameter setting.
Step 2: Set initial position Xi(n) and velocity Vi(n)

wv i ( n )  c1r1[ xˆi ( n )  xi ( n )] 

Step 3: Compute individual and social influence

c 2 r2 [ g ( n )  xi ( n )]

Step 4: Compute position Xi(n+1) and velocity Vi(n+1)
at next iteration

(1)

Step 5: If the swarm evlolution time, n > no+T, update
position xi and velocity vi and go to Step 3, else
proceed to step 6

Where each particle is identified by the index i, vi(n) is
the particle velocity and xi(n) is the particle position
with respect to iteration (n). The parameters w, c1, c2, r1
and r2 are initialized by the user.

Step 6: Initialize power system coefficients and design
parameters

After the computations of the particle velocity, the
particles positions are then calculated as follows:

x i ( n  1)

x i ( n )  v i ( n  1)

Step 7: Evaluate fitness of the design parameters.
Step 8: If fitness criterion satisfied, halt and print
solutions, else go to step 3.

(2)

The iterations are continued until all candidate
solutions are at their fittest positions in the fitness
landscape and some stopping criterion which is set by
the user is met. For more PSO based applications, refer
to [22] and [23].

where no is some constant, n is the swarm iteration, m is
the network recursion and T is the overall program
iterations.
III. MATERIALS & METHODS

For the PSO algorithm, the fitness criterion is
defined such that ; If during the iteration process, the
position of all the particles converges to some constant,
no further optimization occurs in the objective function,
no constraints are broken and all the decision variables
are non-negative then the program halts. The PSO
algorithm is as follows:

The setup of the DG system is limited to wind
turbine generators (WTGs), photovoltaic cell panels
(PVs), storage batteries (SBs) and the fuel-fired
generators (FFGs). During the design of a DG power
system of this type, issues such as cost and impact on
the environment is taken into account. In this work cost
and pollutant emission are considered as the bi-objective
functions and the range of the design parameters and
power balance equtions are taken as constraints. Since
wind and solar power are relatively lower in terms of
reliability as compared to fossil fuel as a energy source,
the inclusion of storage batteries into the DG system is
highly desirable.

Step 1: Set no of particles, i and the algorithm’s initial
parameters.
Step 2: Specify initial position Xi (n) and velocity Vi(n)
Step 3: Compute individual and social influence.
Step 4: Compute position Xi(n+1) and velocity Vi(n+1)
at next iteration
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0 d N d1

This energy storage method can thus filter-off
power fluctuations and give a constant amount of power
supply for any given time [24]. The storage batteries are
analogous to a voltage/current regulator that balances
the variation in supply and demand. Individual power
sources cater differently for cost effectiveness and
pollutant emissions.

(11)

B. Power balance constraints:

Pb ( t )  Pw ( t )  Ps ( t )  Pg ( t ) t (1  R ) Pd ( t )
(12)

This is a nonlinear problem that involves 9
constraints and 67 decision variables. The problem
statement is formulated as the following:

Pb (t)  Pw (t)  Ps (t)  Pg (t)  Pdump(t) d Pd (t)

Min o COST ($/yr)

(13)

Min o Pollutant Emissions (PE) (ton/yr)

The data used as input design parameters and the
hourly input of the insolation, wind speed patterns and
the hourly load demand in this work was obtained from
[10].

subject to power balance and design constraints
For the definitions and the notations used in this
paper, please refer to the nomenclature section below.
The objective functions (refer to [6], [7] and [12]), for
the overall cost, COST ($/yr) is as the following:

COST

¦

i w,s,b

( I i  S  OM Pi )
Np

IV. RESULTS & ANALYSIS
In this work, the algorithms were programmed
using the C++ language on a personal computer with an
Intel dual core processor running at 2 GHz. The
objective functions, cost ($/yr), and pollutant emissions,
(PE) in tonnes/yr was minimized using the PSO and the
hybrid HPSO approaches. The results were then
compared against each other as well with the results
obtained in [10]. In the results, design 1 and design 2
were the numerical results obtained from [10] while
PSO and the HPSO are the results of the algorithms
developed in this work.

 Cg
(3)

The objective function for the pollutant emissions which
was quadratically approximated (see [25]) is as the
following:
T

PE

:)u

¦

T

( Pg , t (t ))  * u [

t 1

¦ (P

g , t (t ) )]

2

t 1

(4)

The comparisons of the values of the objective
functions are as in Table I. The comparisons of the
design parameters for each of the methods are provided
in Table II. functions (cost ($/yr), EIR, emissions
(ton/yr)).

The detail calculations of the output power by the PV
and the WTG are given in [7].
A. Design constraints.

Awmin d Aw d Awmax

TABLE I. COMPARISON
OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS

(5)

As min d As d As max

(6)
Cost
($/year)
Emissions
(ton/year)
Execution
time
(msec)

Pb min d Pbsoc d Pbcap
(7)

0 d Pbcap d Pbcap

max

(8)

Pb d Pb max

(9)

¦P
t 1

g ,t

VALUE

design 1

design 2

PSO

HPSO

5323

6802

5340.95

5326.2

12.460

65.381

4.9157

6.2916

-

-

67

127

d Pg max

design 1

(10)



design 2

PSO
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TABLE II. COMPARISON OF THE OPTIMIZED
DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR EACH METHOD

T

Pg min d

OF

HPSO
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Aw(m2)

420

640

432.406

434.777

As(m )

50

40

43.2406

43.4777

Pbcap
(kWh)

16

16

16.2571

15.3477

ț

0.2

0.58

0.12225

0.136145

2

The lowest pollutant emission rate (PE) was
achieved using the design produced by the PSO method
while the highest is given by design 2. The second
lowest PE was produced by the HPSO method followed
by the design 1 method. It can be observed the PSO
method was the greenest design option since it
minimizes the PE effectively.

Fig. 2 : The Pareto front of the results obtained by the
HPSO algorithms

In the design proposed by the PSO method, it can
be seen that although it provides the lowest emissions
among all the other designs, it was not as cost effective
as the design proposed by design 1 and the HPSO
methods. The design by the HPSO method was more
cost effective as compared to the design by the PSO and
design 2 methods, however more costly than the design
1 method. In terms of emissions, the design by the
HPSO method has lower PE as compared to all except
the PSO method. Thus, it can be said that the HPSO
method was the second greener alternative design after
the design by the PSO method. The Pareto front of the
results obtained by the PSO and the HPSO algorithms
are as the following:

Fig. 3 : The position of the particles versus the number
iterations (t)
The list of parameters initialized in the HPSO and
the PSO algorithms prior to execution is as in Table III
and Table IV respectively.
TABLE III. LIST OF INITIALIZED PARAMETERS
Parameters

Fig. 1 : Pareto front of the results obtained by the PSO
algorithm
In Figs. 1 and 2, the black lines indicates the
solution that has the most minimal distant with respect
to the origin (0,0). In essence the solution with the most
minimal distance is considered to be the most dominant
solution achieved by each of the algorithm in this work.
The position of the particles versus the number
iterations (t) is shown in Fig. 3.



Values

Initial weight for the
network
Initial network inputs
(x1 , x2, x3, x4, x5)

(0.111, 0.026, 0.004,
0.0009, 0.0003)

Number of particles

5

Learning rate coefficient

0.0001

1.5

k, scalar constant in the
energy function
Initial parameter
(c1 , c2, r1, r2, w)

(0.05, 0.05, 0.35, 0.45,
0.4)

Number of particles

5

0.5
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initial social influence (s1
, s2, s3, s4, s5)
initial personal influence
(p1 , p2, p3, p4, p5)

and simulator annealing [27] should be implemented
and tested in this problem.

(1.1, 1.05, 1.033, 1.025,
1.02)
(3, 4, 5, 6, 7)

NOMENCLATURE

It can be observed that slight instabilities are
present at the initial iterations. As the iterations
advances, the positions of all the particles stabilize and
converge to a fixed value at approximately 241
iterations onwards.

Variables

Definition

COST ($/yr)

total cost

w, s, b

wind, solar and battery storage

Ii, Spi, OMpi

initial cost, prsent worth of
salvage value, present worth of
operation and maintenance cost

Np (yr)

lifespan of the project

Cg

annual cost of purchasing power
from the utility grid

Aw, As

swept area of WTG and PV panels

Np, Nw, Ns , Nb
(yr)

Lifespan of project, WTG, PV and
storage batteries

However, it is important to take note in the sense of
minimization of emissions, the PSO method seems
supreme to all other methods including the HPSO
method due to its capabilities in handling nonlinearities.
The PSO method is the most efficient in program
execution as compared to the HPSO methods. The
reason for this can be attributed to the difference in
terms of algorithmic complexity. Due to the network’s
energy component in the HNN segment of the HPSO
algorithm, the stability and the convergence of the
computations are assured in both these methods. As for
the PSO method, the oscillations dampen out with the
number of iterations due to the balancing of the social
and the personal interaction mechanisms for each
particle. Thus, the stability of the computations and the
convergence of the solutions are also assured in the PSO
method (see Fig. 3).

Șs, Șw, Șb

efficiency of PV, WTG, and
storage batteries

Pg,t(kW)

purchased power from the utility
at hour t

psi ($/kWh)

grid power price

EIR

Energy Index of Reliability

EENS
(kWhr/yr)

Expected Energy Not Served

E

Total power demand per annum

Ȁ

ratio of purchased power with
respect to the hourly insufficient
power

PE

pollutant emission

VI. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

, ĳ, Ƚ

coefficients approximating the
generator emission characteristics

Pbcap (kW)

capacity of storage batteries

Pbsoc (kW)

state of charge of storage battries

Pbmax (kW)

maximum conversion capacity

Pbmin (kW)

minimum
level

Pbcapmax (kW)

allowed storage capacity

Pbr(kW)

rated battery capacity

Pb(t) (kW)

discharge power from the storage
batteries

V. DISCUSSION ON FINDINGS & RESULTS
The HPSO method can be considered robust and
applicable for a wide range of optimization problems
(convergence capabilities and the recursive nature of the
HNN component). The PSO method on the other hand,
can be said to be very suitable for handling
nonlinearities.
Both techniques in this work stable
while performing the computations. From this work it
can also be seen that the inclusion of other optimization
methods (as hybrids) as well as constraint handling
features may improve all three approaches.

In this work, the bi-objective optimization was done
well by the application of the HPSO and the PSO
tecniques. Comparing with the obtained solutions given
in design 1 and design 2 [7], it was seen that the HPSO
and PSO methods indeed produced superior results. The
PSO method seems to minimize the emissions (PE) very
well although not as well in the optimization of the other
objectives. In this work, a new local optimum was
reached for the objective functions using the PSO and
the HPSO method. All the methods satisfied the
constraints almost on an equal level. As an
enhancements to the techniques used in this work, other
optimization techniques such as; genetic algorithms [26]
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Pgmax(kW)

maximum annual power allowed
to be purchased from the utility
grid

Pgmin(kW)

minimum annual power allowed to
be bought from the utility grid

T (hr)

period under observation, 8760 hr
(per year)

Pbsup (t) (kW)

surplus power at hour t

Pd (t) (kW)

load demand during hour t

Ptotal (t) (kW)

total power from WTG, PV and
FFG

Pg(kW)

power from the FFG

Pw(kW)

power from the WTG

Ps(kW)

power from the PV

R

ratio of maximum permissible
unmet power

V, Vci, Vr, Vco
(m/s)

wind speed, cut-in wind speed,
rated wind speed, cut-off wind
speed

Pr(kW)

rated WTG power

Awmax,
(m2)

Awmin

maximum and minimum swept
area of WTGs

Asmin,
(m2)

Asmax

minimum and maximum swept
area of PVs

[6]

W. Kellogg, M.H. Nehrir, G. Venkataramanan,
and V. Gerez, ‘Optimal unit sizing for a hybrid
wind/photovoltaic generating system’, Electric
Power Systems Research, Vol. 39, pp. 35–38,
1996.

[7]

W. Kellogg, M.H. Nehrir, G. Venkataramanan,
and V. Gerez, “Generation unit sizing and cost
analysis for stand-alone wind, photovoltaic, and
hybrid wind/PV systems”, IEEE Transactions on
Energy Conversion, Vol. 13, No. 1, pp. 70–75,
1998.
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H. Lund, “Large-scale integration of wind power
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For Controller Area Network
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Abstract - Fieldbus networks such as Controller Area Network (CAN), Foundation Fieldbus and Profibus, are widely used in recent
control system implementations. It is important to study the performance of these networks via simulation before implementing them
in hardware. This paper uses a software simulation tool called CANoe for the development and performance analysis of CAN
fieldbus network. It also provides a general overview of CAN protocol. Statistical analysis using SPSS software is performed on the
network delays data for an automobile system simulation. The analysis of the collected data shows that various CAN parameters
have an effect on network delays.
Key words - Controller Area Network (CAN); CANoe; Analysis of Delays; Simulation of CAN; Automobile System.


I.

models by OPNET simulator. Though the literature
indicated use of general purpose simulation tools such
as OPNET, OMNeT++, Network II, and LabVIEW,
there exist other simulation tools that are designed
specifically to address a particular type of fieldbus such
as CAN due to its importance in the automobile field.
These simulation tools help to analyze network delays
and other performance measures.

INTRODUCTION

Fieldbus networks, such as Controller Area
Network (CAN), Profibus, Foundation Fieldbus, are alldigital, two-way, multi-drop communication systems
that are used to connect field devices such as sensors,
actuators, and controllers in control systems [1]. The
increasing popularity of fieldbus networks in automobile
systems, factory automation, and power grid can be
attributed to a host of advantages. These include: greater
system functionality, simplicity, accuracy, less cost of
purchase and expansion, interoperability, and other
savings [1]. CAN-based networks are more accepted in
automotive applications [2]. Recently many simulation
tools are being used to study the performance of these
fieldbus-based systems before implementing them in
hardware [3-8]. One of the important performance
measure considered is the network induced delays as
they have significant impact on the systems [9, 10].

Wang et al. [11] provided a model for computing
the maximum and expected delays for CAN. Network
induced time delay was stochastically modeled by
Morales-Menendez et al. [12] for CAN. A method to
calculate CAN message response times was given by
Tindell et al. [13].
A probabilistic approach to
determine response time distribution for messages in
CAN was given by Kumar et al [14]. Schedulability
analysis for CAN was discussed by Davis et al. [15]. Li
et al. [16] investigated the delays associated with the use
of Profibus-PA networks within control loops. The
existing delay analyses used analytical and stochastic
methods to establish relationships for delays. This paper
uses statistical analysis methods to study the effect of
various CAN parameters on network delays.

A Foundation Fieldbus simulation platform and its
remote access interface using LabVIEW software was
designed by Mossin et al. [3]. Özçelik et al. [4]
designed a model of a hybrid Profibus network to obtain
the performance of the Profibus medium access protocol
using CACI Network II.5 software based on discrete
event simulation. Rasheed [5] provided a simulation
framework for Wireless Mesh Networks using
OMNeT++ software. Pescaru and Dobrescu [6] used
OPNET simulation tool to study various factors such as
ring, mesh, star and bus topologies that affect the design
of fieldbus networks. Bayilmis et al. [7] also used
OPNET to model and simulate CAN. Chen et al. [8]
simulated transmission of data flows in a fieldbus used
for a ship power station by designing a set of CAN bus

This paper employs a simulation tool called CANoe
developed by Vector CANTech to generate data for the
statistical analysis of network delays in a CAN based
automobile system. CANoe simulation software was
also used by other researchers [17, 18]. Section II gives
a general overview of CAN fieldbus. Section III outlines
CANoe software and describes its use in an automobile
system simulation. Different types of network delays
and factors affecting these delays are explained in
Section IV. Results from statistical analysis of the
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DeviceNet, Local Interconnect Network (LIN), Media
Oriented Systems Transport (MOST), FlexRay, and
J1587 [2]. Also tools to simulate CAN systems have
been developed. In the next section one such simulation
tool is described.

network delays data simulated for different cases are
presented in Section V. Section VI offers concluding
remarks.
II. CONTROLLER AREA NETWORK
CAN was developed by Robert Bosch GmbH for
automotive applications [19]. The CAN specification
initially became an ISO 11898 standard in 1993, and
extended in 1995 to permit longer device identifiers as
CAN 2.0B. The CAN protocol is based on the Open
Systems Interconnection/International Organization for
Standardization (OSI/ISO) 7- layer reference model [1]
of digital communication, shown in Figure 1. CAN
implements only Physical and Data Link layers as
shown in Figure 1.
No.
of
Layer
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

ISO/OSI Reference
Model

CAN
Protocol
Specification

Application
Presentation
Session
Transport
Network
Data Link
Physical

Application Specific

Fig. 2 : CAN data frame.
III. CANOE SIMULATION SOFTWARE

Optimal:
Higher
Layer
Protocol (HLP)

CAN open environment (CANoe) software
provides a universal development, testing, and analysis
environment for CAN bus systems [20]. It was created
by Vector Informatik GmbH, and permits simultaneous
network development of systems in the CAN, LIN,
MOST, FlexRay, J1587 and many other CAN-based
protocols. It was designed primarily to model both
electronic control unit (ECU) nodes on a network as
well as the network that integrates them. CANoe
provides two major windows. These are the
“measurement setup” window, shown in Figure 3, used
to configure data and statistics that are needed to be
monitored, and “simulation setup” window used to
configure and run the entire simulation.

CAN protocol
(with free choice of
medium)

Fig. 1 : ISO/OSI reference model and CAN protocol.
CAN utilizes twisted pair cable wires as physical
medium to interconnect network nodes. It is a serial,
multi-master, multi-cast protocol. CAN messages are
assigned static priorities, and a transmitting node will
remain a transmitter until the bus becomes idle or it is
superseded by a node with a higher priority message
through arbitration. Bit rates up to 1 Mbps are possible
in short networks that are below 40 m length. Also,
longer network distances reduce the available bit rate to
125 kbps at 500 m.
There are four categories of CAN frames. They are
Data Frame, Remote Frame, Error Frame, and Overload
Frame. The CAN data frame is shown in Figures 2 [19].
It consists of seven fields: start of frame (SOF),
arbitration, control, data, cyclical redundancy checks
(CRC), acknowledge (ACK), and end of frame (EOF).
CAN message bits are referred to as “dominant” (0) or
“recessive” (1). CAN 2.0B support both 11 bit
(standard) and 29 bit (extended) identifiers. A typical
CAN message may contain up to 8 bytes of data. A
message identifier describes the data content and is used
by the receiving nodes to determine the destination on
the network. As a result of its popularity, some higher
layer protocols have been developed on top of CAN in
recent years. These include CAN Kingdom, CANopen,

Fig. 3 : Measurement setup in CANoe.
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A typical CANoe system model can be created in
the “simulation setup” using the following steps [20]:
1.

Create the database with messages, signals and
environment variables. CANdb++ editor is used to
create these databases.

2.

Create the network node periphery, which includes
control panels. Panel Editor is used to create these
panels.

3.

Create the network node model in C-like language
called CAPL.

The database provides the environmental variables
for describing the I/O interface among the nodes and
their peripheries. Each periphery element is then
“wired” to an environmental variable. It is also
connected to the CAPL program for the network node.
CANoe differentiates between discrete and continuous
variables. Switches positions can be represented as
discrete variables. Using continuous variables,
dimensions such as temperature, and engine RPM, can
be represented. The control panels provide a userfriendly interface to the environment variables. The user
can create the panels separately with the help of the
Panel Editor. During the simulation run, values of
environment variables can be displayed and
interactively modified.

Fig. 4 : Partial database of automobile simulation
network.

The above three-step process of CANoe is followed
in an automobile system simulation [20]. The partial list
of messages in the database listed with their Name, ID,
DLC, etc. is shown in Figure 4. These messages include
ABSdata with identifier c9 and length 6 bytes,
EngineData with identifier 64 and length 8 bytes, and
GearBoxInfo with identifier 3fc and length 1 byte. The
EngineData message consists of signals such as
EngineSpeed with 16 bits length, EngineTemp with 7
bits length, IdleRunning with 1bit length, PetrolLevel
with 8 bits length, EngForce with 16 bit length, and
EngPower with 16 bit length. Similar signals are linked
to the other messages c9 and 3fc. The panels of the
automobile dashboard and various other consoles are
shown in Figure 5 and part of the network nodes in the
simulation setup are shown in Figure 6.
This
automobile simulator is run with several conditions to
generate the data required for the performance analysis
of the system. The results of the analysis are presented
in Section V.

Fig. 5 : Automobile simulation panel.

Fig. 6 : Automobile simulation network nodes.
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V. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF NETWORK
DELAYS

IV. NETWORK DELAYS
The use of fieldbus networks such as CAN result in
several advantages which include reduced system wiring
and interoperability.
The introduction of these
networks, however, introduces different time delays in
communicating among devices. Zhang [9] indicated
that the existence of time delays degrades control
performance in network control systems. Depending on
the medium access control (MAC) protocol of the
control network, these delay can be constant, time
varying, or random. MAC protocols generally fall into
either random access or scheduling [9]. Carrier sense
multiple access (CSMA) is used in random access
networks. Scheduling networks use Token passing (TP)
and time division multiple access (TDMA). The control
networks such as DeviceNet based on CAN and
Ethernet use CSMA protocols.

In this section the effect of CAN parameters such as
baud-rate (transmission speed), bus-load (% of bus
activity) and message-length (0 to 8 bytes) on the delay
time is studied. This is accomplished by gathering data
from simulation of automobile system discussed in
Section III. This simulation allows various data sources
in CANoe to place information or messages on the bus
“cyclically” and by “event driven”. Each individual
message has a unique identifier. Messages received by
the controller gets the attribute Rx and a time stamp
from the card’s clock when they are received. The driver
returns the time of the transmit request assigned to the
CAN microcontroller. The message to be transmitted is
assigned an attribute TxRq. After the successful
transmission, the message is returned with the actual
time of transmission and the attribute Tx, so that the
transmit messages can be displayed and logged in the
Trace windows. The time between the message’s Tx
attribute and TxRq attribute is the Delay [20]. This is the
time that the CAN controller needs to place a message
completely on the CAN bus. The time delays are
observed for all the messages at different baud rates, bus
loads, and message lengths.

Figure 7 shows two nodes that are repeatedly
transmitting messages with respect to a fixed time line
for random access networks during different types of
conditions [9]. A node on a CSMA network monitors
the network before each transmission. As shown in Type
1 of Figure 7, a node begins transmission immediately
when the network is idle; otherwise it waits until the
network is not busy [9]. A collision occurs when two or
more nodes try to transmit concurrently. The approach
to resolve the collision depends on the protocol used.
CAN utilizes CSMA with a bitwise arbitration
(CSMA/BA) protocol. Since CAN messages are
prioritized, the message with the highest priority is
transmitted without interruption when a collision occurs,
and transmission of the lower priority message is
terminated and will be retried when the network is idle
as shown in Type 2 of Figure 7. Ethernet also utilizes a
CSMA with collision detection (CSMA/CD) protocol.
All the affected nodes will retreat when there is a
collision, wait a random time and retransmit as shown in
Type 3 of Figure 7. CSMA networks are considered
nondeterministic; but higher priority messages have a
better chance of timely transmission when messages are
prioritized as in CAN [9].

Figure 8 shows CAN bus activity for the
automobile system executed at 100 kbps. For message
identifier 64 (Hex) and c9 (Hex) the data is highlighted
for one sample. The delay time (Tx-TxRq) for message
with identifiers 64 and c9 are observed to be 0.001141s
(1.141 ms) and 0.00097s (0.97 ms), respectively.
Samples of delay times are collected for all the
messages at different CAN parameters values such as
baud rates, bus loads and message lengths during
simulation runs. The data is analyzed using statistical
methods [21] to study the effects of various CAN
parameters on the delays.

Fig. 8 : Trace window showing bus activities executed
at 100 kbps.

Fig. 7 : Timing diagram for two nodes on a network.
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TABLE II. ANOVA ANALYSIS OF BAUDRATE
DELAYS

A. Effect of Baud Rate on Network Delays
In this study 208 samples of delays for engine data
signal with identifier 64 are collected at three different
baud rates (50 kbps, 100 kbps, 200kbps) and analyzed
using statistical package SPSS [21]. The histogram for
100 kbps is shown in Figure 9 with delays given in
milliseconds (ms), and similar data is observed for the
other two baud rates. The descriptive statistics obtained
for this data is shown in Table I. From this table it is
clear that the mean values of the delays decrease with
the increase in baud rate. The one-way Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) [21] gives the results shown in
Table II. The variability of mean delays between 50
kbps, 100 kbps, and 200 kbps baud rate groups, and
variability of sample delays within each of these groups
are shown in that table. Based on this information (F (2,
621) = 9027.746, p = 0.000), there is a statistically
significant difference between the mean delay time for
the different baud rates [21].

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

266.629

2

133.315

9027.746

.000

9.170

621

.015

275.800

623

B. Effect of Message Length on Network Delays
For this study also 208 samples of delays for three
different signals that have different message lengths are
collected. The delays are in milliseconds (ms). The
signals are engine data with identifier 64 (Hex) which
has a message length of 8 bytes, ABS data with
identifier c9 (Hex) which has a message length of 6
bytes, and gearbox info with identifier 3fc (Hex) which
has a message length of 1 byte. Baud rate selected for
this study is 200 kbps. The data is analyzed using
statistical package SPSS [21]. The histogram for
gearbox info (c9) signal that has the message length of 6
bytes is shown in Figure 10, and similar data is observed
for the other two message length signals.
The
descriptive statistics obtained for this data is shown in
Table III. From this table it is clear that the mean values
of the delays increase with the increase in message
length. The one-way ANOVA analysis gives the results
shown in Table IV. The variability of mean delays
between 8 bytes, 6 bytes, and 1 byte data length groups,
and variability of sample delays within each of these
groups are shown in that table. Based on this
information (F (2, 621) = 71.938, p = 0.000), there is a
statistically significant difference between the mean
delay time for the different message lengths considered
[21].
C. Effect of Bus Load on Network Delays
For this study 120 samples of delays for the signal
3fc (Hex) at two different bus loads are collected. The
delays are in milliseconds (ms). The bus loads
considered are 17% and 22%. The baud rate selected
for this study is 100 kbps. The data is analyzed using
statistical package SPSS [21]. The histogram for 22% is
shown in Figure 11, and similar data is observed for the
other busload. The descriptive statistics obtained for
this data is shown in Table V. From this table it is clear
that the mean values of the delays increase with the
increase in busload. The one-way ANOVA analysis
gives the results shown in Table VI. The variability of
mean delays between 22% and 17% bus load groups,
and variability of sample delays within each of these
groups are shown in that table. Based on this
information (F (1, 238) = 18.483, p = 0.000), there is a

Fig. 9 : Histogram for 100 kbps baud rate data.
TABLE I. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF DELAY
TIME FOR BAUD RATES.
N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

BaudRate_50

208

2.30536

0.02689

BaudRate_100

208

1.16284

0.05714

BaudRate_200

208

0.76261

0.20078
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statistically significant difference between the mean
delay time for the different bus loads considered [21].

TABLE V. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF DELAY
FOR BUS LOAD

High Busload
(22%)
Low Busload
(17%)

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

120

2.13697500

1.49216

120

1.44580833

0.93544

TABLE VI. ANOVA ANALYSIS OF BUS LOAD
DELAYS

Between
Groups
Within
Groups

Fig. 10 : Histogram for 6 bytes message length c9 data.
TABLE III. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF DELAY
FOR MESSAGE LENGTH

DataLength 8_64
DataLength 6_C9
DataLength 1_3FC

N

Mean

208
208
208

0.76261
0.70553
0.52079

Total

Std.
Deviation
0.20078
0.22023
0.22310

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

6.647

2

3.323

71.938

.000

28.688

621

.046

35.334

623

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

28.663

1

28.663

18.483

.000

369.088

238

1.551

397.751

239

VI. CONCLUSION
The purpose of this paper was to present a software
simulation technique and statistical analysis of network
delays for CAN fieldbus. An overview of the CAN
protocol and its operation were initially explained.
CANoe simulation software for CAN was described in
detail with an automobile system example. The data
obtained from the automobile system simulation for
network delays was analyzed using statistical methods
with SPSS program. Based on this data it was observed
that the mean delay decreases with the increase in baud
rate. The mean delay also increases with the increase in
message length of the transmitted signal. It was further
observed that increase in busload increases the mean
value of the network delay. One-way ANOVA analysis
on the data collected confirmed that differences exist
between these mean values of delays for different
parameters. The statistical information obtained through
these simulations is useful to evaluate the performance
of the hardware system.

TABLE IV. ANOVA ANALYSIS OF MESSAGE
LENGTH DELAYS
Sum of
Squares

Sum of
Squares
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Abstract - Timing jitter is emerging as an important factor in determining the performance of high-speed Orthogonal

Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) systems, particularly in optical OFDM systems where bit rates reach
100Gbps and beyond. In this paper we first formulate a timing jitter matrix which is used to study the impact of timing
jitter on high speed OFDM systems. This work shows that the rotational and intercarrier interference (ICI) effects
caused by timing jitter greatly the system performance. Further ICI is the dominant effect. Next, we show that both
fractional oversampling and integral oversampling methods can reduce the effect of timing jitter. The theoretical results
compared with the simulation results. Oversampling results in a 3db reduction in jitter noise power for every doubling
of the sampling rate.
Key words - Timing jitter, OFDM, ICI, Oversampling.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In OFDM, fractional oversampling can be achieved
by leaving some band-edge subcarriers unused. In this
letter we investigate both fractional and integral
oversampling to reduce the effect of timing jitter. Before
that we introduce a novel timing jitter matrix to
investigate in detail the effect of timing jitter in OFDM
systems. This timing jitter matrix can be de-composed
into a rotational matrix and an intercarrier interference
(ICI) matrix. We extend the timing jitter matrix to
analyze the detail of the ICI in an oversampled system,
which we consider as the dominant effect. For Very
high speed ADCs the white jitter which is the focus of
this paper is a more appropriate model. The analysis of
this paper is completely based on [12], [13].

Today,
Orthogonal
Frequency
Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) has grown to be the most popular
communication system in high-speed communications.
It is used in many wireless broadband communications
systems because it is a simple and scalable solution to
intersymbol interference caused by a multipath channel.
Very recently the use of OFDM in optical systems has
attracted increasing interest [1-5]. Data rates in optical
fiber systems are typically much higher than in RF
wireless systems. For example transmission of 121.9
Gbit/s within an optical bandwidth of 22.8 GHz has
been reported [6, 7].
At these very high data rates, timing jitter is
emerging as an important limitation to the performance
of OFDM systems. Transmission at high data rates
requires high speed analog-to digital converters (ADCs)
using an accurate sampling clock. Timing jitter is the
deviation of the clock signal edge from its ideal
position. A major source of jitter is the sampling clock
in high speed ADCs. Timing jitter is also emerging as a
problem in high frequency bandpass sampling OFDM
radios [8]. Very high speed ADCs uses a parallel
pipeline structure [9]. This introduces different forms of
impairment, where slight errors in the delays in the
different paths results in a form of timing jitter.
However this 'jitter' is in the form of a repeated pattern,
which can potentially be corrected within an OFDM
receiver. The effect of timing jitter analyzed in [10],
[11] focus on the coloured low pass timing jitter which
is typical of systems using phase lock loops (PLL). They
consider only integral oversampling.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II states the timing jitter problem, and derives
the timing jitter matrix, rotational matrix and ICI matrix
with the help of a simplified high-speed OFDM system
model which includes timing jitter. Section III covers
the effect of the timing jitter matrix and average ICI
power. Section V covers the effect of Oversampling.
The simulations are presented in Section V. Finally,
Section VI gives the conclusion.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider the high-speed OFDM system shown in
Fig. 1. There are N subcarriers and the OFDM symbol
period is T. At the transmitter, in each symbol period, N
complex values representing the constellation points are
used to modulate N subcarriers. In this paper, we
consider timing jitter introduced at the receiver ADC.
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We now derive the mathematical model for this system.
In the following n represents the time index represents
the subcarrier index at the transmitter and I represent the
subcarrier index at the receiver.
Transmitter

Xk

Receiver

Yl

xn

x (t)

yn

y(t)

Fig. 2 shows how timing jitter is defined. The first axis
shows a signal sampled at regular timing intervals of
T/N. This is the ideal case. However the effect of timing
jitter is to cause deviation in the actual sampling times
from the ideal sampling instants. This deviation is τ
shown in second axis. The third axis demonstrates the
timing jitter τn for constant time intervals.

Fig. 1 : OFDM block diagram with timing jitter.
The samples at the output of the transmitter inverse
fast Fourier transform (IFFT) are given by

1
xn =
N

N /2

∑X

k = − N / 2 +1

k

e

j

2π
kn
N

→ (1)

After passing it through the ADC block, the digitalized
signal is given by

⎛ ⎛T ⎞
⎞
yn = y⎜⎜ n⎜ ⎟ +τ n ⎟⎟ + η n
⎝ ⎝N⎠
⎠

The analog signal x(t ) at the output of the digital
to analog converter (DAC), is given by

1
x (t ) =
N
Where

N /2

∑X

k = − N / 2+1

k

1
=
N

e j 2πf k t → (2)

y(t) is affected by the channel. So we write:

1
N

N /2

∑H

k = − N / 2+1

k

∑H

k = − N / 2+1

k

X ke

⎛ ⎛T ⎞
⎞
j 2πf k ⎜⎜ n ⎜ ⎟ +τ n ⎟⎟
⎝ ⎝N⎠
⎠

+η n → ( 4)

Finally, the QAM symbol is Y݈ recovered by the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) block,

f k = k T . At the receiver, the received signal

y (t ) =

N /2

2π

1 N / 2 − j N nl
Yl =
∑yne +Nl
N k=−N / 2+1

X k e j 2πf k t + η (t ) → (3)

τ

=

Where η(t) is the additive Gaussian white noise
(AWGN).

2π

j 2πk n j ( k −l )n
1 N/2 N/2
Hk Xke T e N
+Nl →(5)
∑
∑
N n=−N / 2+1k=−N / 2+1

From (5) it can be seen that Y݈ depends on the timing
jitter τn in the exponential form and the details will be
explained in the following section. In order to analysis
timing jitter, rewrite (5) as a compact matrix form:

Y = WHXT + N → (6)
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Where X , Y and N are the transmitted, received and
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vectors
respectively, H is the channel response matrix and W
is the timing jitter matrix

And ݈ is the subcarrier index of the demodulate
subcarrier. The other entries of W introduce the
interference from other N-1 subcarriers onto the current
subcarrier, which called intercarrier interference (ICI),
and we define WICI a timing jitter ICI matrix which

Where,

has the following entries.

⎡ H − N / 2+1 ⎤
⎡ X − N / 2+1 ⎤
⎡Y− N / 2+1 ⎤
⎥
⎥
⎢ M
⎢ M
⎥
⎢ M
⎥ T ⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
Y = ⎢ Y0 ⎥ H = ⎢ H 0 ⎥ X = ⎢ X 0 ⎥
⎥
⎥
⎢ M
⎢ M
⎥
⎢ M
⎥
⎥
⎢ H
⎢ X
⎥
⎢ Y
⎣ N /2 ⎦
⎣ N /2 ⎦
⎣ N /2 ⎦

⎡ 0
⎢ M
⎢
WICI = N/ 2,0⎢ w0,−N/ 2+1
⎢
⎢ M
⎢wN/ 2,−N/ 2+1
⎣

And

L w−N/ 2+1,N/ 2 ⎤
N
M ⎥⎥
L w0,N/ 2 ⎥ →(9)
⎥
O
M ⎥
L
0 ⎥⎦

Where,

⎡w−N / 2+1,−N / 2+1
⎢
M
⎢
W = ⎢ w0,−N / 2+1
⎢
M
⎢
⎢ wN / 2,−N / 2+1
⎣

L w−N / 2+1,0 L w−N / 2+1,N / 2 ⎤
⎥
O
M
N
M
⎥
L w0,0
L w0,N / 2 ⎥
⎥
N
M
O
M
⎥
L wN / 2,0 L wN / 2,N / 2 ⎥⎦

1
wl ,k =
N

N /2

∑e

j 2πk

τn
T

e

j

2π
( k −l ) n
N

(k ≠ l ) → (10)

n=− N / 2+1

From the above equations (8) and (10) we can write for
all the elements of l, k as

wl,k =

By observing timing jitter matrix W , the diagonal
entries denote the factors which are used to multiply the
transmitted signal in order to obtain the received signal.
That is, each e element of Y (received signal) is equal
to the product of each element of X (transmitted
signal) and each element of diagonal entries
accordingly. These entries cause the rotation of the
QAM signal which is explained in detail below. Then
define

L w−N/ 2+1,0
O M
L 0
N M
L w

1
N

N/ 2

∑e

j 2 πk

τn
T

e

j

2π
(k −l)n
N

→ (11)

n = − N/ 2 +1

Timing jitter causes an added noise like component in
the received signal. From (6)

Y = HX T + (W − I)HXT + N → (12)
where I is the ܰ ×ܰ identity matrix. The first term in
(12) is the wanted component while the second term
gives the jitter noise.

diag(W) as timing jitter rotational matrix Wr

Wr = diag(W)

III. EFFECT OF TIMING JITTER

⎡ w− N / 2+1, − N / 2+1
⎢
M
⎢
0
=⎢
⎢
M
⎢
⎢
0
⎣

L

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥ → (7 )
⎥
O
M ⎥
L wN / 2, N / 2 ⎥⎦
L

0

O M N
L w0, 0 L

M
0

0

N

M

L

0

In this section, we use the timing jitter matrix to
derive the interference caused by timing jitter.

wl,k =

By using the approximation
then

Where the ݈ th elements are given by

wl ,l =

1
N

N /2

∑e

j 2πl

τn
T

(k = l ) → (8)

wl,k =

n = − N / 2 +1

1
N

τ

2π

1 N/ 2 j 2πk Tn j N (k−l)n
→ (13)
∑e e
N n=−N/ 2+1
e jθ = 1 + jθ for small θ ,
2π

j 2πkτ n ⎞ j N (k −l)n
⎛
→ (14)
⎜1 +
⎟e
∑
T ⎠
n = − N/ 2 +1 ⎝
N/ 2
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In [14] it has been shown that when the timing jitter is
white, the variance of the weighting coefficients is given
by

{ }

E wl,k

2

σ s2 =

{ }

⎛ stdev(τ n ) ⎞
⎟⎟
σ = ⎜⎜
⎝ T N ⎠

{ }= 1 + N1 ⎛⎜⎝ 2Tπk ⎞⎟⎠ E{τ },

Then the average jitter noise power, Pl ( ICI ) to received

2

2

k = l → (16)

2
n

signal power of ݈ th subcarrier is given by

where E{.} denotes the expectation operator. The
variance of the coefficients given in (15) characterizes
the ICI and in (16) represents an interference term that
has rotational effect on subcarriers. In both cases, the
interference depends on the timing jitter and the
transmitted subcarrier index k not on l.

Pl ( ICI )

σ

{

E wl,k − I l ,k

}

We now analyze the effect of both fractional and
integral oversampling in OFDM and show that either or
both can be used to reduce the degradation caused by
timing jitter. To achieve integral oversampling, the
received signal is sampled at a rate of ܰܯ/ܶ, where  ܯis
an integer. For fractional oversampling some band-edge
subcarriers are unused in the transmitted signal. When
all ܰ subcarriers are modulated, the bandwidth of the
baseband OFDM signal is ܰ/2ܶ, sosampling at intervals
of ܶ/ܰ as shown in Fig. 2 is Nyquist rate sampling. If
instead, only the subcarriers with indices between −ܰܮ
and +ܷܰ are non zero, the bandwidth of the signal is
(ܰ ܮ+ܷܰ)/2 . In this case sampling at intervals of ܶ/ܰ is
above the Nyquist rate. the degree of oversampling is
given by (ܰ ܮ+ ܷܰ)/ܰ. In the general case, where both
integral and fractional oversampling are applied, the
signal samples after the ADC in the receiver are given
by

{ }

From (17) we can see that the variance of the weighting
coefficients depends on the subcarrier index k and the
timing jitter τn.
We now calculate the average jitter noise power for each
subcarrier for the case of white jitter. From (12) we have

Yl = H l X l +

N /2

∑ (w

k = − N / 2+1

l ,k

− I l ,k ) H k X k + N l → (18)

where the second term represents the jitter noise. In the
following, we consider a flat channel with Hk =1 . Then
the average jitter noise power

⎧⎪ N / 2
Pj (l ) = E ⎨ ∑ ( wl ,k − I l ,k ) H k X k
⎪⎩ k =− N / 2+1
=

N /2

∑

{

2

E ( wl ,k − I l ,k ) X k

k = − N / 2 +1

2

2

⎫⎪
⎬
⎪⎭

⎛n T ⎞
yn M = y⎜ M ⎟
⎝ NM ⎠

}→ (19)

1
=
N

Substituting (17) into (19), gives the following

1 ⎛ 2π ⎞
2
⎜
⎟ E τn
N⎝ T ⎠
2

Pj (l ) =

{ } ∑k
N /2

2

k = − N / 2+1

1
= π 2 (σ j ) 2 → (21)
3

IV. EFFECT OF OVERSAMPLING

1 ⎛ 2πk ⎞
2
= ⎜
⎟ E τ n → (17)
N⎝ T ⎠
2

2
s

From (21), average ICI power for white jitter is only
proportional to σj and independent of ݈ th subcarrier
index.

From (15) it can also be seen that higher frequency
subcarriers cause more ICI but the ICI affects all
subcarrier equally. Combining (15) and (16), then
2

2

2
j

And

E wl,k

2

and white timing jitter has normalized variance

1 ⎛ 2πk ⎞
2
= ⎜
⎟ E τ n , k ≠ l → (15)
N⎝ T ⎠
2

1
E Xk
2

NU

∑H

k =− N L

k

Xke

⎛ j 2πk nM T ⎞
×
⎜
⎟
NM ⎠
⎝ T

⎛n T ⎞
+η ⎜ M ⎟ → (22)
⎝ NM ⎠

where ݊ ܯis the oversampled discrete time index and ߟ
is the AWGN. With integral oversampling, the ܰ-point
FFT in the receiver is replaced by an ‘oversized’ ܰܯpoint FFT. The output of this FFT is a vector of length
ܰ ܯwith elements.

2

X k → (20)

Assume that the transmitted signal has variance
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1
M

YlM =

1
NM

NM / 2

∑

⎛ − j 2πnM l M ⎞
⎜
⎟
NM
⎠

yn M e ⎝

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

→ (23)

We now present simulation results for 2000 OFDM
symbols, ܰ = 512 and and σj varies from 0.03 UI (unit
interval) to 0.3 UI. So in Fig. 1 we plot the average ICI
power of all subcarriers Fig. 3 shows the variance of the
noise due to jitter as a function of received subcarrier
index when band-edge subcarriers are unused. It shows
that the power of the jitter noise is not a function of
subcarrier index and that removing the band-edge
subcarriers reduces the noise equally across all
subcarriers. Fig. 2 shows both the theoretical and
simulation results for average jitter noise power as a
function of the oversampling factor. There is close
agreement between theory and simulation. Increasing
the sampling factor gives a reduction of 10log10
(ܰݒ/ܰ )ܯin jitter noise power, so every doubling of the
sampling rate reduces the jitter noise power by 3 dB.

nM = − NM / 2 +1

where ݈ ܯis the index at the output of the ܰ ܯpoint
FFT. Then combining (13), (22) and (23), we obtain the
modified weighting coefficients for the oversampling
case,

wlM ,k

NM / 2 j 2πk
1
=
∑e
NM nM =−NM / 2+1

τ nM

By using the approximation
then

T

e

j

2π
(k −lM )nM
NM

→ (24)

e jθ = 1 + jθ for small θ ,

2π
1 NM/2 ⎛ j2πkτnM ⎞ j NM(k−lM)nM
wlM,k ≈
→(25)
∑ ⎜1+ T ⎟⎟e
NMnM=−NM/2+1⎜⎝
⎠

which can be simplified to give
2π
NM / 2
( k −lM )nM
j2πkτ nM j NM
⎧ 1
e
k ≠ lM
⎪
∑
⎪ NM nM =−NM / 2+1 T
wlM ,k ≈ ⎨
→ (26)
NM / 2
j2πkτ nM
⎪1+ 1
k ≠ lM
⎪ NM n =−∑
T
NM / 2+1
M
⎩
From the previous section we can write,

{ }

2
⎛ 1 ⎞⎛ 2πk ⎞
2
E wlM,k ≈ ⎜
⎟⎜ ⎟ E τnM k ≠ lM →(27)
⎝ NM⎠⎝ T ⎠
2

{ }

From (27) it can be seen that white timing jitter

ܯ݈ݓפ{ܧ,݇פ2}is inversely proportional to  ܯso increasing
the integer oversampling factor reduces the intercarrier
interference (ICI) due to timing jitter.

Fig. 1 : Average ICI power P versus σj.

And rotational effect is given by

{ }≈1+ ⎛⎜⎝ NM1 ⎞⎟⎠⎛⎜⎝ 2Tπk ⎞⎟⎠ E{τ

E wlM ,k

2

2

2
nM

}k = l

M

→ (28)

We now calculate the average jitter noise power for each
subcarrier for the case of white jitter. From (12), (23)
and (26),

YlM = HlM XlM +

NU

∑(w

k=−NL

lM ,k

− IlM ,k )Hk Xk + N(l) →(29)

where the second term represents the jitter noise. In the
following, we consider a flat channel with,  = ݇ܪ1 , and
assume that the transmitted signal power is distributed
equally across the used subcarriers so that for each used
subcarrier ܺ{ܧ2݇}= ߪ2 ݏ.

Fig. 2 : Average jitter noise power versus sampling
factor.
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Abstract - Generating frequent item is a key approach in association rule mining. The Data mining is the process of generating frequ
itemsets that satisfy minimum support and minimum confidence. Efficient algorithms to mine frequent patterns are crucial in d
mining. Since the Apriori algorithm was proposed to generate the frequent item sets, there have been several methods proposed
improve its performance. But they do not satisfy the time constraint. However, most still adopt its candidate set generation-and-t
approach. In addition, many methods do not generate all frequent patterns, making them inadequate to derive association rules. T
Enhance apriori algorithm has proposed in this paper requires less time in comparison to apriori algorithm. So the time is reducing.
Key words - Apriori, Item set, Frequent Item set, Support count, threshold, Confidence.

I.

specified minimum thresholds, min-Support and minConfidence.

INTRODUCTION

Data Mining is a promising and flourishing frontier
in database systems and new database applications. Data
mining [2] is the process of finding interesting trends or
patterns in large data sets to guide decision about future
activities. It is the analysis of dataset to find unsuspected
relationship and to summarize the data in new ways that
are both understandable and useful. Progress in digital
data acquisition and storage technology has resulted in
growth of huge database. Data is often noisy and
incomplete, it is likely that many interesting patterns
will be missed and reliability of detected patterns will be
low. So knowledge Discovery in databases (KDD) and
Data Mining (DM) helps to extract useful information
from raw data. Frequent patterns are ones that occur at
least a user-given number of times (minimum support)
in the dataset. They allow us to perform essential tasks
such as discovering association relationships among
items, correlation, sequential pattern mining, and much
more.

Association rules processing is usually broken
down into two sub problems:
1.

Finding all frequent itemsets (whose supports are
greater than the min-Support), also called covering
or large itemsets in the literature.

2.

Generating association rules derived from the
frequent itemsets.

The association rules technique has also been
applied to tabular data sets. An example of an
association rule in tabular data is as follows :( A1= 2)
and (A2 = 3) and (A4 = 5) → A6 = 1 support = 10%;
Confidence= 60%
Where A1,….. ,A6 are attributes.
1.1 KDD Steps used in Generating Frequent Item
set

Association rules mining, introduced by Agrawal,
has been traditionally applied in databases of sales
transactions (referred to as market basket data). A
transaction T is a set of items and contains an item set I
if I ⊆ T. If I has k members, then I is called a k_itemset.
An association rule is an implication X→Y where X and
Y are itemsets with no items in common i.e. X∩Y =φ.
The intuitive meaning of such a rule is that the
transactions (or tuples) that contain X also contain Y.
The rule X→Y holds with confidence c if c% of
transactions that contain X also contain Y. The rule
X→Y has a support s if s% of the transactions in the
database contains X ∪Y. Given a database, the problem
of mining association rules is to generate all rules that
have support and confidence greater than the user-

The knowledge discovery [7] in databases follows
certain steps that are given below:
1.

Domain Knowledge

2.

Examining the entire raw dataset identifies finding
target dataset- the target subset of data and the
attributes of interest

3.

Data cleaning,
transformation

4.

Choosing data mining task and algorithms

5.

Knowledge discovery

data

reduction,
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Apriori Algorithm
Data Collection

Initialize: k := 1, C1 = all the 1- item sets;

Data Selection

read the database to count the support of C1 to determine
L1.
L1 := {frequent 1- item sets};
k:=2; //k represents the pass number//

Data Preprocessing

while (Lk-1 ≠ ∅) do
Data Transformation

begin
Ck := gen_candidate_itemsets with the given Lk-1

Data Mining

prune(Ck)
for all transactions t ∈ T do

Post Processing

increment the count of all candidates in CK that are
contained in t;

Knowledge
Fig. 1.1 : Steps of KDD

Lk := All candidates in Ck with minimum support ;
k := k + 1;

In applying various data mining techniques to the
data source of Interest, different knowledge comes out
as the mining result. This knowledge [9] is evaluated by
certain rules, such as the domain knowledge or
concepts. After the evaluation as shown in fig 1.1, if the
result does not satisfy the requirements then we have to
redo some processes until getting the correct results. The
results can be projected as raw data, tables, and decision
trees. The main objective of the KDD process is to make
the data mining results easier to be used and more
understandable.

end
Answer := ∪k Lk ;
The first weakness of this algorithm is the
generation of a large number of candidate item sets. The
second problem is the number of database passes which
is equal to the max length of frequent item set.
III. ENHANCEMENT IN APRIORI ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm shows the enhancement in
apriori algorithm which reduces the time for generating
the frequent item. The main problem in the apriori is
that it takes the number of passes which is equal to the
max length of frequent item set. In our approach time
will be reduced by using the intersection method.

II. APRIORI ALGORITHM FOR GENERATING
FREQUENT ITEMSETS
Different algorithms have been proposed for finding
frequent item sets. The Apriori Algorithm is a wellknown approach which is proposed by Agrawal &
Srikant [1] (1994). It is an iterative approach and there
are two steps in each iteration.The first step generates a
set of candidate item sets. Then, in the second step we
count the occurrence of each candidate set in database
and prune all disqualified candidates (i.e. all infrequent
item sets). Apriori uses two pruning technique, first on
the bases of support count (should be greater than user
specified support threshold) and second for an item set
to be frequent , all its subset should be in last frequent
item set.The iterations begin with size 2 item sets and
the size is incremented after each iteration. The
algorithm is based on the closure property [2] of
frequent item sets: if a set of items is frequent, then all
its proper subsets are also frequent.

Enhance Apriori algorithm
Initialize: K: = 1, C1 = all the 1- item sets;
read the database to count the support of
C1 to determine L1.
L1 := {frequent 1- item sets};
k:=2; //k represents the pass number//
while (Lk-1 ≠ ∅) do
begin
Ck: = gen_candidate_itemsets with the given Lk-1
Prune (Ck)
for all candidates in Ck do
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count the number of trannsactions by ussing intersect
method that arre common in each
e
item ∈ Ckk

apriori ( after a time pperiod the consistency of thee time
was maiintained) take lless time. In thhe conclusion of
o the
analysis we can say that for 200
00 records claassical
Apriori take
t
100% tim
me while Enhannce apriori takee only
25% tim
me in comparisson of classicaal Apriori. It means
m
that 75%
% time is savingg.

Lk :=
= All candidates in Ck with minimum
m
support ;
k := k + 1;
end

Table 1.1

Answer := ∪kk Lk ;

30
Time(seconds)

Although it is a first algorithhm proposed in
i this field off
frequent patterrn mining [3] , but with the time
t
a number
of modified algorithm
a
weree designed too improve the
efficiency of tiime, memory management
m
annd remove the
complexity of
o process. Here
H
we are presenting a
different apprroach in Aprioori algorithm to count the
support of canndidate item seet. Basically th
his approach is
more appropriiate for verticaal data layout, since Apriori
basically work
ks on horizonttal data layoutt. In this new
approach, we use the set theeory concept of
o intersection.
In Classical Apriori
A
algorithhm, to count the
t support off
candidate set each record is scanned on
ne by one and
check the existence of each candidate,
c
if caandidate exists
then we increaase the supportt by one. This process takes
a lot of time, requires iterattive scan of whole
w
database
for each candiidate set, whichh is equal to thhe max length
of candidate ittem set. In mod
dified approachh, to calculate
the support we
w count thee common traansaction that
contains in eacch element’s of
o candidate sett, by using the
intersect queryy of SQL. Thiss approach requuires very less
time as compaared to classicaal Apriori.
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For the comparative
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time period th
he consistency of the time waas maintained)
take less time. In the concluusion of the an
nalysis we can
2
records classical
c
Aprioori take 100%
say that for 2000
time while Enhance
E
apriorri take only 25% time in
comparison off classical Apriiori. It means that
t
75% time
is saving. Haave designed a graph and summarized
s
a
result in the following
fo
tablee There we couuld see that in
Apriori algoritthm the time taaken is directly
y proportion to
the number of
o transactionss where as in the Enhance

1000

277 Seconds

7 Seconds

Figure 11.2 Time Compparison
V. CONCLUSION
Throughout the laast decade, a lot of people have
implemeented and com
mpared several algorithms thhat try
to solvee the frequennt item set mining
m
probleem as
efficienttly as possible. For examplee, a very oftenn used
implemeentation of thee Apriori algoorithm is that by S.
Sreedharr D. Kavitha, An Enhanced Scaling Aprioori for
Associattion Rule Miniing Efficiencyy [13]. Neverthheless,
when we
w compared hhis implementaation [5] with ours,
the perfformance of bboth algorithm
ms showed imm
mense
differencces.We can coonclude that in this new apprroach,
we havee the key ideaas of reducing
g time. As we have
proved above
a
how thhe Enhance apriori take lesss time
than that of classical algorithms.
a
That is really goiing to
be fruitfful in saving thhe time in case of large dataabase.
This key
y idea is surelyy going to openn a new gatewaay for
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the upcoming researcher to work in the filed of the data
mining.

[8]

U. M. Fayyad, G. Piatetsky-Shapiro, P. Smyth,
and R. Uthurusamy. Advances in Knowledge
Discovery and Data Mining. AAAI/MIT Press,
1996.
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Abstract - An ad hoc network is the cooperative engagement of a collection of mobile nodes without the required Intervention of
any centralized access point or existing infrastructure. There is an increasing trend to adopt ad hoc networking for commercial uses;
however, their main applications lie in military, tactical and other security-sensitive operations. In these and other applications of ad
hoc networking, secure routing is an important issue. Most of the a secure routing protocols proposed in the literature are either
proactive or reactive in nature. In this paper, we proposed for ad hoc network, called hybrid routing with security consideration,
which is based on the concept of Zone routing protocol (ZRP). Different from the past work on the designs of cryptography
algorithms and system infrastructures, we will propose a dynamic routing algorithm that could randomize delivery paths for data
transmission. The algorithm is easy to implement and compatible with popular routing protocols, without introducing extra control
messages
Key words - Ad-hoc Routing protocols, RIP, Secure routing, DSDV.

I.

In this paper, we proposed a secure hybrid ad hoc
routing protocol, called Hybrid Routing with Security
Consideration, which takes the advantage of both
proactive and reactive approach. Our proposed protocol
is based on zone routing protocol (ZRP) [18],[21]. The
reasons for selecting ZRP as the basis of our protocol
are as follows: (i) ZRP is based on the concept of
routing zones, a restricted area, and it is more feasible to
apply the security mechanisms within a restricted area
than in a broader area that of the whole network, (ii)
Since the concept of zones separate the communicating
nodes in terms of interior (nodes within the zone) and
exterior (nodes outside the zone) nodes, certain
information like network topology and neighborhood
information etc. can be hidden to the exterior nodes, (iii)
Incase of a failure, it can be restricted within a zone. we
will use a dynamic routing algorithm to provide security
enhanced data delivery without introducing any extra
control messages algorithm to randomize the data
delivery paths. An analytic study on the proposed
algorithm is conducted. Section 4 summarizes our
experimental results to demonstrate the capability of the
proposed algorithm. Section 5 is the conclusion.

INTRODUCTION

An ad hoc network is a collection of wireless
computers(nodes), communicating among themselves
over possibly multi-hop paths, without the help of any
infrastructure are popularly such as base stations or
access points [1],[2].Unlike traditional mobile wireless
networks, ad hoc networks greatly improve have no
fixed infrastructure. Mobile nodes that are within each
other’s radio range communicate directly via wireless
links, while those far apartrely on other nodes to relay
messages as routers. In ad hoc network each node acts
both as a host (which is capable of sending and
receiving) and a router which forwards the data intended
for some other node. Applications of ad hoc network
range from military operations and emergency disaster
relief, to commercial uses such as community
networking and interaction between attendees at a
meeting or students during a lecture. Most of these
applications demand a secure and reliable
communication. The objective of this work is to explore
a security enhanced routing algorithm based on
distributed routing information widely supported in
existing wired and wireless networks. We aim at the
randomization of delivery paths for data transmission to
provide considerably small path similarity (i.e., the
number of common links between two delivery paths) of
two consecutive transmitted packets. These protocols
shall not increase the number of control messages if the
proposed algorithm is adopted.

II. RELATED WORK
Among
many
well-known
designs
for
cryptography- based systems, the IP Security (IPSec)
[12] and the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) supported and
implemented in many systems and platforms. Though
IPSec and SSL do the security level for data
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Before we proceed with further discussions, our
problem and system model shall be defined.A network
could be modeled as a graph G = (N, L), where N is a
set of routers (also referred to as nodes) in the network,
and L is a set of links that connect adjacent routers in
the network. A path p from a node s (referred to as a
source node) to another node t (referred to as a
destination node) is a set of links (N1,N2) (N2,N3)…(
Ni,Ni+1), where s= N1, Ni+1=t, Nj _ N and (Nj, Nj+1)
_ for 1< _ j< _ i . Let Ps,t denote the set of all potential
paths between a source node s and a destination node t.
Note that the number of paths in Ps,t could be an
exponential function of the number of routers in the
network, and we should not derive Ps,t in practice for
routing or analysis.

transmission, they unavoidably introduce substantial
overheads especially on gateway/host performance and
effective network bandwidth. Another alternative for
security-enhanced data transmission is to dynamically
route packets between each source and its destination so
that the chance for system break-in, due to successful
interception of consecutive packets for a session, is slim.
The intention of security-enhanced routing is different
from the adopting of multiple paths between a source
and a destination to increase the throughput of data
transmission (see, e.g., [5] and [6]). In particular, Lou et
al.[10],[12],[7] proposed a secure routing protocol to
improve the security of end-to-end data transmission
based on multiple path deliveries. The set of multiple
paths betweeneach source and its destination is
determined in an online fashion, and extra control
message exchanging is needed. Bohacek et al. [2]
[7]proposed a secure stochastic routing mechanism to
improve routing security. Similar to the work proposed
by Lou et al. [10],[12], a set of paths is discovered for
each source and its destination in an online fashion
based on message flooding. Thus, a mass of control
messages is needed. Yang and Papavassiliou [13]
explored the trading of the security level and the traffic
dispersion. They proposed a traffic dispersion scheme to
reduce the probability of eavesdropped information
along the used paths provided that the set of data
delivery paths is discovered in advance.Although
excellent research results have been proposed for
security-enhanced dynamic routing, many of them rely
on the discovery of multiple paths either in an online or
offline fashion. For those online path searching
approaches, the discovery of multiple paths involves a
significant number of control signals over the Internet.
On the other hand, the discovery of paths in an offline
fashion might not be suitable to networks with a
dynamic changing configuration.

Definition 1 (Path Similarity) :
Given two paths Pi and Pj, the path similarity
Sim(Pi, Pj) for pi and pj is defined as the number of
common links between pi and pj:
Sim(Pi, Pj) =|{(Nx,Ny)| (Nx,Ny) _ pi ^ (Nx,Ny) _ pj}|,
where Nx and Ny are two nodes in the network
The path similarity between two paths is computed
based on the algorithm of Levenshtein distance [12].
Definition 2 (The expected value of path similarity for
any two consecutive delivered packets) :
Given a source node s and a destination node t, the
expected value of path similarity of any two consecutive
delivered packets is defined as follows:
E[Sims,t] = Σ Sim(pi, pj).Prob (pi,| pj ).Prob(pi,)
_pi,pj_Ps;t
Where Ps,t is the set of all possible transmission paths
between a source node s and a destination node t.
Prob(pi,| pj ) is the conditional probability of using pj
for delivering the current packet, given that pi is used
for the previous packet. Prob(pi,) is the probability of
using pi for delivering the previous packet.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The objective of this work is to explore a securityenhanced dynamic routing algorithm based on
distributed routing information widely supported in
existing networks. In general, routing protocols over
networks could be classified roughly into two kinds:
distance-vector algorithms and link state algorithms
[11]. Distance-vector algorithms rely on the exchanging
of distance information among neighboring nodes for
the seeking of routing paths. Examples of distancevector based routing algorithms include RIP and DSDV.
Link-state algorithms used in the Open Shortest Path
First protocol [19] are for global routing in which the
network topology is known by all nodes. Our goal is to
propose a distance-vector-based algorithm for dynamic
routing to improve the security of data transmission.

The purpose of this research is to propose a dynamic
routing algorithm to improve the security of data
transmission. We define the eavesdropping avoidance
problem as follows:
Given a graph for a network under discussion, a
source node, and a destination node, the problem is to
minimize the path similarity without introducing any
extra control consecutive packets over a messages, and
thus to reduce the probability of eavesdropping specific
link.
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IV. SECURITYROUTING

ENHANCED

recording the routing history (as shown in the fourth
column of Table 1b) are O(|N|). Because there are |N|
destination nodes at most in each routing table,
theadditionally required spaces for the entire routing
table for one node are O(|N|2). Since the provided
distributed dynamic routing algorithm (DDRA) is a
distance-vector-based routing protocol for intra domain
systems, the number of nodes is limited, and the
network topology is hardly fully connected.Hence, the
increase of the total space requirement is considerably
small. However, the impact of the space requirement on
the search time will be analyzed in the following
section.

DYNAMIC

4.1 Notations and Data Structures
The objective of this section is to propose a
distance-vector based algorithm for dynamic routing to
improve the security of data transmission. We propose
to rely on existing distance information exchanged
among neighboring nodes (referred to as routers as well
in this paper) for the seeking of routing paths. In many
distance-vector-based implementations, e.g.,those based
on RIP, each node Ni maintains a routing table (see
Table 1a) in which each entry is associated with a tuple
(t, WNi,t, Nexthop) where t, WNi,t and Nexthop denote
some unique destination node, an estimated minimal
cost to send a packet to t, and the next node along the
minimal-cost path to the destination node, respectively.

V. HYBRID ROUTING WITH SECURITY
CONSIDERATION
5.1 Notations and Data Structures

With the objective of this work in the
randomization of routing paths, the routing table shown
in Table 1a is extended to accommodate our securityenhanced dynamic routing algorithm. In the extended
routing table (see Table 1b), we propose to associate
each entry with a tuple (t, WNi,t, CNi t, HNi t). CNi t is
a set of node candidates for the nexthop (note that the
candidate selection will be elaborated in Procedure 2 of
Section 3.2), where one of the nexthop candidates that
have the minimal cost is marked. HNi t, a set of tuples,
records the history for packet deliveries through the
node Ni to the destination node t. Each tuple (Nj, hNj) in
HNi t is used to represent that Nj previously used the
node hNj as the nexthop to forward the packet from the
source node Nj to the destination node t. Let Nbri and
wNi, Nj denote the set of neighboring nodes for a node
Ni and the cost in the delivery of a packet between Ni
and a neighboring node Nj, respectively. Each node Ni
also maintains an array (referred to as a link table) in
which each entry corresponds to a neighboring node Nj
_ Nbri and contains the cost wNi,Nj for a packet
delivery.

The objective of this section is to propose a hybrid
routing algorithm to improve the security of data
transmission. The hybrid Routing with security
consideration Protocol is based on zone routing protocol
(ZRP) [18],[21]. Like ZRP it performs intrazone [19]
and interzone [20] routing; however, it differs from ZRP
in security aspects. In ZRP where there is no security
consideration,
hybrid
Routing
with
security
consideration designed to address all measure security
concerns like end to end authentication, message/packet
integrity and data confidentiality during both intra and
interzone routing. For end to end authentication and
message integrity RSA digital signature mechanism [11]
is employed, where as data confidentiality is ensured by
an integrated approach of both symmetric and
asymmetric key encryption [11]. Each communicating
node has two pairs of private/public keys, one pair for
signing and verifying and the other for encrypting and
decrypting. We propose to rely on existing information
exchanged among neighboring nodes (referred to as
routers as well in this paper) for the seeking of routing
paths. In ZRP implementation, each node Ni maintains a
routing table in which each entry is associated with a
tuple (t,WNi,t,Nexthop), where t, WNi,t, and Nexthop
denote some unique destination node, an estimated
minimal cost to send a packet to t, and the next node
along the minimal-cost path to the destination node,
respectively With the objective of this work in the
randomization ofrouting paths, the routing table is
extended to accommodate our hybrid routing with
security consideration algorithm. In the extended routing
table, we propose to associate each entry with a tuple).

The proposed algorithm achieves considerably
small path similarity for packet deliveries between a
source node and the corresponding destination node.
However, the total space requirement would increase to
store some extra routing information. The size of a
routing table depends on the topology and the node
number of a network under discussions. In the worst
case, we have a fully connected network. For each entry
in the routing table shown in Table 1b, the additional
spaces required for recording the set of node candidates
(as shown in the third column of Table 1b) and for

(t, WNi,t, CNi t ,HNi t ). CNi is a set of node candidates
for the nexthop . where one of the nexthop candidates
that have the minimal cost is marked. HNi t , a set of
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(a) The routing table for the original distance-vectorbased routing algorithm. (b) The routing table for the
proposed security-enhanced routing algorithm.

tuples, records the history for packet deliveries through
the node Ni to the destination node t.
Each tuple (Nj, hNj ) in HNi t is used to represent
that Ni previously used the node hNj as the nexthop to
forward the packet from the source node Nj to the
destination node t. Let Nbri and ωNi,Nj denote the set
of neighboring nodes for a node Ni and the cost in the
delivery of a packet between Ni and a neighboring node
Nj, respectively. Each node Ni also maintains an array
(referred to as a link table) in which each entry
corresponds to a neighboring node Nj ε Nbr and
contains the cost wNi;Nj for a packet delivery. The
proposed algorithm achieves considerably small path
similarity for packet deliveries between a source node
and the corresponding destination node. However, the
total space requirement would increase to store some
extra routing information. The size of a routing table
depends on the topology and the node number of a
network under discussions. In the worst case, we have a
fully connected network. For each entry in the routing
table shown in Table 1b additional spaces required for
recording the set of node candidates (as shown in the
third column of Table 1b) are O(|N|). Because there are
|N| destination nodes at most in each routing table, the
additionally required spaces for the entire routing table
for one node are O(|N|2).Since the provided distributed
dynamic routing algorithm (DDRA) is a distancevector-based routing protocol for intradomain systems,
the number of nodes is limited, and the network
topology is hardly fully connected. Hence, the increase
of the total space requirement is considerably small.
However, the impact of the space requirement on the
search time will be analyzed in the following section

5.2 Distributed Dynamic Routing Algorithm
The DDRA proposed in this paper consists of two
parts:
1) a randomization process for packet deliveries and
2) maintenance of the extended routing table.
5.2.1 Randomization Process
Consider the delivery of a packet with the
destination t at a node Ni. In order to minimize the
probability that packets are eavesdropped over a specific
link, a randomization process for packet deliveries
shown inProcedure 1 is adopted. In this process, the
previous nexthop hs (defined in HNi of Table 1b) for the
source node s is identified in the first step of the process
(line 1). Then, the process randomly pick up a
neighboring node in CNi t excluding hs as the nexthop
for the current packet transmission. The exclusion of hs
for the nexthop selection avoids transmitting two
consecutive packets in the same link, and the
randomized pickup prevents attackers from easily
predicting routing paths for the coming transmitted
packets. Procedure 1
Procedure 1: RANDOMIZEDSELECTOR (s,t, pkt)

TABLE 1
An Example of the Routing Table for the Node Ni

1:

Let hs be the used nexthop for the previous packet
delivery for the source node s.

2:

if hs ε CNi t then

3:

if | CNi t | > 1 then

4:

Randomly choose a node x from { CNi t - hs} as a
nexthop, and send the packet pkt to the node x.

5:

hs ııııı← x and update the routing table of Ni.

6:

else

7:

Send the packet pkt to hs.

8:

end if

9:

else

10: Randomly choose a node y from CNi t as a
nexthop, and send the packet pkt to the node y.
11: hs← y, and update the routing table of Ni.
12: end if
The number of entries in the history record for
packet deliveries to destination nodes is |N| in the worst
case. In order to efficiently look up the history record
for a destination node, we maintain the history record
for each node in a hash table. Before the current packet
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12: else if (wNi,Nj + WNj,t ) > WNi,t then

is sent to its destination node, we must randomly pick up
a neighboring node excluding the used node for the
previous packet.Once a neighboring node is selected, by
the hash table, we need O(1) to determine whether the
selected neighboring node for the current packet is the
same as the one used by the previous packet. Therefore,
the time complexity of searching a proper neighboring
node is O(1).

13: if (Nj ε CNi t ) then
14: if Nj was marked as the minimal-cost nexthop then
15: WNj,t =MINNkεNbri (wNi,Nk + WNk,t )
16: CNi t←ø
17: for each node Nk ε Nbri do

5.2.2 Routing Table Maintenance

18: if WNk,t < WNi,t then

Let every node in the network be given a routing
table and a link table. We assume that the link table of
each node isconstructed by an existing link discovery
protocol, such as the Hello protocol in [8]. On the other
hand, the construction and maintenance of routing tables
are revised based on the well-known Bellman-Ford
algorithm and described as follows:

19: CNi t ←CNi t U { Nk }
20: end if
21: end for
22: Send (t, WNi,)to each neighboring node Nk ε Nbri
23: else if WNj,t > WNi,t then

Initially, the routing table of each node (e.g., the node
Ni) consists of entries {Nj, WNi,Nj,CNi Nj= {Nj}, HNj

24: CNi t ←CNi t - { Nj }

Ni =ø},where(Nj ,Nbr) and WNi,Nj = wNi,Nj . By
exchanging distance vectors between neighboring
nodes, the routing table of N is accordingly updated.
Note that the exchanging for distance vectors among
neighboring nodes can be based on a predefined
interval. The exchanging can also be triggered by the
change of link cost or the failure of the link/node. In this
paper, we consider cases when Ni receives a distance
vector from a neighboring node Nj. Each element of a
distance vector received from a neighboring node Nj
includes a destination node t and a delivery cost WNj t
from the node Nj to the destination node t. The
algorithm for the maintenance of the routing table of Ni
is shown in Procedure 2, and will be described below.

25: end if
26: else if (Nj ¢ CNi t ) ı (WNj,t < WNi,t ) then27: CNit
←CNi t U { Nj }
28: end if
29: end if
VI. CONCLUSION
The simulation results for Hybrid Routing With
Security Consideration under different mobility patterns
and traffic scenarios show that the proposed protocol is
as efficient as ZRP in discovering and maintaining
routes. However,the impact of the overhead caused is
almost insignificant and negligible as compared to the
proposed degree of security,which provides compared to
its other counterparts The advantages of a multipath
approach are clearly exemplified.we can argue that the
multipath approach can increase confidentiality.

Procedure 2: DVPROCESS(t,WNj,t)
1:

if the destination node t is not in the routing table
then

2:

Add the entry(t,(wNi,Nj)+(WNj,t);CNit
={Nj},HNi= ø

3:

else if ( wNi,Nj + WNj,t )< WNj,t then

4:

CNi t← {Nj } and Nj is marked as the minimalcost nexthop.

5:

WNj,t ← ( wNi,Nj + WNj,t )

6:

for each node Nk ε Nbri except Nj do

7:

if WNk,t <WNi,t then

8:

CNi t← CNi t U {Nk }

9:

end if
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Fault Diagnosis of Power Transformer Based on Dissolved Gas
Analysis And Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System
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Abstract - Power Transformers are a vital link in a power system. Well-being of power transformer is very much important to the
reliable operation of the power system. Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA) is one for the effective tool for monitoring the condition of
the transformer. To interpret the DGA result multiple techniques are available.IEC codes are developed to diagnose transformer
faults. But there are cases of errors and misleading judgment due to borderline and multiple faults. Methods were developed to solve
this problem by using fuzzy membership functions to map the IEC codes and heuristic experience to adjust the fuzzy rule. This paper
proposes a neuro-fuzzy method to perform self learning and auto rule adjustment for producing best rules.
Key words - Dissolved Gas Analysis, Fault Diagnosis, Fuzzy Inference System, Gas Concentration.


I.

INTRODUCTION

OH_T1

Power transformer plays an important role in power
system. Hence for the reliable operation of power supply
system the health of transformers must be properly
maintained. Power transformer is subject to various
thermal , electrical and mechanical stresses. These
stresses can cause incipient faults, deterioration or even
failure of power transformer. To prevent this timely
fault detection via a suitable standard technique is must.
Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA) is an important tool for
online monitoring of transformers of transformers [1-3].
Different standards are available such as the IEC 599
ratio codes, Rogers’s ratio and Triangle ratio [1-3].
These ratio methods are efficient and simple to use.
Fault
type
HEDA_4
HEDA_3
HEDA_2
HEDA_1
LED
Normal

Fault
Description
High
Energy
Discharge
Arcing
Low
Energy
Discharge
Partial
Discharge
Normal
Aging
condition

C2H2
/C 2H4

CH4
/H2

C2H4
/C 2H6

2

0 or 2

X

1

0 or 2

X

2

1

X

1

1

X

0

1

X

0

0

0

OH_T2
OH_T3
OH_T4

Low temp
overheating
Thermal
Fault T1
Thermal
Fault T2
Thermal
Fault T3

0

0

1 or 2

0

2

0

0

2

1

0

2

2

Table 2: Table of the details about the fault
There are certain limitations of the ratio methods. In
case of
more than one fault present, only the
dominating faults are represented in these rules. Due this
some of the faults are left unrecognized. Another
shortcoming is due to the structure of the IEC codes
used. Known as the gas ratios these codes are quantized
to define the crisp boundaries. Practically mostly these
figures are fuzzy. Thus these codes could lead to errors.
To find out the solution of this difficulty some of
artificial neural network (ANN) methods were
employed [1-4]. In these ANN based methods the key
gas methods were not used which is very important for
the correct fault diagnosis. Finally a fuzzy DGA method
was developed which uses both IEC 60599 and the key
Gas concentration.[5].
II. IEC 60599 DGA CODES
During faults in the transformer due to electrical
and thermal stresses, oil and paper decomposition
occurs evolving gases that will decrease the heat
dissipation capability and the dielectric strength of the
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oil. These released gases get dissolved in the oil, which
are known as dissolved gases.
Different fault are associated and are reflected by
the different concentration of the gases in oil. IEC
50699 uses 3 gas ratios C 2H 2/C 2H4 (acetylene upon
ethylene) , CH 4/H2 (methane upon hydrogen ) and C
2H 4/C 2H6 (ethylene upon ethane).Each ratio is
quantized to a classification code 0,1 or 2. Thus there
must be total 27 combinations but IEC 50699 defines
only 11 combinations leading to non-decision diagnosis.
C 2H 2/C 2H4

CH 4/H2

C 2H 4/C 2H6

<0.1

0

1

0

0.1-0.25

1

1

0

0.25-1

1

0

0

1-3

1

2

1

>3

2

2

2

Fig. 1: Fuzzy (sugeno) analysis of the fuzzy rules.
3.2. Fuzzy Rules Base
The three gas ratios constitutes the fuzzy inputs.
The if-then statements is used to make decision on the
fuzzy inputs derieved from the three gas ratios. The fault
s are described in the given table 2.For example if C 2H
2/C 2H4 is 0, CH 4/H2 is 2 & C 2H 4/ C 2H6 is also 0
then the fault type corresponding to this combination of
the
ratios
is
OH_T2
i.e
thermal
fault
(overheating)150<T<300. Such ten fuzzy rules are
created in the matlab environment.

Table 1 : IEC gas ratios
The IEC codes are extended into the expert rules
using experiences in the field by filling in the gaps
created by IEC. The new knowledge base is given in the
tables 1 and whose main advantage is elimination of the
non-decision problem with all the 27 combinations
included. It shows the IEC codes for different gas
concentration ratios.

3.3. Fuzzy Inference System (FIS)
The fuzzy inference system can be of two types
mamdani ant the sugeno type. Here the fuzzy inference
system used is of the sugeno type.It obtains its output
from judging all the written fuzzy rules by finding the
membership for the fault types as shown by the fuzzy
rules.Depending upon the concentrations of the different
gas elements of the DGA, the) , ratios for C 2H 2/C 2H4
(acetylene upon ethylene) , CH 4/H2 (methane upon
hydrogen C 2H 4/C 2H6 (ethylene upon ethane) are found
out.depending on this value a code is assigned to each
ratio, which can be 0 ,1 or 2. The figure (1) shows the
analysis of the 10 fuzzy rules graphically.

III. FUZZY DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM
The fuzzy logic analysis involves three successive
process namely: fuzzification, fuzzy
inference and
deuzzification. Fuzzification converts a crisp gas ratio
into a fuzzy input membership. A chosen fuzzy
inference system (FIS) is responsible for obtaining
conclusions from the knowledge based fuzzy rules set of
if – then linguistic statements. Defuzzification then
converts the output values back into the crisp values.

Thus fuzzy logic can be effectively used to obtain
the output of the system. As the age of transformer
increases there is a continuous change in the relationship
between the gas ratios and the fault type. Hence the
fuzzy logic fault diagnosis can cause error in the
decision. Thus artificial neural networks can be engaged
for self learning.

3.1. Input of the System
The input for our fuzzy diagnosis system are three
gas ratios C 2H 2/C 2H4 (acetylene upon ethylene) , CH
(methane upon hydrogen ) and C 2H 4/C 2H6
4/H2
(ethylene upon ethane). The values of these ratios i.e
Code 0, Code 1 or code 2 are each represented by a
trapezoidal membership function. These inputs are given
to a sugeno model for obtaining the output.

This paper
proposes fault diagnosis of the
transformer based on the DGA employing
ANFIS(Adaptive Neuro-fuzzy inference system. It is an
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small attempt to make the diagnosis intelligent by self
learning.[5-6]

VI . CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The Anfis has been trained and tested for 94
different transformer DGA data. The results obtained
are also comparable. Out of 94 different data, the
proposed system is able to classify almost all the faults .
only four combinations are left undetected. The results
are clearly visible from the figure 2. The average error is
0.23. Here the anfis –window is shown. Here different
colors (blue and red) dots are shown. These are actually
the outputs of our system. The blue color dots represent
the actual values while the red dot represent output
calculated from existing membership functions. Firstly
the system was trained with the available known data set
and then it is tested for real transformer data. The
classification rate is nearly 90% for the same.

IV. ADAPTIVE NEURO-FUZZY INFERENCE
SYSTEM (ANFIS)
For implementing the current system ANFIS is
coded in matlab environment.
Following given is the ANFIS model information:
Number of nodes- 78
Number of linear parameters- 27
Number of Non-Linear Parameters-27
Total number of Parameters-54
Numbers of training data pairs- 10
Number of checking data pairs-94
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Abstract -As customer started getting more and more importance in enterprises, it resulted in the development of Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) module. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) based CRM is introduced to enhance business
based on sales, services etc,. Initial focus of full fledged CRM was towards mobile telecom sector. Here a study of CRM that is
designed to offer full telecom service, covering both fixed and mobile telephone services is done. In this CRM, the existing mobile
CRM is reconstructed by service atomization method, to offer full telecom service. The service atomization layer concept basically
introduces a new layer into existing mobile CRM architecture. The merits and demerits of this system are identified. The merits
include the ability of such a system to accommodate all service requirements of telecom, its capability to support continuous release
of new telecom products and services and its advantage of decreasing the maintenance complexity of business logic code. The
demerit of the system is that such a system results in increased database storage since both mobile and landline systems data need to
be stored. It is concluded that such a system will enhance the efficiency of telecom system.
Key words - CRM; SOA; Full Service Integration.


I.

constant service-quality delivery to the customers for
long-run sustainability. Customer relationship signifies
identifying the needs of the customers and stretching out
ways and means to satisfy them. To be precise, it means
achieving high customer profitability and customer
revenues over and above customer costs, which
demands matching customer expectations with customer
satisfaction. The high cost of customer acquisition is
making today's businesses understand the importance of
retaining the customers for long-run sustainability. CRM
aims at narrowing the gap between the company and its
customers. In Telecom Sector, CRM plays a vital role in
bringing the customers close to the company, and in
identifying the changing behavioral pattern of the
customers as well. In technology-dynamic markets like
telecom, an efficient CRM system is essential, since the
customer attrition is high due to the presence of close
substitutes and near-zero switching costs.

INTRODUCTION

CRM is the front-end system which holds all the
customer related data. It is the entry point. CRM started
gaining more and more importance and several features
got introduced into CRM. In recent years, there has been
a market demand for landline + mobile services. In
countries like China and Italy, the operators started
thinking about accommodating the landline services into
mobile CRM. If the mobile CRM can accommodate the
landline services too, the operators will get benefited in
many
ways.
The
business
requirement
of
accommodating landline services into the mobile CRM
led to the research in SOA based CRM.
A. CRM
CRM is a business strategy to acquire, grow and
retain profitable customer relationships, with the goal of
creating a sustainable competitive advantage.
Product/price-based differentiation is waning because of
four broad trends: maturing markets, global trade,
efficient manufacturing and the Internet. Now CRM is
emerging as a critical strategy simply because
relationships are coming to the forefront of the
competitive battleground. The beneficiaries of the
competition being consumers, the telecom players in
today's environment are required to design and deploy
customer-centric strategies not only to grab a share in
the market but also to sustain in the market in the longrun. The players have realized the importance of

B. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
A SOA is essentially a collection of services. These
services communicate with each other. The
communication can involve either simple data passing
or it could involve two or more services coordinating
some activity. SOA is a flexible set of design principles
used during the phases of systems development and
integration in computing. A system based on a SOA will
package functionality as a suite of interoperable services
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deploy, execute, monitor and manage user centric
applications in this flexible service environment. The
cost of service delivery was also lowered.

that can be used within multiple, separate systems from
several business domains.
CRM is built on business demand (or services).
These services are to be loosely coupled from each
other. Only then, it will be flexible enough to modify the
services easily on business demand change. The code
changes can be easily one without much impact on other
services. For SOA based, the basic necessity is to
identify the services.

In [3] a new approach to build a CRM based on
SOA was investigated. The advantages include
identification of service requirements needed for
telecom manufacturing enterprises and introduction of
architecture for CRM solution based on SOA to
represent the interconnection of different value added
activities which could bring profits with enterprise. Due
to these advantages it was able to adapt to the everchanging demands of the market to speed up the
accomplishing process of information. In addition to this
several case studies based on SOA embedded with CRM
could be seen in the literature ([6] for instance).

Few of the services identified are [3]: (i) Customer
Information Management, (ii) Business Management,
(iii) Sales Management, (iv) Service Management, and
(v) Call Centre.
These services, combined with a lot of other service
modules are defined and the CRM is built on these
modules. Thus the CRM becomes SOA based CRM. In
SOA based, each service modules talk to each other
through well-defined interfaces. The modules are
loosely coupled from each other, making it flexible for
any enhancements.

The effect of a paradigm shift from Data Oriented
Approach (DOA) to SOA in telecom CRM is the topic
of study in [2]. The dependability between the existing
three layers in DOA (application layer, middleware
layer and database layer) resulted in the forced alteration
of other layers if one layer is changed. An architecture
of CRM system based on SOA for telecom was
presented [2]. The advantages of SOA based CRM over
DOA based CRM include, introduction of loose
coupling and well defined interfaces.

C. Integration of mobile + landline services
A CRM strategy assists firms to earn advanced
profits, increase customer perceived value, and acquire
new customers. The existing mobile CRM caters the
needs of customers to access, update and interact with
customer data wherever they are. This functionally is to
be extended to cover the landline users also without
much complexity on the entire system. This can be
achieved by the service atomization techniques
supported by SOA.

In [1] the existing mobile CRM was reconstructed
by a new technique called service atomization method to
offer full telecom service including fixed and mobile
telecom services. The service atomization layer concept
basically introduces a new layer called the service layer
into the existing mobile CRM architecture. The
advantages of this new architecture are: (i) it helped to
support continuous release of new telecom products and
services by flexible combination and separation of
telecom business, (ii) the maintenance complexity of
business logic code of CRM was decreased, and (iii) it
also smoothened the information gap and helped to
promote the transaction processing throughput rate of
business operating system by decreasing average
business transaction handle time

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II surveys the historical development of full
service CRM in telecom. Section III describes full
service integration in detail. The merits and demerits of
full service integration systems are discussed in section
IV. Section V concludes the work and mentions its
future enhancements.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY

It can be concluded that the research direction is
towards providing SOA oriented architecture for CRM,
as an alternative to existing DOA oriented architecture.
SOA principles that existed in business domain are
extended into telecom sector to meet the growing needs
of the telecom customers. The SOA based CRM helped
to meet the increasing demand of customers for full
service by reconstructing existing mobile CRM, to offer
full telecom service including mobile and fixed
telephone services.

Service providers are very much concerned about
reducing cost per service and increasing the average
revenue per user. Bundling of services in combination
with different tariff schemes is adopted as a viable
strategy by the service providers for this purpose. In [4]
it was investigated how service oriented principles
already introduced in the business domain can be
extended to telecom domain, to achieve the service
bundling. An approach for telecommunication service
creation on SOA through service orchestration was
detailed. The advantages of this include transformation
of telecom services into loosely coupled reusable
communication component. It was easy to develop,

With a view to integrating mobile CRM with
landline services, SOA based service atomization
techniques can be applied. As the business identified the
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1 shows the service layer introduced into SOA based
CRM [1]. Functionalities addressed by each layer are
[1]: (i) Presentation Layer (offer web based calling
method of CRM business functions), (ii) Platform
Component Layer (service calling and service loading
from business function layer, promote interactive
efficiency between presentation layer and business
function layer), (iii) Business Function Layer ( compile
and compose different atomized services into compound
business logical function), (v) Atomic Service Layer
(generate atomic services which are the basic
component of business functions in the above layer),
(vi) Technology Component Layer (loads balance and
manage data exchange between atomic layer and data
base management system), and (vii) Data Access and
Data Storage Layer (manages database and contains
process for accessing the data like stored procedure call
for accessing huge data).

importance of retaining customers in long-run, CRM
system was designed to narrow the gap between
company and its customers. Such a system is expected
to meet the increasing demand of customers for full
service by reconstructing existing mobile CRM, to offer
full telecom service including mobile and fixed
telephone services.
III. FULL SERVICE INTEGRATION
Full Service integration in telecom deals with
integrating fixed and mobile telecom services to offer
full telecom service. Existing SOA based CRM for
mobile system is modified using a method called service
atomization for full service integration. Such a system
can enhance the efficiency of telecom system by
providing advantages like supporting continuous release
of new telecom products and services, decreasing
maintenance complexity of business logic code, and
providing unified atomic service.

C. Merits
The merits of full service integration technique
include the following [1] [3]:

A. SOA based CRM for Full Service Integration
Mobile CRM can be easily enhanced to
accommodate the future requirements like broadband,
Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) etc., [1]. If the
mobile CRM can accommodate the landline services
too, the operators get benefited in the following business
ways: (i) easy to maintain, (ii) easy to market, (iii) easy
to bundle out plan with mobile + landline, and (iv) easy
to give out flexible plans with mobile + landline (e.g,:
credit limit set to xxx for all the connections together).
Apart from these, there is huge advantage of cost
savings for the operators. They need not maintain two
separate systems (one for landline and the other for
mobile). It also makes their business easier, as they can
feed the customer data just into one system (instead of
feeding mobile customer data into one system and the
landline customer data into other system). The customer
also finds it much easier as they can just go to one
outlet and demand for landline + mobile services. This
enhances the customer satisfaction, and enhances the
business for the operator, thus fulfilling one of the fierce
competitions faced by them.
B. Service Atomization Method in SOA based CRM
The business requirement of accommodating
landline services into the mobile CRM led to the
research in SOA based CRM. This led to the
introduction of service atomization method [1] which
makes it flexible to easily accommodate the landline
services into the existing mobile CRM, thereby
enhancing the future flexibility of accommodating it
with the future service requirements.

x

It can accommodate all service requirements of
telecom (landline + mobile + any future services).

x

This system can support continuous release of
telecom products and services. Service atomization
layer makes the code re-use easier in the business
layer in case any of the services share same kind of
business requirements. Thus the code modification
in business layer also becomes easier.

x

It is easy to perform resource modeling and service
evaluation.

x

Maintenance complexity of business logic code is
less. The full service concept will enable the
operators to remove the legacy landline CRM and
rely on one single CRM for all the requirements.
This eases the operators in business as there is no
need to keep or feed data into different systems, and
instead it can be done using one single system.

x

Abstraction of business information and operations
on different kind of telecom service into unified
atomic service. This helps the operator to save the
costs.

D. Demerits
The demerit of the system includes [5]: the
additional overhead need for increased database storage
in database archiving mechanism. Database archiving is
the act of removing selected data objects from an
operational database that are not expected to be
referenced again and placing them in an archive data
store where they can be accessed if needed. In telecom,
data may need to be retained for both internal and

The service atomization layer concept basically
introduces a new layer called the “service layer". Figure
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Abstract - Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) delivers television content over an IP infrastructure and has the potential to become a
serious alternative to traditional broadcast schemes, such as cable, satellite or terrestrial, to deliver TV to the home. Channel
Change/Zap time is the time it takes for the new TV channel to start playing from the instant a request to zap to that channel
occurred.
In digital TV systems such as IPTV where TV channel content is transported as an MPEG-2 or MPEG-4 data stream encapsulated in
IP packets, zapping latency is a significant concern. This delay in switching, which can anywhere from less than a second to a few
seconds, can hinder the process of IPTV deployment at a large scale and pose scalability issues for IPTV.
To alleviate the problem to some extent, this paper presents a channel prefetching mechanism which can be implemented on the
Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer (DSLAM) or the Residential Gateway and also involves, though not necessary,
extending the functionality of the set-top-box (STB). The idea is to fetch content of a number of channels before they are actually
requested. This selection is done by maintaining rankings of atleast one of the available channels at the ranking engine connected to
the DSLAM based on their popularity. The rank is atleast partly based on the data stored on the database residing at DSLAM.
Key words - DSLAM, IPTV, MPEG, QoE, Set top box, Zap time.


I.

INTRODUCTION

Also, IPTV Service has been preferred choice from
service provider perspective, mainly due to the
following reasons:

Since the birth of internet, its demand in every
application is growing day by day. No wonder, like
every other service, television is also getting attention.
IPTV is not a new concept as such. Early days of
internet did not have enough bandwidth to support
entertainment quality media delivery. Hence broadcast
over IP network did not become popular.
The recent advancement in communication
network and media compression techniques has now
enabled network delivery of high quality content.
IPTV is a new form of television technology that uses
the existing IP network to deliver entertainment grade
audio-video content to consumers. It uses video
compression techniques to reduce the data to be
transported to the end user. The compressed digital
media is then transported to end users over a standard
IP network which is already in place for data
services. Data, Voice and Video are three components
of the triple play service. IPTV falls into the category of
Video.

•

Flexibility: Since the underlying infrastructure is a
general network, the upper layer can be modified
and altered without fiddling with the base.

•

Low Cost: The deployment cost of the network
infrastructure is low as the IPTV Service being built
on top of the existing data.

As the border between broadcasting and IP
communication is indistinct, the convergence between
broadcasting and IP communication is getting faster and
faster. IP communication companies have recently
started entering into the broadcasting market in
collaboration with broadcasting or movie companies.
Broadcasting and cable companies are coming into highspeed internet service business. IPTV can support not
only passive broadcasting service but also active,
intelligent and bidirectional (interactive) services such
as VoD (Video on Demand) & Time shifted Tele
Vision (TSTV); T (Television)-Commerce. Therefore
IP communication companies expect that IPTV will be
the representative service which can find a means of
another huge earning.

The Key promises of IPTV System are Integrated
and interactive Service. Since, consumers prefer a
reliable one-stop service from a trusted provider, thus
IPTV is a preferred choice from the customer
perspective.
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The paperr is organized as follows: Inn 2nd section,
we have desccribed the maain factors afffecting IPTV
service. 3rd section discussses the parameeters affecting
channel zappinng time. 4th seection deals witth the existing
implementatioons to reduce zapping
z
time. Finally,
F
in the
last one (5th section), we have discuss our proposed
implementatioon to reduce zappping time.

buffer overflow
o
or underflow, which
w
results in a
degradattion of the percceived video.
Lim
mited Bandwiddth: The total amount of videov
stream data
d that can be sent is limiteed ultimately by
b the
customeer’s actual A
ADSL/ADSL2+ rate. Corre IP
infrastruucture is usuallly based on opptical networkss with
a low level of coongestion; theerefore, banddwidth
limitatioons are commoonly located onnly within the access
a
networkk or the custom
mer’s home nettwork. When traffic
t
levels hiit the maximum
m bandwidth avvailable, packeets are
discardeed, leading to video quuality degraddation.
ADSL2+
+ rates may bee temporarily affected
a
by exxternal
factors, which in turnn can generate pixelization of
o the
A
situatiion might occu
ur when, in addition
image. Another
to the IPTV service, a high am
mount of daata is
downloaaded simultaneeously to a PC
P and the traffic
t
priorities have not beenn assigned corrrectly by the seervice
providerr; in these casses, video streeaming packetts are
lost. Banndwidth limitaation is one off the main factors to
be evaluuated during thee network desiign stage.

II. FACTOR
RS AFFECTIN
NG IPTV SER
RVICE
A typical IPTV configuuration from thhe DSLAM to
the customer premises
p
is shhown in Figuree 1.The video
stream is deliivered using ADSL2+
A
from
m the IP-based
DSLAM to thhe user’s ADS
SL2+ broadban
nd router. The
router, while supporting voice
v
and Inteernet service,
d
The
passes the viddeo stream to the STB for decoding.
STB converts the video stream into requirred signals for
mer’s TV. In
n the whole
displaying onn the consum
processes of IPTV servicce delivery, following
f
are
factors affectin
ng the Quality of Experience (QoE).

Pack
ket Loss: Losss of IP pack
kets may occuur for
multiplee reasons — bandwidth liimitations, nettwork
congestiion, failed linkks, and transmiission errors. Packet
P
loss usu
ually presentss a bursty beehavior, comm
monly
related to
t periods of network
n
congesstion. Depending on
the typee of transporrt protocol used for the video
streamin
ng, a packet looss will have different impaact on
the quallity of the percceived video. When
W
UDP is used,
the lost packets will directly affectt the image, aas the
a
the imagee will
informattion cannot be recovered and
simply be
b corrupt or unavailable. When
W
using TCP, a
packet loss
l
will generate a retransm
mission, whichh can
produce a buffer underflow
u
andd, consequenttly, a
possible frozen image.

Fig. 1: Basic IPT
TV Architectuure
q
of the
Encoding and Compreession: The quality
video being distributed accross the netw
work can be
affected right at the source; i.e., at the viddeo head end.
The encoding and compressiion process usuually creates a
trade-off betw
ween the quallity of the video and the
desired comprression level. In
I addition to it,
i the amount
of video inforrmation per IP packet will vaary depending
on the encodding and com
mpression tecchnique used.
Therefore, an
n IP packet lo
oss can represent a single
unnoticeable missing
m
point of the video sequence
s
or a
large period of degraded,, pixelated orr unavailable
image.

Chaannel Switchingg: It refers to the delay betw
ween a
new chaannel request and its displaay on the moonitor.
Though the acceptablee delay betweeen a channel reequest
by the user
u
and the appearance off the frame oon the
screen is only 200 mss, in the curreent scenario, itt is as
high as a few secondss. This will bee discussed in more
detail in the following section [1].
III. IPT
TV CHANNEL
L ZAPPING TIME
T
Zappping time is the total duraation from thee time
viewer presses
p
the chaannel change button, to the point
the pictuure of the new
w channel is diisplayed, alongg with
the correesponding audiio.

Jitter: Jittter is defined as a short-term
m variation in
the packet arrrival time, typiically caused by
b network or
server congesttion. If the Etthernet framess arrive at the
STB at a rate that is slowerr or faster, as determined
d
by
c
buuffering is req
quired to help
the network conditions,
smooth out thhe variations. Based on the size of the
buffer, there are
a delivery coonditions that can make the

In an
a IPTV netwoork, traditional broadcast televvision
channelss are deliveredd via IP multticasting. Broaadcast
TV maakes use of IP Multicasts to deliverr the
program
mming efficienntly through the IP system
m. A
Multicasst is designned to allow
w multiple users
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simultaneous access to the session. At the request of the
viewer, the selected programming is located from within
the network (from a server) and a unique unicast is setup
to deliver the program to the user. This is in effect a
private network connection between the server and the
viewer’s STB.

•

The End router responds with an IGMP Query or
forwards the Leave message to upper level routers.
This continues till the server end is reached.

•

Next, the STB sends an IGMP Join request. It also
propagates in the same fashion.

This process of delivery of multicast traffic to
interested and authorized users is done through Internet
Group Management Protocol (IGMP). IGMP is used by
IP hosts to register their dynamic multicast group
membership. It is also used by connected routers to
discover these group members.

•

Server node prepares a new stream for the requested
channel and begins transmission of the stream.

•

STB receives the stream from the network,
performs buffering, decoding and sends the picture
to the television.

In order to preserve bandwidth over the final link to
the house, IPTV systems are designed to deliver only
the requested channel to the STB. If the user switches
the channel, the STB has to perform the process of
sending IGMP multicasting tree, and using its complex
protocol to tell the upstream equipment to stop sending
(“leave”) one channel or begin sending (“join”) another
channel. After waiting for the object video stream to
come, STB waits more for a decodable frame, which is
called an Intra-coded frame (I-frame). Then STB buffers
some frames to avoid the unsmooth display caused by
the delay jitter over the Internet. This process requires a
finite time (Zapping Time) to complete and the time
taken is heavily influenced by transmission delays in the
network which in turn has a direct impact on the channel
change timings of the system. In essence, in IPTV
systems, the channel change is made in the network and
not on the local STB. While preserving precious last
mile bandwidth, this approach presents a number of
challenges to the scalability and usability of the system.

Fig. 2 : IGMP process of IPTV channel switch
One of the approaches to reduce the channel
zapping time is for the STB to join the adjacent channels
of the current channel in advance. If the user switches to
an adjacent channel, the user can watch the selected
adjacent channel without any channel zapping time
because the stream of the adjacent channel is already
being sent to the STB. This method can be expanded to
include more channels that are highly likely to be
selected next [3], [4]. This kind of method is called
‘prejoining method’ or ‘predictive tuning’.

Comparing it with traditional cable TV, Zapping
latency is negligible in this case as all channels are
present and changing channels meant switching to a new
frequency. It is never a challenge and definitely not a
source for user dissatisfaction. All the channels are
delivered to the STB in the home (via Cable, Satellite or
Terrestrial). There could be hundreds of channels, all of
which are delivered simultaneously. The STB tunes to
the desired channel in response to requests from the
viewer’s remote control. As a result of this local tuning
the channel changes are almost instantaneous.

IV. EXISTING
IMPLEMENTATIONS
ZAPPING TIME REDUCTION.

Typical Channel Switching Process - There are a
number of sequential steps involved in the process of
switching a channel [2].
•

User initiates a request. (Usually in the form of a
button press on the remote).

•

If the channel is not already being transmitted to the
STB, it translates the request into an IGMP Leave
request and sends to the network.

Important prediction algorithms are listed as
follows. They all use information from user and try to
predict the next channel to be switched to. The table lists
describes the properties and merits/demerits of these
algorithms [5].
TABLE 1: Zapping Time Reduction Techniques
Technique
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Channel Zapping
Reduction Based
on Rating Server
[6]
User modeling and
Recommendation
based on 3
different user
models [7]

Recommendation
System Based on
Fuzzy Logic (Shi et
al.) [8]

Uses rating
server to record
activities, and
predicts
channels.
Uses three
different
sources to
gather
information
about user’s
behavior.
Evaluates
degree of user’s
interest for
particular
channel using
fuzzy logic.

(4) Favourites (F):

High
bandwidth,
Complex.

Complex,
High
Processing
needed,
Expensive.

x

We allow users to set some of their channels as
Favourites.

x

For a channel, let WF denote weight for this
parameter. All the ‘Favourite’ channels are given a
fixed parameter weight.

(5) Seasonal Channels (S):

Takes some
time to
predict
sudden
mood
changes.

x

When some event occurs, TRP’s of a particular (or
set of) channel increase. Like for example at time of
cricket world cup people will watch Neo Cricket
more. Similarly News Channels get more TRP
when there is some Breaking News.

x

For a channel, let WS denote weight for this
parameter. Weights for seasonal channels are
variable and should be assigned by ISP.

(6) Other Factors (O):
V. PROPOSED ZAPPING TIME REDUCTION
ALGORITHM
We propose a channel ranking algorithm to ‘guess’
the next most probable channel that the consumer could
switch over to. It’s a ‘parameter’ based algorithm that
assigns ‘weights’ to the parameters. We presume that
the channels are categorized as per their genre.
Following briefly describes all the parameters taken into
consideration:

As for the user, the next channel to be browsed has
high probability to belong to same category/ genre
as the current channel.

x

For a channel, let WG denote weight for this
parameter. All the channels of same genre are given
same fixed weight as per their ranking.

This parameter is IPTV provider specific provided
to take care of their particular requirements. This is
a reserved parameter.

x

Let the weight assigned to this parameter be ‘WO’.

(7) Previous History (W):
x We take into account the previous history by storing
weights of the channels calculated on last iteration.
x We multiply the weights from the “info” table with
a coefficient (Į) to get effective weight to be taken
in to calculations. Let it be denoted by WW.

(1) Channels of same category (G):
x

x

A. Algorithm
Glossary:
N

(2) Channel Count (C):
x

x

Nchannels : Total number of channels subscribed by
user

For each subscriber we maintain a list of channels
and his visit count. We take top N channels for our
calculations.

Nbuffer

info

For a channel, let WC denote weight for this
parameter. Channels are assigned weight WC as per
their ranking.

x

: Number of channels to be buffered

: Table of channels sorted by “ID”

Fields (PID, PCID, PW, PC, PT, PG, PS, PO, PF) where
each represents column index (“col_index”) of the table
corresponding to the parameter

(3) Time Spent on Channels (T):
x

: Number of top channels to be considered for
prioritization.

info (x, y) : Returns value of cell in “info” table

For each subscriber, we maintain a list of channels
and the time spent by the subscriber on particular
channel. We take top N channels for our
calculations.

corresponding to xth row and yth column.

For a channel, let WT denote weight for this
parameter. Channels are assigned weight WT as per
their ranking.

ID

: Primary key of the table.

IDcurrent

: ID of the current channel (presently
being viewed by the user)
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BufferChannelList

getTopNChannelsByProperty (col_index)

: Final list of channels to be buffered sorted by
if (col_index = PS or col_index = PO or col_index = PF)
id ĸ Nchannels
while (id > 0) do
// Check if Favourite Flag is set to 1
if (info (id, col_index) = 1)
list.add (id)
id ĸ id - 1
end while

current weight of the channel (represented by
column “PW”)
list <id> : List that stores “ID” of channels.
Algorithm :
updateWeightsAndReturnChannelList()

else if (col_index = PG)
id ĸ Nchannels
while (id > 0) do
// Check if channel being considered is of
same
// category as the currently viewed channel
if (info (id, PG) = info (IDcurrent, PG))
list.add (id)
id ĸ id - 1
end while

// Initialization
Tlower ĸ PW
// starting column-index
Tupper ĸ PF
// ending column-index
// Iterate through each column one by one
while (Tlower < Tupper) do

else

list ĸ getTopNChannelsByProperty(Tlower)

list.add (getTopChannels (col_index, N))

while (list <> null) do
end func

// check if column being considered is PW
if (Tlower = PW)

getTopChannels (col_index, N)

info (list.id, PW) ĸ 0

// Returns top “N” entries from the info table sorted
by descending order of the column corresponding to
“col_index”.

info (list.id, PW) ĸ info (list.id, PW) +
getWeightByParameter (Tlower)
list ĸ list.next()
// next item in “list”

getWeightByParameter (col_index)

end while
Tlower ĸ Tlower + 1

// Returns the weight assigned to the parameter
represented by “col_index”.

// next column
end while

B. Algorithm Details
// Get top NBuffer channels by their Weight

The algorithm aims to rank all the channels on basis
of above seven parameters, and the channel with
maximum total weight is declared as the most probable.
As per the bandwidth available, ISP has an option of
streaming additional channels to the consumer, thus
reducing the zapping time, if the correct channels are
guessed.

BufferChannelList ĸ getTopChannels (PW,
NBuffer)
return BufferChannelList
end func

To calculate the correct weights, a table is
maintained at DSLAM for each subscriber, containing
data for all the channels the consumer has subscribed to.
We have called it “info”. It has the following fields: ID,
C_ID, C, T, G, S, O, and F. On every request for new
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channel from subscriber, the data for channel count and
time spent on current channel is increased in the table.
Accordingly, new weight calculated is also updated. The
algorithm executes for each row of the table, and returns
a list of channels which most probably would be
selected next.

Glossary:

The biggest question to this algorithm is where the
table for each subscriber should be stored and
calculation done. The ranking of channels can be done
at STB level and also at DSLAM servers. Both
approaches have their merits and demerits but we prefer
storing the tables at DSLAM servers with dedicated
ranking engine. Among other advantages, this scheme is
economically more feasible as not all the STB’s would
require upgradation, as it is done only for DSLAM which is a onetime investment.

C. Example for Algorithm Implementation

C_ID : Channel ID ; W : Weight ; C : Channel Count ; T
: Time Spent on Each Channel ; G : Channels of same
Genre/Category ; S : Seasonal Channels ; O : Other
Factor : F : Favourite Channel

To predict the next channel with the highest
probability, we ran this data through our algorithm to
update weights in the info table of the consumer, as well
get top channels to be buffered as BufferChannelList,
which will have the Nbuffer sorted by weight. The Beauty
of the algorithm is that, it does not matter how many
channels does the subscriber subscribes to, the
processing will be done only on a fraction of channels,
which subscriber regularly switches to. So in above
sample data, channels like ch_602 would not ever get
into processing, hence reducing unnecessary wastage of
resources.

TABLE 2: Info Table
ID

C_ID

W

C

T

G

S

O

F

1

ch_101

4

4

2

1

0

0

1

2

ch_102

5

5

1

1

0

0

0

3

ch_103

9

80

30

1

0

0

1

4

ch_201

8.8

30

12

2

0

0

1

5

ch_202

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

6

ch_301

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

7

ch_302

3

4

2

3

0

0

0

8

ch_303

7

20

16

3

0

0

1
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VI. CONCLUSION
The paper has provided a channel ranking algorithm
to predict the next most likely channel which could be
selected by the subscriber. The algorithm can be
implemented both at DSLAM level or STB level but
preference for DSLAM level is proved. Further it is
suggested that there is much scope for future work in
this paper i.e. by enhancing the user profiling, hence
improving the accuracy of weights that should be
assigned to the channels in our algorithm.
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Abstract - In this paper to handle the mobility of actors a hybrid strategy that includes location updating and location prediction is
used.The usage of Kalman Filtering in location prediction high power and energy consumptions. To avoid the drawbacks of Kalman
Filtering in location prediction, we make use of Minimax filtering (also Known as H filtering). Minimax Filter has been used in
WSANs by minimizing the estimation error and maximizing the worst case adversary noise. Minimax filtering will also minimize
power and energy consumptions.
Key words - Wireless Sensor and actor networks,, minimax filtering, mobility, power efficient.


I.

how to perform the action. This process is referred to as
actor-actor coordination.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor and Actor networks (WSANs) are
distributed wireless networks of heterogeneous devices
referred to as sensors and actors. In Wireless Sensor and
Actor Networks (WSANs) the collaborative operation of
sensors enables the distributed sensing of physical
phenomenon, while actors collect and process sensor
data and perform appropriate actions. Sensors are lowcost, low-power, multi functional devices that
communicate in short distances. Actors are resource-rich
devices equipped with high processing capabilities, high
transmission power and long battery life. Actors collect
the sensor data and process that data and consequently
perform actions in the network.

Sensors and actors are movable devices in WSANS.
In previous work on WSANs [1], uses location
management scheme for location updates and location
prediction. It uses Voronoi diagrams for location
updation and Kalman Filtering for location prediction.
Kalman Filtering used in WSANs will cause some
problems. The main drawbacks of Kalman Filtering are
it fails to identify the unknown noise and
fails to
minimize the estimation error. By replacing Kalman
Filtering with Minimax Filtering we can minimize the
estimation error and it can identify the worst case
adversary unknown noise.

WSANs are used in several applications. In some
applications, actors are part of the network and perform
actions based on the information gathered by sensors.
For example, In Distributed Robotics the task is not
completed by a single robot but a team of collaborating
robotics.
Information
about
the
surrounding
environment is usually gathered by onboard sensors and
team members exchange sensor information to move or
perform actions.

II. RELATED WORK
Wireless Sensor and Actor Networks (WSANs)
research challenges and several application scenarios are
described along with challenges for effective sensoractor coordination and actor-actor coordination in
[7].As discussed in [2] There are many challenges in
Wireless Sensor and Actor Networks, especially due to
resource constraints. In [5], [8] the authors considered
the issue of real-time communication in sensor
networks. The SPEED protocol [5] provides real-time
communication services and is designed to be a
stateless, localized algorithm with low control overhead.
MMSPEED [8] is an extension of SPEED that can
differentiate between flows with different delay and
reliability requirements. SPEED and MMSPEED try to
provide real-time delivery of individual flows from
different sensors. None of these papers deals with
sensor-actor coordination or with actor-actor
coordination.

In WSANs, the sensors distribute the sensored data
after detecting an event that is occurred in the
environment. The event data are distributively processed
and transmitted to the actors, which gather, process, and
eventually reconstruct the event data. When an event
occurred in the environment the data flows between
sensors and actors, this process is referred to as sensoractor coordination. Once an event has been detected,
actors coordinate to reconstruct it, to estimate the event
characteristics and make a collaborative decision on
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mobile actors to sensors. Therefore, sensor-actor
communications are localized. Hence in the spatial
domain, broadcasts can be limited to Voronoi diagrams
[11]. In the temporal domain, location updates can be
limited to actor positions that cannot be predicted at the
sensor side. Location updates are triggered at the actors
when the actual position of the actor is far away from
the predicated sensor based on past measurements.
Therefore, actors that moves following predictable
paths.

Some research papers like [9] deals with the
problem of mutual exclusion in WSANs. In [6], the
authors deal with the problem of “hazards” which
consists of out-of-order execution of queries and
commands due to the lack of coordination between
sensors and actors. To enable a wide range of trade-offs
between delay and energy consumption that controls the
wake-up cycle of sensors based on the experienced
packet delay [13] presents a delay-energy aware routing
protocol (DEAP) for sensor and actor networks.
However, the paper only deals with sensor-actor
communication.

A. Voronoi diagrams in location updation
We use Voronoi diagrams in location updates. The
Voronoi diagram of a set of discrete sites partitions the
plane into a set of convex polygons such that all points
inside a polygon are closed to only one site. For their
properties and ease of computation, Voronoi diagrams
are previously used in the area of sensor networks. In
[12], Voronoi diagrams are used to measure how well an
object is moving on an arbitrary path can be observed by
the sensor network over a period of time. In [13], an
optimal polynomial-time worst- and average-case
algorithm for coverage calculation with homogeneous
isotropic sensors is derived.

The mobility of WSANs has been handled in [1]
with sensor-actor coordination and actor-actor
coordination using power-controlled energy-delay
adjustment and event preemption for multi actor task
allocations respectively. It also provides a solution for
multi actor task allocation problem by selecting the best
actor team that minimizes energy consumption.
However it uses Kalman filtering in location prediction,
which is having two major limitations. First, Kalman
Filtering assumes that the noise properties are known, if
the system have unknown noise then it fails to identify
that. Second, Kalman Filtering minimizes average
estimation error and fails to minimize worst case
estimation error.

The Voronoi cell of an actor ai contains all points of
the plane that are closer to ai than to any other actor in
the network. A sesor s is said to be dominated by an
actor ai if its location lies in the Voronoi cell of ai. Every
actor is responsible for location updates to sensors in its
Voronoi cell. Each sensor will thus expect to receive
location updates from the actor which is dominated by
that sensor.

The above limitations gave raise to Minimax
Filtering also known as H filtering. The usage of
Minimax Filtering in Wireless Sensor Networks has
been discussed in [3]. The Minimax filter is a robust
filter that minimizes the estimation error by considering
the worst case noise.

The energy consumption for location updates will
drastically reduced with respect to flooding. With a
flooding like protocol each actor sends a message to its
N neighboring sensors. We consider the link metric E 2Eelec + EampdĮ, where Į is the path loss propagation
exponent (2Į5), Eamp is a constant [J/ (bits.mĮ)], and
Eelec is the energy needed by the transceiver circuitry to
transmit or receive one bit [J/bits]. Each sensor, upon
receiving the message, forwards it by broadcasting
again. On this first hop only, the energy consumption is
NA. (NEelec+N (Eelec+EampdĮ+NEelec) =NA. ( 2N Eelec +
NEampdĮ + N2Eelec).At least we need a message from
each actor to reach each sensor in the network, and the
same message can potentially be relayed to each other
node in the network before it is discarded. This is clearly
a worst-case scenario, but it provides an indication of
the scaling law for the energy consumption. Instead,
provided that each actor can transmit data within its
Voronoi cell, no forwarding is needed, and hence, the
energy consumption is in the order of the number of
sensors (energy needed to receive the update packets).
Hence, the worst-case energy consumption of a flooding
scheme increases as a function order of O (NS2 . NA), and

III. LOCATION MANAGEMENT
The network is composed of NS sensors and NA
actors, with NS >> NA. Each sensor is equipped with a
low data rate radio interface. Actors are equipped with
two radio transmitter i.e.,a low data rate transmitter to
communicate with the sensors and a high data rate
wireless interface for actor-actor communication so that
each sensor will route information to its closest actor,
unless an alternative actor is preferable in case of
congestion.
In general location management may follow two
strategies: location updating and location prediction.
Location updating is a passive strategy in which each
actor periodically broadcasts its position to the
neighboring sensors. Location prediction is a dynamic
strategy in which sensors proactively estimate the
location of their neighboring actors. In this case we used
Minimax Filtering for predicting the positions of the
actors for location updates we proposed location
management scheme based on spatial and temporal
domains. In spatial domain update messages sent by
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[dit,x ,dit,y]T represents the adversary disturbance. A, B
are the matrices of the appropriate dimensions with
bounded entities. Assume that the target actor is
intelligent and can maximize the estimation error. Let xt^
denotes the estimated state, the estimation error is xt –
xt^.The adversary disturbance is modeled as

most of the energy burden is on the sensors. Conversely,
if the actor is able to reach all sensors in its Voronoi cell
in one hop, which may be true in many practical cases,
the energy consumption increases as a function order of
O (NS), and most of the energy burden is on the actors.
B. Minimax Filtering in location prediction

dt=L(C(xt - xt^)+nt).

Location updates can be triggered at the actors only
when the actual position of the actor is “far” from what
can be predicted at the sensors based on past
measurements. Therefore, actors that move following
predictable paths will need to update their position much
less frequently than actors that follow temporally
uncorrelated paths. In [4], the Kalman filtering is used
for adaptively varying frequency of location updates
based on sensor side previously received updates.

Where L is gain to be determined, nt is Gaussian noise
with zero mean diagonal covariance matrix S>0. C is the
position observed by the actor at step t is related to the
state by the measurement equation
yit = Cixit + vit .
t

[yit,x

The Minimax filter provides computationally
efficient set of recursive equations to estimate the state
of such process. The joint use of Minimax filter at the
sensor and actor sides enables reducing the number of
necessary location updates. In fact, the filter is used to
estimate the position at the actor based on
measurements, which is a common practice in robotics,
and to predict the position of the actors at the sensors,
thus reducing the message exchange. The position of
actor i can be estimated and predicted at the sensors in
its Voronoi cell, based on the measurements yit taken at
the actor and broadcast by the actor. At step t, each
sensor s in i’s Voronoi cell updates the state (that
represents position and velocity of the actor) based on
the equations

Minimax filtering is used to estimate the states of a
dynamic system based on the measurements related to
the estimated states, the measurement model and the
system model. It looks the same as other state
estimators, such as Kalman filtering. However, the
difference is that the system state model includes
fictitious adversary disturbances, which includes some
partially unknown noise. Minimax filtering is a robust
filter that minimizes the estimation error by considering
the worst case noise. Here actors are assumed to be
endowed with an onboard localization system (e.g.,
GPS), while sensors predict the position of actors based
on Minimax filtering of sparse measurements (taken at
the actor and transmitted to the sensors).

x^I,St+1 = A x^I,St + K(yit –C xi,s^t)

(4)

Where K is the gain of the Minimax filter, the
estimation error is defined by
eit = xit – xi^t

(5)

The Minimax algorithm can be summarized as:

th

t-1 = Pi,st- + C' (R-1 – S-1) C

The dynamic movement model for the i actor in
two-dimensional coordinates can be described by
continuous-time linear dynamic system. In WSANs
multiple sensors and multiple actors are presented. The
sensor nodes have to estimate the position of actor
nodes. From [18] the actor position can be estimated
with the discrete-time dynamic equation.

Pi,s

t+1
=

A t A'+ BQB'

t

Ki,s = A t C' R'

(6)
(7)
(8)

The sensor s predicts the state of actor i before receiving
the measurement (a priori estimate) with (4).After
receiving the measurement the from the actor yit , sensor
s updates the Minimax filter gain Ki,st and corrects the
state estimate and covariance matrix according to the
measurement , using (6), (7) and (8). In particular (7)
updates the covariance matrix, (8) updates the Minimax
gain and (4) calculates the new state.

(1)

Equation (1) represents the state transition equation
for the system describing the motion of actor i between t
and t+1, where xit= [xit ,yit ,xi.t ,yi.t]T represents position
and velocity of actor i at step t; wit = [ wit,x ,wit,y]T
represents the system noise in the control input; dit =
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(3)

,yit,y]

where yi =
represents the observed position of
the actor at step t, vit =[ vit,x ,vit,y] represents the
Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance matrix R
 0.Thus, the observed position of the actor yit is, the
actual position of the actor affected by a Gaussian noise.

We further observe that Kalman filtering is used as
a means of decentralized estimation of objects in sensor
networks in [14], [15] and in wireless multimedia sensor
networks in [16] where as in [4], Kalman filtering is
used for object tracking with the design of a location
management to enable geographic routing in WSANs.
In [3], Minimax filtering is used to target tracking in
sensor netwoks. In this paper we introduced Minimax
filtering in WSANs, instead of Kalman filtering for
location prediction.

xit+1=A xit + B wit + dit .

(2)

Minimax Filtering In Wireless Sensor And Actor Networks

III. SIMULATION RESULTS
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A. Simulation Specifications:
OS

: Fedora 9

Simulator

: NS2

Topology

: Wireless Topology

Number of Nodes

: 49

Maximum Transmission range

: 40 m

Simulation time

: 400s

Area of the network

: 100X100 m

B. Simulation Results:
Network Simulator (NS2) is used for simulating the
existing and proposed systems. NS2 is an IEEE
standardized simulator for simulating Networks.
In Fig.1, we show a comparison of the average
power consumption in WSANs using Kalman Filtering
and Minimax Filtering with increasing forwarding
range. The power consumption in WSANs using
Kalman Filtering is drawn with green line and the power
consumption in WSANs using Minimax Filtering is
drawn using red line. In all the cases the power
consumed by Kalman Filtering is more than that of the
power consumed by Minimax Filtering.
In Fig.2, we show a comparison of energy
consumption in WSANs using Kalman Filtering and
Minimax Filtering. The energy consumption for Kalman
Filtering is more than the energy consumption for
Minimax Filtering.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We discussed the drawbacks of Kalman Filtering in
location prediction process of a WSAN. The drawbacks
of Kalman Filtering are over come by Minimax
Filtering. Using Minimax Filtering the estimation error
was minimized by maximizing the worst case noise. By
replacing Minimax Filtering with Kalman Filtering in
location prediction of WSANs reduce the power and
enrgy consumptions.
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The Reduction of PAPR In OFDM By Using
New Companding Transform
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Abstract - The main drawback of the OFDM is its high peak to average power ratio(PAPR).There are several PAPR reduction
techniques. Among the various PAPR reduction techniques, companding transform is attractive for its simplicity and effectiveness.
This paper proposes a new companding algorithm. The proposed algorithm offers an improved bit error rate and minimized out-ofband interference while reducing PAPR effectively, compared with the others. Theoretical analysis and numerical simulation are
presented.
Key words - OFDM, Companding, PAPR.


I.

INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) is the multicarrier modulation technique,
which supports high data rates. It is immune to the
multipath fading [1].The applications of OFDM includes
WiMAX, DVB/DAB and 4G wireless systems. Though,
OFDM has several applications, it has one critical
problem. The critical problem is its high peak-toaverage power ratio (PAPR) [1]. High PAPR increases
the complexity of analog-to-digital(A/D) and digital-toanalog (D/A) converters, and lowers the efficiency of
power amplifiers. Several PAPR reduction techniques
have been proposed Over the past decade, such as block
coding, selective mapping (SLM) and tone reservation,
just to name a few [2]. Among all these techniques the
simplest solution is to clip the transmitted signal when
its amplitude exceeds a desired threshold. Clipping is a
highly nonlinear process, however. It produces
significant out-of-band interference(OBI). A good
remedy for the OBI is the so-called companding. The
method was first proposed in [3], which employed the
classical ߤ-law transform and showed to be rather
effective. Since then many different companding
transforms with better performances have been
published [4]-[7].This paper proposes and evaluates a
new companding algorithm. The algorithm uses the
special airy function and is able to offer an improved bit
error rate (BER) and minimized OBI while reducing
PAPR effectively. The paper is organized as follows. In
the next section the PAPR problem in OFDM is briefly
discussed. Section III presents the new algorithm and its
theoretical analysis. Section IV shows the performance
simulation. The last section describes the conclusion.

II. PAPR IN OFDM
Let y(0),y(1), ڄ ڄ ڄ,y(ܰ í1) represent the data
sequence to be transmitted in an OFDM symbol with ܰ
subcarriers. The baseband representation of the OFDM
symbol is given by:
ሺሻ ൌ

ͳ

ேିଵ

 ሺሻ 

ξܰ ୀ

୨ଶʌ୬୲
 Ͳ



where ܶ is the duration of the OFDM symbol.
According to the central limit theorem, when ܰ is large,
both the real and imaginary parts of ( )ݐbecome
Gaussian distributed, each with zero mean and a
variance of E[y(t)2]/2, and the amplitude of the OFDM
symbol follows a Rayleigh distribution. Consequently it
is possible that the maximum amplitude of OFDM
signal may well exceed its average amplitude. Practical
hardware (e.g. A/D and D/A converters, power
amplifiers) has finite dynamic range; therefore the peak
amplitude of OFDM signal must be limited. PAPR is
mathematically defined as:
ܲ ܴܲܣൌ ͳͲ ଵ

ሾȁሺሻȁଶ ሿ
ሺሻ
ͳ 
ଶ 
ȁሺሻȁ

 

It is easy to see from the equation that PAPR reduction
may be achieved by decreasing the numerator or
increasing the denominator or both. The effectiveness of
a PAPR reduction technique is measured by the
complementary cumulative distribution function
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where  ]ڄ[ܧdenotes the expectation. The decompanding
function is the inverse of f()ݔ:

(CCDF), which is the probability that PAPR exceeds
some threshold, i.e.:
CCDF = Probability(PAPR > 0),

ȁݕȁ
ͳ
݂ ିଵ ሺݕሻ ൌ Ǥ ݊݃݅ݏሺݕሻǤ ܽ݅ି ݕݎଵ ቈܽ݅ݕݎሺͲሻ െ 
ߚ
ߙ

where 0 is the threshold

Where the superscript -1 represents the inverse
operation. Notice that the input to the decompander is a
quantized signal with finite set of values. We can
therefore numerically pre-compute f-1( )ݔand use table
look-up to perform the decompanding in practice. Next
we examine the BER performance of the algorithm. Let
z(t) denote the output signal of the compander, w(t) the
white Gaussian noise. The received signal can be
expressed as:

III. NEW COMPANDING ALGORITHM
OBI is the spectral leakage into alien channels.
Quantification of the OBI caused by companding
requires the knowledge of the power spectral density
(PSD) of the companded signal. Unfortunately
analytical expression of the PSD is in general
mathematically intractable, because of the nonlinear
companding transform involved. Here we take an
alternative approach to estimate the OBI. Let f(y) be a
nonlinear companding function, and y(t) = sin(߱ )ݐbe
the input to the compander. The companded signal z(t)
is:

s( = )ݐz( )ݐ+ )ݐ(ݓ.

The decompanded signal ݕො(t) simply is:

ݕො(t) = fí1 [s (t)] = fí1 [z(t) + w(t)]

z ( = )ݐf[y(t)] = f [sin(߱ ])ݐ.

IV. PERFORMANCE SIMULATION

Since z( )ݐis a periodic function with the same period as
y()ݐ, z( )ݐcan then be expanded into the following
Fourier series:

The OFDM system used in the simulation consists
of 64 QPSK-modulated data points. The size of the
FFT/IFFT is 256, meaning a 4× oversampling. Given
the compander input power of 3dBm, the parameter ߙ
in the companding function is chosen to be 30.
Consequently about 19.6 percent of s( )ݐis within the
noise suppression range of the decompanding function.
Two other popular companding algorithms, namely the
ߤ-law companding [3] and the exponential companding
[5], are also included in the simulation for the purpose
of performance comparison. The simulated PSD of the
companded signals is illustrated in Fig. 2. The proposed
algorithm produces OBI almost 3dB lower than the
exponential algorithm, 10dB lower than the ߤ -law. The
result is in line with our expectation. The ߤ-law function
has a singularity in its second order derivative at x =0
and therefore is expected to have the strongest OBI. Fig.
3 depicts the CCDF of the three companding schemes.
The new algorithm is roughly 1.5dB inferior to the
exponential, but surpasses the ߤ -law by 2dB. The BER
vs. SNR is plotted in Fig. 4. Our algorithm outperforms
the other two. To reach a BER of 10í3, for example, the
required SNR are 8.9dB, 10.4dB and 11.7dB
respectively for the proposed, the exponential and the ߤlaw companding schemes, implying a 1.5dB and 2.8dB
improvement with the new algorithm. The amount of
improvement increases as SNR becomes higher. One
more observation from the simulation is: unlike the
exponential companding whose performance is found
almost unchanged under different degrees of
companding, the new algorithm is flexible in adjusting

ା

ݖሺݐሻ ൌ  ܿሺ݇ሻ݁ ௪௧
ୀି

where the coefficients ܿ(݇) is calculated as:

ܿሺ݇ሻ ൌ ܿሺെ݇ሻ

ൌ

ʹߨ
ͳ ்
න ݖሺݐሻ݁ ିఠ௧ ݀ ܶݐൌ
߱
ܶ 

Companding introduces minimum amount of OBI if the
companding function f( )ݔis infinitely differentiable. The
functions that meet the above condition are the smooth
functions. We now propose a new companding
algorithm using a smooth function, namely the airy
special function. The companding function is as follows:
݂ሺݕሻ ൌ ߚǤ ݊݃݅ݏሺݕሻǤ ሾܽ݅ݕݎሺͲሻ െ ܽ݅ݕݎሺߙǤ ȁݕȁሻሿ

Where airy( )ڄis the airy function of the first kind. ߙ is
the parameter that controls the degree of companding
(and ultimately PAPR). ߚ is the factor adjusting the
average output power of the compander to the same
level as the average input power:
ܧሾȁݕȁଶ ሿ
ߚൌඨ
ܧሾȁܽ݅ݕݎሺͲሻ െ ܽ݅ݕݎሺߙǤ ȁݕȁሻȁଶ ሿ
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its specifications simply by changing the value of
the companding function.

ߙ in

Fig. 3 : Bit error rate vs. SNR for original and
companded signals in AWGN channel.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new companding
algorithm. Both theoretical analysis and computer
simulation show that the algorithm offers improved
performance in terms of BER and OBI while reducing
PAPR effectively.
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Abstract - In recent day’s popularity of the Internet and storage has increased in multiple folds. For today’s world minimum
requirement for storage is reliability and cost efficiency.
The backbone of the mass storage is the hard disks, which finally preserves the data. So considering the cost, performance and
availability, there are different kinds of hard disks available. However, the reliability and data availability from the hard disk is a
crucial aspect. This paper describes an efficient and novel approach to select the hard disks from the bunch/pool of hard disks of
different types so that the data will be preserved safely with high reliability. The hard disk vendors provide the failure reporting
mechanism S.M.A.R.T (Self-Monitoring, Analysis, and Reporting Technology). In this approach, the essential/crucial S.M.A.R.T
parameters are chosen, which potentially make the drive failure or performance impact. For each drive based on S.M.A.R.T
parameters calculate and assign an overall score to the physical disks. The selection of the disks will be based on the weight of the
value.
The approach can be used in the (DAS) Direct Attached Storage, AS (Network attached Storage) or any storage where the group of
the drives will be used. Essentially different RAID levels can be created based on the drive reliability.
Keywords: Hard disk, S.M.A.R.T (Self-Monitoring, Analysis, and Reporting Technology), Direct Attached Storage(DAS), Network
attached Storage(AS)


I.

protection, different storage pools are created using the
hard disks. The RAID level selection is done using the
multiple devices/drives. The reliability and the data
preservation depend on the health of the hard disks,
which are part of the RAID group or the storage pool.

INTRODUCTION

There are different kinds of storage devices
available in the market based on the business need such
as Solid State Device (SSD), SATA drives, SCSI drives,
SAS drives, etc. Be it DAS (Direct Attached Storage),
NAS (Network Attached Storage) or SAN (Storage Area
Network) in all these mentioned cases the hard disks are
the essential part and parcel of storage. For different
applications and business needs the hard disks are used
for a different purpose. Even though the prices of the
hard disks are reduced, and the total cost per storage is
less now as compared to early days. Tranquil, the
reliability of the data is important and the hard disk
reliability is very crucial. So the hard disk vendors
provide the SMART (Self-Monitoring, Analysis, and
Reporting Technology) parameters for the hard disks so
that user will take appropriate action to preserve the
data before the drive fails.

In this context, it is highly desirable to have a
simple and accurate algorithm to choose the right kind
of hard disks. Although there are researches and
different attempts made to predict the different hard
disk's failure prediction model [6, 7, 9] an efficient,
simple and improved model is highly desirable.
II. SMART PARAMETERS FOR HARD DISKS
The hard disk vendors support several SMART
parameters. In this paper, we have selected the major
SMART parameters, which influences the reliability of
the disks as it becomes old. The important parameter,
which selected as follows, and we can further add these
variables to have the more accurate selection. These are
Unrecoverable Read Errors, ECC-Corrected Read
Errors, Unrecoverable Write Errors, Not Ready Failures,
Seek Errors, Reallocated Sectors and Current Pending
Sector Count and so on.

There are different SMART parameters available
for the hard disk drives [1] which help in determining
the quality of the disk. There are different kinds of
methodology available to predict the failure of the FC
disks, SCSI disks, SATA, and FATA, SAS disks etc. et
al [2, 4, and 5]. In the Storage System, for failure
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user inputs are basically the reliability and performance
requirements of the application that will be run on the
logical unit (refer the Table 2 given below for the user
input). Effective usage of disks is possible by using this
algorithm. The algorithm suggests to use S.M.A.R.T
parameters to evaluate the best disks in the storage
system. Most of the disks today, support smart
parameters. However, they do not implement all the
parameters. Hence, a limited set of S.M.A.R.T
parameters are used to evaluate the disks. The Disk
group will have all the Parameters that affect the
Reliability of disk. Figure 1 shows the Classification of
SMART parameters for reliability.

III. RELIABLE STORAGE POOL OR RAID
CREATION
The main goal is to have a group of disks, which
will be the more reliable and thereafter selection of
these hard disks to create the storage pool and RAID
groups.
A. Storage Pool creation in the model
As already mentioned, our solution provides a way
to consider the quality and performance of a disk while
creating the logical units in the storage system. The
solution provides an algorithm to create a logical unit
based on the performance/reliability requirement of a
user. Based on the user requirements, the algorithm
selects the best disks for the logical unit creation. The

.

Figure 1: Classification of SMART parameters for reliability

.
B. Application of Storage Pool creation using
SMART parameters

value, but each of them has different individual
S.M.A.R.T parameters.

Using the SMART parameters the algorithm
provides a rating to each disk in the group. Using this
rating, the algorithm selects the best disks for the user
requirement. The algorithm works in the following
manner.

Step 4: Repeat Step 2 through Step 3 for all the
S.M.A.R.T Parameters.
Step5: For the Disk group, sum the RDnpm (Deviation
from the Average value) for all the disks.
SRdn = Dnr1 + Dnr2 + ………… + Dnrm.

Step 1: For each S.M.A.R.T parameter, get the value
from all disks.

Step 6: Depending on the sum SRdn for each drive,
now assign rank accordingly for each disk

Step 2: For this S.M.A.R.T parameter (SRm) calculates
the average value (Avg).

The disk with the lowest SRdn value is the best and
ranked no. 1 (R1)

Step 3: For each disk find the deviation.

From the final ranking select the top most disks and
using these disks for the logical unit creation . Figure 2
shows the flowchart for the entire process.

Dn = SRm – Avg.
This step 2 and 3 will later help in determining
which disk has a better ranking in case of a situation
where the sum of all the parameters gives the same sum
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Figure 2: Algorithm for finding the reliable disk using
SMART parameter

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The sample data is collected using the HP Arrays,
which can have a combination of SATA and SCSI
drives , connected to a Windows 2003 host. Specific
SCSI commands are used to obtain the Smart Parameter
data.
Multiple disks were inserted in
enclosures. Using the SCSI pass-through
SMART value of the each disk before
storage pool. The above said algorithm
show the status/rank of the each disk.

the JBOD
collected the
creating the
was used to

The Table 1 shows different SMART parameters
for Drives D1 – D10 and the average for each SMART
parameter and the Table 2 shows the Deviation of Each
parameter from its above calculated Average. Figure 3
showing the Smart Parameter values for Drives D1D10 and Figure 4 shows the R1-R9 Indicates the Rank
of each Disk assigned based on the sum SRdn for each
drive, and we can see that Disk with the Rank R1 is the
most Reliable Disk.
.

Table 1 Average for each smart parameters of the Drives D1-D10
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Figure 3 : Showing the Smart Parameter values for Drives D1- D10

Table 2. Deviation of Each parameter from its above calculated Average

Figure 4: R1-R9 Indicates the Rank of each Disk assigned based on the sum SRdn for each drive.
Disk with the Rank R1 is the most Reliable Disk
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.V. CONCLUSION
This paper corroborates an innovative approach for
creating the storage pool using the different SMART
values, which play a major role to influence the
reliability of the disk drives. The use cases are primarily
before creating the different raid levels on the DAS to
choose the most for reliable disks. This will be helpful
for the Storage System that has a combination of old and
relatively new disks.
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Abstract - This paper presents a high speed parallel architecture for cyclic convolution based on Fermat Number Transform (FNT) in
the diminished-1 number system. A code conversion method without addition (CCWA) and a butterfly operation method without
addition (BOWA) are proposed to perform the FNT and its inverse (IFNT) except their final stages in the convolution. The point
wise multiplication in the convolution is accomplished by modulo 2n+1 partial product multipliers (MPPM) and output partial
products which are inputs to the IFNT. Thus modulo 2n+1 carry propagation additions are avoided in the FNT and the IFNT except
their final stages and the modulo 2n+1 multiplier. The execution delay of the parallel architecture is reduced evidently due to the
decrease of modulo 2n+1 carry- propagation addition. Compared with the existing cyclic convolution architecture, the proposed one
has better throughput performance and involves less hardware complexity. Synthesis results using 130nm CMOS technology
demonstrate the superiority of the proposed architecture
General Terms - This paper studying parallel architecture design for various applications in VLSI Design, for high speed data
transformation, using Fermat number transform, different designing method to provide high speed data transmission.

Key words - VLSI, DSP, FPGA, Implementation using Verilog and VHDL coding method, Tools ate Xilinx new version.


I.

Most cyclic convolution architectures based on
FNT are implemented for the operands in the
diminished-1 representation. Thus the code conversion
(CC) stage which converts the normal binary numbers
into their diminished-1 representation is compulsory.

INTRODUCTION

The cyclic convolution based on FFT is a widely
used operation in signal processing, which needs to be
performed in a complex domain even if both of the
sequences to be performed would be real. Additionally,
the dynamic range of the numbers varies widely so that
one need to use floating point numbers to avoid scaling
and quantization problems. Some architecture for
efficient cyclic convolution has been developed to
overcome the problems based on Number Theory
Transform (NTT). They replace the complex domain
with a finite field or a finite residue ring and can be
defined by the FFT-like formula. All arithmetic
operations are performed modulo m and the convolution
results are exact without rounding errors.

Other arithmetic operations described originally by
Leibowitz includes modulo 2n+1 negation, addition,
subtraction, multiplication operations in the diminished1 number system. These operations constitute the
butterfly operation (BO) which is the most important
element in the FNT. The CC and the BO are both
mainly composed of modulo 2n+1 adders of which the
fastest one in the diminished-1 number system is
proposed by Vergos so far. The fast modulo 2n+1 adder
involves the carry-propagation addition computation
and is used in the recent FNT implementations.

When the modulus in NTT is a Fermat number
(Ft=22t+1, tth Fermat; t is an integer) the NTT. Turns
into the Fermat Number Transform(FNT). The
multiplication in the FNT and its inverse (IFNT) can be
converted into bit shifts when the transform kernel is 2
or its integer power.

In this paper, a code conversion method without
addition (CCWA) and a butterfly operation method
without addition (BOWA) which take full advantage of
the carry-save adder are proposed to accomplish the
cyclic convolution with the unity root 2 or its integer
power. The modulo 2n+1 partial product multiplier
(MPPM) is used to accomplished the point wise
multiplication so that the final carry-propagation
addition of two partial product in the multiplier is
avoided.

Though the modulus of the FNT has a strict
relationship with its maximum transform, the cyclic
convolution based on FNT is more attractive than the
conventional method in some areas.
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B = 2n BH +BL

Thus the execution delay of the architecture is
reduced evidently. Model estimations and experiment
results show that the proposed architecture is faster than
the existing one when the modulus of the FNT is no less
than 28+1. For wider modulus, the proposed parallel
architecture leads to considerably faster hardware
implementations than those presented in.

And
M0 = (2n - 1) - AH = ƖH
M1 = (2n - 1) - BH = BH
M2 = (2n - 1) – BL = BL
If the subsequent operation of CC is modulo 2n+1
addition, assign AL, M0, BL and M1 to I0, I1, I2, I3 in the
modulo 2n+1 4-2 compressor respectively. I0, I1, I2, I3
are defined as follows:

The FNT of a sequence of length N
N 1

X (K )

¦ x (i )

ik

,k

0,1 ...... N  1

i 0

I0 = I0(n-1) I0(n-2)…….I01I00

where Ft=22t+1, the tth Fermat; N is a power of 2 and Į
is an Nth root unit (i.e. ĮNN mod Ft=1 and Į MN mod Ft
1 ,1m <N ). The notation < ik > means ik modulo N.

I1 = I1(n-1) I1(n-2)…….I11I10
I2 = I2(n-1) I2(n-2)…….I21I20

The inverse FNT is given by

I3 = I3(n-1) I3(n-2)…….I31I30

N 1

xt=

1
(ik )
xkD N modFt (i 0,1....N  1)
¦
Nk 0

We obtain the sum vector H O* and carry vector.

H 1* In the diminished-1 number system

where 1/N is an element in the finite field or ring of
integer and satisfies the following condition:
(N.1/N) mod Ft =1
Parameters Į, Ft, N must be chosen carefully and some
conditions must be satisfied so that the FNT possesses
the cyclic convolution property. In this project, Į=2,
Ft=22t+1 and N=2.2t where t is an integer.
II. IMPORTANT OPERATIONS IN
CONVOLUTION BASED ON FNT

CYCLIC

Important operations of the cyclic convolution based
on FNT with the unity root 2 include the CCWA, the
BOWA and the MPPM. The CCWA and the BOWA
both consist of novel modulo 2n+1 4-2 compressors
mainly which are composed of the
4-2compressor
introduced by Nagamatsu . The 4-2 compressor, the
novel modulo 2n+1 4-2 compressor and the BOWA are
shown in Fig. 1. In the figure, “X*” denotes the
diminished-1 representation of X, ix^n=x-1.

4-2 Compressor
We obtain the sum vector H O* and carry vector

H 1* in the diminished-1 number system. The most
*
significant bit of H 1 is complemented and connected
back to its least significant bit. That is to say

2.1 Code conversion without addition

H O* = H0 (n-1) H0 (n-2)……..H01H00

The CC converts normal binary numbers (NBCs)
Into their diminished-1 representation. It is the first
stage in the FNT. Delay and area of CC of a 2n-bit NBC
are no less than the ones of two n-bit carry propagation
adders. To reduce the cost, we propose the CCWA that
is performed by the modulo 2n+1 4-2 compressor.

H 1* = H1 (n-2) ……..H11H10 H1 (n-1)
The result of modulo 2n+1 addition of A* and B* is
*
equal to the result of modulo 2n+1 addition of H O* H 1
in this way, A and B are converted into their equivalent
*
diminished-1 representations H O* and H 1

Let A and B represent two operands whose widths
are no more than 2n bits. We define two new variables:

Let ŇA* +B*Ň2n+1, ŇƖ*Ň2n+1, ŇA* - B*Ň2n+1, and*
+2 Ň2n+1 denote modulo 2n+1 addition, negation,
subtraction and multiplication by the power of 2

Let A and B represent two operands whose widths
are no more than 2n bits. We define two new variables:

i

A = 2n AH +AL
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Efstathiou, there are n+3 partial products that are
derived by simple AND and NAND gates [11]. An FAbased Dadda tree that reduces the n+3 partial products
into two summands is followed. Then a modulo 2n+1
adder for diminished -1 operands is employed to accept
these two summands and produce the required product.

respectively which are proposed by Leibowitz
originally. The CCWA for subsequent modulo 2n+1
addition can be described as follows.
ŇA*+B*Ň=ŇAL+M0+BL+M1Ň2n+1=Ň H O* + H 1 Ň2n+1
*

If the subsequent operation is modulo 2n+1
subtraction, we assign AL, M0, M2 and BH to I0, I1, I2, I3
*
in the modulo 2n+1
respectively. Then H O* and H 1
4-2 compressor constitute the result of the CCWA. The
conversion is described as follows:
ŇA*-B*Ň2n+1=ŇA-BŇ2n+1=
A+BŇ2n+1=ŇAL+M0+BL+M1Ň2n+1
= Ň H O* + H 1 Ň2n+1
*

After CCWA, we obtain the result consisting of
two diminished-1 numbers. The result also includes the
information of modulo 2n+1 addition or subtraction in
the first stage of previous BO.
Modulo 2n+1 4-2 Compressor

2.2 Butterfly operation without addition

In the proposed parallel architecture for cyclic
convolution based on FNT, the BOWA can accept four
operands in the diminished-1 number system. Every
point wise multiplication only needs to produce two
partial products rather than one product. The operation
can be accomplished by taking away the final modulo
2n+1 adder of two partial products in the multiplier.
Thus the final modulo 2n+1 adder is omitted and the
modulo 2n+1 partial product multiplier is employed to
save the delay and the area.

After the CCWA, we obtain the results of
modulo2n+1 addition and subtraction in the diminished1Representation. Each result consists of two diminished1 values. The subsequent butterfly operation involves
four operands. The proposed BOWA involves two
Modulo 2n+1 4-2 compressors, a multiplier and some
Inverters as shown in Fig. 1(c). The multiplication by an
integer power of 2 in the diminished-1 number System
in the BOWA is trivial and can be performed By left
shifting the low-order n-i bits of the number by i bit
positions then inversing and circulating the high-order i
bits into the i least significant bit positions.

III. PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE FOR CYCLIC
CONVOLUTION

Thus the BOWA can be performed without the
carry-propagation chain so as to reduce the delay and
the area obviously. K*, L*, M* , N* are corresponding to
two inputs and two outputs of previous BO in the
diminished-1 number system .

Based on the CCWA, the BOWA and the
MPPM,We design the whole parallel architecture for the
cyclic Convolution based on FNT as shown in Fig.
2.Includes the FNTs, the point wise multiplication and
the IFNT mainly. FNTs of two input sequences {ai} and
{bi} produce two sequences {Ai} and {Bi} (i=1,2, …N1). Sequences {Ai} and {Bi} are sent to N MPPMs to
accomplish the point wise multiplication and produce N
pairs of partial products. Then the IFNT of the partial
products are performed to produce the resulting
sequence {pi} of the cyclic convolution.
IFNT. Illustrative examples of the FNT and the
IFNT are shown in Fig. 3 in the case the transform
length is 16 and the modulus is 28+1. Commutators in
Fig. 3 are used to adjust the operand order of every stage
of FNT and IFNT according to the radix-2 DIT
algorithm.

Butterfly operation without addition
2.3 Modulo 2n+1 partial product multiplier
For the modulo 2n+1 multiplier proposed by
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techniques which are used to reduce a long linear
convolution to a series of short cyclic convolutions.
IV. COMPARISON AND RESULTS
In this section, we compare the proposed parallel
architecture for the cyclic convolution against that
introduced by Conway [3]. The modulo 2 n+1 addition
for the diminished-1 number system is the crucial
operation which contains a standard n-bit carrypropagation computation such as a parallel-prefix adder
with a carry-logic block and a zero indicator of the
diminished-1 operand to determine whether to perform
subsequent operations. It produces the longest execution
delay and requires large area in the previous solution.
The proposed CCWA and BOWA overcome the
disadvantage of the carry-propagation adder and don’t
require a zero indicator. Thus our architecture is faster
and more efficient than the existing one.

Fig. 2 : Parallel architecture for the cyclic convolution
based on FNT
The efficient FNT structure involves log2N+1
stages of operations. The original operands are
converted into the diminished-1 representation in the
CCWA stage, containing the information of modulo
2n+1 addition or subtraction in the first butterfly
operation stage of the previous FNT structure. Then the
results are sent to the next stage of BOWA. After log2N1 stages of BOWAs, the results composed of two
diminished-1 operands are obtained. The final stage of
FNT consists of modulo 2n+1 carry-propagation adders
which are used to evaluate the final results in the
diminished-1 representation.

For quantitative comparison, we employ the “unit
gate model” presented in, which was also used in this
model assumes that each two-input gate excluding XOR
is equivalent to one elementary gate for both area and
delay. An XOR gate counts for two gates for both area
and delay.
Thus, a full adder has an area of seven gates and a
delay of four gates. This model does not involve the
cost of buffering and routing, but achieve a reasonable
accuracy for the purpose of comparison. The delay and
the area estimations of modulo 2n+1 adder and modulo
2n+1 multiplier in the cyclic convolution are given in
table.

The CCWA stage, the BOWA stage and the
modulo 2n+1 addition stage in the FNT involves N/2
couples of code conversions including the information
of modulo 2 n+1 addition and subtraction, N/2 butterfly
operations and N/2 couple of modulo 2n+1 additions
respectively.

To obtain more accurate results, we describe the
proposed parallel cyclic convolution in verilog for
Ft=28+1, 216+1, 232+1. The validated Verilog code is
synthesized using a 0.13-ȝm CMOS standard cells
library in the worst operating condition by the Synopsis
Design Compiler. The units of area and delay are ȝm2
and ns respectively. Each design was recursively
optimized for speed until the EDA software can’t
provide a faster design. The results for the fastest
derived implementation are listed.

From the definition of FNT and IFNT in section 2,
the only difference between the FNT and the IFNT is
the normalization factor 1/N and the sign of the phase
factor Į N . If ignoring the normalization factor 1/N, the
above formula is the same as that given in the FNT
except that all transform coefficients Į Nik used for the
FNT need to be replaced by Į Ní ik
for
the IFNT Computation. The proposed FNT structure
can be used to complete the IFNT as well with little
modification as shown in Fig. 3(b). After the IFNT of Npoint bit-reversed input data, the interim results are
multiplied by 1/N in the finite field or ring. Then x[j]
and x[j+N/2] ( j=1,2,…,N/2-1) exchange their positions
to produce the final results of the IFNT in natural order.
Our architecture for the cyclic convolution gives a good
speed performance without requiring a complicated
control. Furthermore, it is very suitable for
implementation of the overlap-save and overlap-add

Table. Indicate that for values of Ft  28 ҙ1, the
proposed architecture comprising the CCWA and the
BOWA require less delay and area than the previous
one. The former results in a 12.6% reduction in area
and a 26% reduction in delay respectively compared
with the latter in the case Ft is 232+1 and the transform
length is 64. Moreover, our algorithm will be more and
more advantageous with the growth of modulus width.
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(a) Parallel FNT structure

RTL Schematic of Butterfly Operation

(b) Parallel IFNT structure
Fig. 3 : Structures for FNT and IFNT (Ft=28+1)
Table: Area and delay results of cyclic convolution
based on FNT
Ft

Area (ȝm2)
This paper [3]

28+1

3.5×105

3.9×105

Delay (ns)
This
[3]
paper
8.9
9.9

216+1

1.86×106

2.05×106

11.6

14.4

232+1

1.08×107

1.24×107

15.1

20.4

FNT parallel Architecture over all Schematic

RESULTS

Code conversion simulation result

FNT parallel Architecture
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V. CONCLUSIONS


A novel parallel architecture for the cyclic
convolution based on FNT is proposed in the case the
principle root of unity is equal to 2 or its integer power.
The FNT and the IFNT are accomplished by the CCWA
and the BOWA mainly. The point wise multiplication is
performed by the modulo 2n+1 partial product
multiplier. Thus there are very little modulo 2n+1 carrypropagation addition compared to the existing cyclic
convolution architecture. A theoretical model was
applied to access the efficiency independently of the
target technology. VLSI implementations using a 0.13
um standard cell library show the proposed parallel
architecture can attain lower area and delay than that of
the existing solution when the modulus is no less than
28+1.
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Abstract - This paper presents the development of a laboratory scale self-balancing prototype robot. It addresses the balancing
mechanism issue based on the theories of inverted pendulum and rotational inertia. It comprises of two major sub-systems, i.e.,
mechanical and control sub-systems. The implementation of the mechanical and control sub-systems is described in detail.
Keywords- self-balancing robot, mechanical, control, inverted pendulumt


I.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the self-balancing robot dynamics. Section III
provides the system design. Section IV discusses the
implementation details and finally, section V is the
conclusions.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, the research on self-balancing
robot has gained interest amongst the robotics
enthusiasts as well as the robotics laboratory around the
world [1]. There are considerable research efforts
towards building a robust self-balancing robot [2-7].
The application of self-balancing robot is unlimited
where it can serve the community and encounter the
problems that many have raised in the industrial and
service sectors. For example, a motorized wheelchair
utilizing this technology would give the operator greater
maneuverability and thus access to place most ablebodied people take for granted [8].

II. SELF-BALANCING ROBOT DYNAMICS
The derivation of dynamics of self-balancing robot
is given in the following based on Figure 1. For detail
derivation, see [10].

As compared to four-wheels trolley, having a
platform with only two wheels that is able to balance
itself and move around is advantageous as it possibly
maneuvers better, move on either flat or sloppy surfaces,
and to further enhances, apply for carrying limitless
tasks, hence benefit the community. Yet, the main
challenges to this possibility is how to have a two
wheels robot that is able to stand upright and balance
itself, furthermore carry object from one point to other
point efficiently. This is where the significant of this
project comes from which is to build a self-balancing
robot [9].
The main objective for this project is to build a selfbalancing robot. The robot is comprised platforms with
two wheels and equipped with successful balancing
mechanism. The self-balancing robot should be able to
stand upright and balance itself, move from one point to
other point as pre-programmed and carry an object from
one point to the other.

The system parameters based on Figure 1 is given
in Table 1.
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Table 1 System Parameters
r
m
Jc
Jy

Jd

br, bl, bv, bw

T

\
Z

I
M
l
2b
bm, Jm, Ra, La, km

A. Mechanical Sub-system
The mechanical sub-system comprises of three
round platforms arranged vertically, two wheels at the
bottom of each side, with circuitry, servo motors and
batteries attached to the structure as illustrated in Fig 2.

Radius of wheel
Mass of a wheel
Moment of inertia of body
Moment of inertia of the
motor and the wheel about
the y axis
Moment of inertia of the
motor and the wheels about
their diameter
Damping coefficients of
the robot
Rotational angle of the
wheels
Tilt angle of CMB
The angular velocity of the
origin
Steering angle about the
origin
Mass of the CMB
Distance between CMB
and origin
Distance between wheels
Motor parameters

Figure 2. Mechanical sub-system
The base area for the mechanical sub-system is
designed to be reasonably wide. Theoretically, the wider
the base area is the more stable the structure would be.
Even so, the structure for this is not required to be
perfectly stable without the balancing mechanism. The
structure needed to wobble or tilt at significant for the
accelerometer, Memsic2125 to sense it easily, or else
the balancing mechanism may not work as expected. At
the same time, the structure should not be in the state of
not very stable or else it would difficult for it to balance.
Hence, the base is determined as 150mm in diameter in
accordance to the dimension of the platforms, as shown
in Figure 3. Note that, the size of the wheels, which is
50mm in diameter, is taken into consideration in
determining the base area. Also note that, the material of
the platforms is 2.5mm Perspex. The purpose of this
choice is to keep the total weight of the structure at a
range that the servo motors can operate at, which is 8 kg
at maximum.

Given the kinetic energy of the wheels and Centre
Mass of Body (CMB), the damping energy, and
potential energy, as KZ , K c , E , U c respectively, we
obtain,

KZ

x
x2
x2
1
(mr 2  J y )(T r2  T l )  J d I
2

Kc

1 T
1
vc Mvc  ZcT J cZc
2
2

E

Uc

x
x
1
1
1 x x
1
br (T r  \ l ) 2  bl (Tl  \ l )2  vcT bv vc  ZcT bcZc
2
2
2
2

Mgl cos\

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

The robot is powered by two motors. The controlled
variables of the model are the position and orientation of
the mobile robot, while the control variables are the
angular velocities of the left wheel and the right wheel.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN
The laboratory prototype self-balancing robot is
divided into two major sub-systems, i.e., mechanical and
control sub-systems.

Figure 3. Dimension of the platform
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also eliminate the possibility of damaging the pins of
AtMega16.

Three round platforms are used in this project. The
first platform which is the base platform is a round
shape with two rectangle shapes cut out at each side, as
shown in Figure 4. Those rectangles are meant for the
wheels.

The circuit design is transferred to PCB (printed
circuit board) design using Eagle software. The design
for the PCB is as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 4. Platforms for structure
The dimension of the wheels for this project is
chosen to be reasonably large also depends on its
availability in the market. Hence the dimension of the
wheels is 50mm diameter and 25mm wide. The wheels
are Tamiya manufactured.
B. Control Sub-system

Figure 6. PCB layout for circuitry

The microcontroller chip used is AtMega16, the
developed circuit schematic is as shown in Figure 5.
This circuitry comprises power, reset, clock, input,
output connections and in-circuit programming.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The mechanical structure of the robot is made of a
combination of Aluminium and Perspex. The control
subsystem of all the robots is comprised of a PIC
Microcontroller Board, DC Brushless motor, brush
motor, IR sensors, solenoids, and limit switches. The
developed laboratory scale self-balancing prototype
robot is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 5. Schematic for circuitry
The purpose of power circuit is to regulate the
battery’s voltage from 12V to 5V as appropriate for this
circuit. The reset circuit is to reset the operation of
AtMega16, whilst, the clock circuit is to provide clock
cycle for the AtMega16 so that it could operate faster. It
should be noted that connecting to high frequency of
crystal clock may not assure that the microcontroller
chip works as desired, in a worse case may damage the
chip. Therefore, a proper frequency of crystal clock has
to be ascertained depending on the type of
microcontroller chip. Accelerometer pin-outs are for the
Memsic2125 connections and servo motors pin-outs are
for servo motors connections. The purpose to have incircuit programming is to eliminate the need to detach
and reattach AtMega16 for programming. This would

Figure 7. Self-Balancing Robot
Figure 8 shows the control sub-system. The
main function of the control system is to generate
electrical signals to effect motion based on input given
by the control software. Considering the requirements of
the self-balancing robot, it was decided that the simplest
and most cost effective way of achieving the sequence
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were carried out to determine the robustness of the
algorithms and it performed well the repeatability
reaching 73%.

control was to use a AtMega16 microcontroller board
which acts as the heart of the robot.

V. CONCLUSION
A laboratory scale self-balancing robot was
developed and tested. The robot was able to perform the
desired tasks effectively. Further research should study
the robustness of the control strategy with additional
incorporation of IR sensors or gyroscope for better
maneuverability and control.
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Abstract - A VLSI architecture realizing the FFT-IFFT has to perform in real time. This paper presents an application of FFT in
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I.

algorithm to the resulting sequences. This can be
illustrated as follows:

INTRODUCTION

The spectral analysis of discrete signals plays an
important role both in Digital Signal Processing and in
Telecommunication Applications. The Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) Algorithm, as introduced by Cooley
and Tukey, is an important improvement on the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) Algorithm, due to the
achievement of significantly lower Computational
complexity.

ே

ܺሾܭሿ ൌ  ܺሾ݅ሿܹே
ூୀଵ

Here 2-D image is transferred through FFT and
IFFT process. This procedure requires real time Inverse
FFT and FFT processing during the modulation and
demodulation of the signal respectively. The
performance required by the FFT processing demands
either a single processor driven to a very high clock
frequency or alternatively the implementation of an
Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), solution
utilizing parallel processing and bit-pipelining
techniques. Both solutions have to meet requirements
that are extremely demanding in terms of throughput
and low power consumption.

ேȀଶ
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Where: ܹே ൌ ݁ ሺି ಿ ሻ

Exploiting the inherent symmetry of the twiddle factors
and recursively applying the above formula, we obtain
the elementary “butterfly” operation used in the
calculation of the FFT.
Related work:

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

In [1] presents how the perfect shuffle interconnection
pattern can be used in order to perform FFT transforms.
Several methods for performing FFT computations are
presented in [2]. A variety of algorithms for pipeline and
parallel pipeline processors are examined, with respect
to VLSI implementation. [3] Presents among others a set
of algebraic tools that can be used to describe processor
networks in terms of their patterns of connections. A
radix-22 algorithm is presented in [4], which combines
the radix-2 butterfly structure and the radix-4
multiplicative complexity.

This Section presents the FFT computation and its
application on image processing and related results with
respect to the Process.
The FFT in Image Processing Systems:
As shown in the Decimation in Time FFT (DIT
FFT) X[k] of a sequence x[n] is computed by
successively decomposing the input signal in odd and
even samples and recursively applying the DFT
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following paragraphs define the interfaces of the blocks
within the PEs, as well as the interfaces among the PEs.

III. IMAGE PROCESSING
Image processing is any form of signal processing
for which the input is an image, such as a photograph or
video frame; the output of image processing may be
either an image or, a set of characteristics or parameters
related to the image. Most image-processing techniques
involve treating the image as a two-dimensional signal
and applying standard signal-processing techniques to it.

Radix 4:
A radix-4 processing element performs one stage of
radix-4 butterfly computations to the data. Each radix-4
PE consists of the following blocks:
RAM:

Image processing usually refers to digital image
processing, but optical and analog image processing also
are possible. This article is about general techniques that
apply to all of them. The acquisition of images
(producing the input image in the first place) is referred
to as imaging.

This block is used to store the input data to the
processing element. The preceding butterfly stage
supplies the write addresses to the radix-4 PE. The read
addresses are generated within the radix-4 PE (as
described below). The memory block is organized
internally with two memory banks. Each bank can store
one (1) frame of data. The first bank can be considered
as the working bank for the FFT core. The second Bank
is used to store the incoming input data. The two
memory banks switch roles at the beginning of each
incoming frame.

3.1 ARCHITECTURE
FFT:
This Section describes the overall architecture and
the details of the individual blocks, namely the
processing elements, the deserailiser. The FFTarchitecture performs FFT or IFFT computation of 2n
points, 4൏ ݊ ൏ ͺ.

Address Generators:
There are two address generators. The first is used
for supplying read addresses to the RAM block internal
to the PE. The second is used for supplying write
addresses for the data that exit the PE. The addressing
scheme is the same for both Address Generators. Each
radix-4 PE uses a distinct addressing scheme depending
on the FFT stage realized by the PE.

The FFT architecture consists of Processing
Elements (PEs): radix-4 PEs and radix-2 PE, as shown
in Figure. Each PE performs a single stage of the FFT
computation within the time required to input one data
frame. The FFT architecture can be configured in real
time, in order to perform FFT computations of 16, 32,
64, 128 or 256 points.

Twiddle (W) Generator:
A Look-Up-Table (LUT) contains the max (N)
roots of unity, where max (N) is the maximum size of
FFT that is supported by the architecture (256). The
Twiddle Address Generator is a simple N-counter-based
architecture. At each data cycle the Twiddle Generator
fetches the appropriate twiddle factor.

The FFT core computes an N-point forward DFT or
inverse DFT (IDFT) where N can be 2m, m = 3–16. The
input data is a vector of N complex values represented
as dual bx-bit two’s complement numbers, that is, bx
bits for each of the real and imaginary components of
the data sample, where bx is in the range 8 to 24 bits
inclusive. Similarly, the phase factors bw can be 8 to 24
bits wide.

Butterfly Core:
This block performs the radix-4 FFT butterfly
computation. The N input data are read sequentially
from the RAM block. Each set of four consecutive input
data forms the input to each radix-4 calculation. The
corresponding twiddle factors are also fetched from the
Twiddle Generator. Four (4) complex accumulators are
used to process the input data in parallel. Each
accumulator-process involves the add-subtract of the
four data, as these operations are defined by the radix-4
data flow. A single complex multiplier unit operates on
the four (4) accumulated results and the twiddle factors
in a pipeline fashion. The resulting data are written
sequentially to the RAM block of the following (FFT)
PE.

All memory is on-chip using either block RAM or
distributed RAM. The N element output vector is
represented using by bits for each of the real and
imaginary components of the output data. Input data is
presented in natural order, and the output data can be in
either natural or bit/digit reversed order. The complex
nature of data input and output is intrinsic to the FFT
algorithm, not the implementation.
Processing Element Description:
This section describes the functionality of the
blocks that support each processing element (PE). The
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VI. CONCLUSION

V. RESULTS

A VLSI architecture realizing the FFT has to
perform in real time. FFT and IFFT process is carried
out for the given image and the result is displayed.
This application of FFT-IFFT in image processing
is done using MATLAB simulink. The design involves
radix-2 and radix-4 processing elements with complex
multipliers and can be configured in real time to
accommodate FFT computations of length 16, 32, 64,
128 and 256. For further speeding up the entire
algorithm, the design can include a technique for
parallel accessing the memory banks of each processing
element.
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Abstract - The main objective of medical image segmentation is to extract and characterize anatomical structures with respect to
some input features or expert knowledge. This paper describes a way of medical image enhancement using optimized approach. The
purposed technique is compared with the popular algorithms i.e improved Otsu method ,improved moment
preserving
thresholding.Our
algorithm outperformed over other algorithms in terms of speed ,threshold value and visual output.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

II. RELATED WORK
A) Otsu method [6,17]

Medical image processing has revolutionized the
field of medicine by providing novel methods for
extracting and visualizing anatomical regions of interest.
In particular, medical image segmentation plays a vital
role in many medical imaging applications such as the
quantification of tissue volumes, the extraction of
anatomical structures, and computer-aided surgery[1,4].
Segmentation is the process of labeling each pixel in a
medical image data set to indicate its tissue type or
anatomical structure. Because of its intuitive properties
and simplicity of implementation, image thresholding
enjoys a central position in applications of image
segmentation.Thresholding is the simplest method of
image segmentation. Individual pixels in a grayscale
image are marked as “object” pixels if their value is
greater than some threshold value (assuming an object
to be brighter than the background) and as
“background” pixels otherwise[2]. Typically, an object
pixel is given a value of “1” while a background pixel is
given a value of “0.” In this paper, a novel image
enhancement operation is proposed and applied to
medical
images
prior
to
object/background
binarization[3]. The proposed method adaptively
determines the global threshold to enhance the grey
scale image based on triangle approach and finally give
the bianrized image. The purposed technique gives
better output than the other existing techniques.

otsu is a global thresholding method [which is
based on discriminate analysis. The threshold operation
is regarded as the partitioning of the pixels of an image
into two classes C0 and C1 (e.g., objects and
background) at grey-level t, i.e., C0 = {0, 1,2,…, t} and
C1 = {t + 1,t+2,….L-1}. As stated in [11], let ı2w, ı2B
and ı2T be the within-class variance[7], between-class
variance, and the total variance, respectively. An
optimal threshold can be determined by minimizing one
of the following (equivalent) criterion functions with
respect to :
Ȝ = ı2B
ı2w

Ș= ı2B
ı 2T
,

ț= ı2T
ı2w

The above three criterion functions, Ș are the simplest.
Thus, the optimal threshold t[19] is defined
as t = ArgMin Ș
L-1
Where ı2T= Ȉ [ 1- ȝT ]2 p i ,
i=0

L-1
ȝT= Ȉ[i p]
i=0

ı2B =w0 w 1(ȝ0ȝ1)2
w0= Ȉp i
ȝ1= ȝT - ȝt
1 – ȝ0

w 1=1- w0
,

ȝ0= ȝ t
w0

t

ȝt= Ȉ(i pi)
i=0

pi = n i /n
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p0z00 + p 1z10= m 0,

Where ni is the number of pixels with grey-level
and n is the total number of pixels in a given image
defined as n = Ȉn I Moreover, pi is the probability of
occurrence of grey-level i. Otsu’s method as proposed
affords further means to analyze further aspects other
than the selection of the optimal threshold for a given
image[12,13]. For aselected threshold t of a given
image, the class probabilities w0 and w1 indicate the
portions of the areas occupied by the classes c0 and c1.
The class means ȝ0 and ȝ1 serve as estimates of the
mean levels of the classes in the original greylevel
image[17] .

p 0z01 +p 1z11= m 1,
p 0z02 +p 1z12= m 2,
p0z03+p1z13=m1,

where mi, with i = 1,2,3 are computed by (1) or (2) and
m 0,= 1. To find the desired threshold value t, we can
first solve the four equations described by (6) above to
obtain p 0 and p 1 , and then choose t as the p0-,tile of
the histogram of f, i.e., choose t such that
p 0=(1/n)  nj
zj <=t

B) Moment preserving thresholding[15,16]
Given an image f with n pixels whose gray value
at pixel (x, y) is denoted by f(x, y), we want to
threshold f into two pixel classes, the below-threshold
pixels [18]and the above-threshold ones. The i th
moment mi of f is defined as
mi = (1/n) fi (x,y)
x y

i = 1,2,3 ,... .

In practice, there may exist no discrete gray value which
is exactly the P0-tile of the histogram. Then, the
threshold t should be chosen the gray value closest to
the P0-tile.

(1)

III. PURPOSED TECHNIQUE
The purposed technique calculate the global
threshold and that threshold segment the image from
object to background. This technique is histogram based
in which first the histogram is generated for the grey
scale image then we mark the grey levels into two
categories one which has minimum no of pixels and the
other which has maximum no of pixels. Then we draw a
line from minimum to the maximum grey value which
forms ,a triangle .We compare the actual histogram
curve and the line which is earlier drawn, the grey level
which has the maximum distance from the actual
histogram curve and line ,is chosen as optimal threshold.
This threshold segment the image as object and
background .Algorithm for the techniques is given
below.

Moments can also be computed from the histogram of f
in the following way:
mi = (1/n)nj(zj)i
= pj (zj)

(2)

i

where nj is the total number of the pixels in f with gray
value zj and pj = nj / n. We also define m 0,=1. Image f
can be considered as a blurred version of an ideal bilevel image [17]which consists of pixels with only two
gray values z0 and z1, where z0 < z1 The momentpreserving thresholding is to select a threshold value
such that if all below-threshold gray values in f are
replaced by z0 and all above-threshold gray values
replaced by z1 then the first three moments of image f
are preserved in the resulting bi-level image g.[9] Image
g so obtained may be regarded as an ideal unblurred
version of f. Let p0 and p1 denote the fractions of the
below-threshold pixels and the above-threshold pixels in
f, respectively, then the first three moments of g are just
1
m´i = pj (zj) i
j=0

i = 1,2,3.

(3)

And preserving the first three moments in g means the
following equalities:
m´i = mi,

i = 1,2,3.

(4)

Note that
p0+p1=1.

(6)

1.

First convert the grey scale image into bmp format,
we have chosen bmp format because it is
compression less .

2.

Now generate the histogram of the grey scale
image.

3.

Determine the highest grey level position Gmax, , of
the highest peak from the histogram .

4.

Determine the lowest position, Gmin, of the first
peak from histogram.

5.

Construct a line between the peak of the histogram
and the lowest value , which is represented as
Ag+BH(g)+C=0

(5)

where A,B,C are coefficents given by

The four equalities described by (4) and (5) above are
equivalent to

A=-H(g) Gmax -H(g) Gmin
Gmax - Gmin
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(d),(h))image by purpposed algorithm
m

B=1 , C= A(Gmin)-H(g)
)
Gmin.
6.

If the histtogram H(g) Gmax is greater than
t
,the H(g)
Gmin then the distance, d between thee line and the
mHg(g) is com
mputed for alll values g off
histogram
from LOW Gmax to Gmax-1 otherwise g is computed
from Gminn+1 to UPGmin . where LOW Gmax is the left
valley of the highest unnsaturated peakk and UP Gmin
is the righht valley of th
he first saturatted peak. The
distance, d, between the line andd a point is
computedd by

IV. RES
SULTS AND CONCLUSIO
ON
Thee purposed algorithm is com
mpared with thee otsu
and mooment preservving thresholdding.Our algoorithm
gives ennhanced image as comparartive to other in terms
of visuall output or in terms of time and threshold value
.The purrposed algorithhm is tested on
o 10 differentt grey
level meedical images and proved too be better thaan the
improveed otsu and improved moment
m
preseerving
threshold
ding . In futuree work ,the sam
me can be testted on
color im
mages. The tabble 1 shows threshold
t
value and
time reqquired to perform thresholdin
ng by otsu metthod ,
momentt preserving meethod and purp
posed method .

d= Ag0+BHg(g0)+C
_
___________

¥A
A2+B2
The best thrreshold value occurs wheree the distance
between and thhe line is maximal
7.

After calcculating the vaalue, segment the
t image into
object andd background.

Table 1
S.
No
1

a

2

e

3

c

d
Imagge 1

Tim
me

mage 1
Im

17

10.771

Im
mage 2

7

1588.8

mage 1
Im

1699

6.6117

Im
mage 2

72

8.4998

Im
mage 1

1966

3.2555

Im
mage2

141

3.2669

Otsu
Moment
M
p
preserving
Purposed
P
A
Algorithm
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Potential of Electricity Generation through
Solar Radiation at YCCE

Prasad B. Joshi, V. K. Deshpande & R. M. Moharil
Department of Electrical Engineering , YCCE, Nagpur, India

Abstract -The project presents estimation of steam generation potential at YCCE.Solar technology offers great potential in supply
the world energy need. However it’s current contribution to the world is still limited. There are different types of devices i.e.
Collector, concentrator and receiver.These delivers different output quantitatively. Qualitatively the output of these devices is hot
water. With some metrological input we would like to see which delivers proper desired output. In this project different types of
devices will be simulated and their performance will be compared.
Key words - Solar collectors, Optical and thermal analysis, Water heating, Cooling, Solar power Generation.

I.

distinguished into three
categories; energy saving,
generation of new working posts and the decrease of
environmental pollution. A worldwide research and
development in the field of renewable energy resources
and systems is carried out.

INTRODUCTION

Solar energy is a vital energy source that can make
environment friendly energy more flexible, cost
effective and commercially widespread. Photovoltaic
cell is not use for steam generation. For maximum
efficiency and more steam generation. Concentrator,
collector and receiver are developed to solve this
problem. Solar concentrator is a device that allows the
collection of sunlight from a large area and focusing it
on a smaller receiver or exit. A conceptual
representation of a solar concentrator used in harnessing
the power from the sun to generate electricity. A solar
collector is used to concentrate solar radiation onto a
receiver where heat transfer to a fluid takes place. There
are different types of solar collector used.

During the last two decades. Energy conversion
systems that are based on renewable energy
technologies appeared to be cost effective compared to
the projected high cost of oil. Furthermore, renewable
energy systems can have a beneficial impact on the
environmental, economic, issues of the world. At the
end of 2001 the total installed capacity of renewable
energy systems was equivalent to 9% of the total
electricity generation By applying a renewable energy
intensive scenario the global consumption of renewable
sources by 2050 would reach 318 exa joules.

The sun is a sphere of intensely hot gaseous matter
with a diameter of 1.39 ×109 m. The solar energy strikes
our planet a mere 8 min and 20 s after leaving the giant
furnace, the sun which is 1.5 ×1.011 m away. The sun
has an effective blackbody Temperature of 5762 K. The
temperature in the central region is much higher and it is
estimated at 8 ×106 to 40 ×106 K. The solar energy
strikes our planet a mere 8 min and 20 s after leaving the
giant furnace, the sun which is 1.5 ×1.011 m away. The
sun’s total energy output is 3.8 ×1020MW. Which is
equal to 63 MW/m2 of the sun’s surface? This energy
radiates outwards in all directions. This energy radiates
outwards in all directions. Only a tiny fraction, 1.7
×1014kw, of the total radiation emitted is intercepted by
the earth. The greatest advantage of solar energy as
compared with Other forms of energy is that it is clean
and can be supplied Without any environmental
pollution. The benefits arising from the installation and
operation of renewable energy systems can be

Presently data regarding electricity consumption at
YCCE collected. Conventionally for this much of
average electricity consumption per month the machine
rating is being calculated .To run this machine we will
need a boiler the present work .Aim at replacing this
boiler by harnessing solar energy available at this site
the work compares of simulating and comparing various
solar device, so that best out of them can be decide.
II. SOLAR COLLECTORS
Solar energy collectors are special kind of heat
exchangers that transform solar radiation energy to
internal energy of the transport medium.The major
component of any solar system is the solar
collector.This is a device which absorbs the incoming
solar radiation, converts it into heat, and transfers this
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3.

heat to a fluid (usually air, water, or oil) flowing through
the collector.
2.1.

Flat, corrugated, or grooved plates, to which the
tubes, fins, or passages are attached. The plate may be
integral with the tubes

Types of Solar Collectors
1.

Non-concentrating or stationary.

2.

Concentrating.

Absorber plates

2.1.1. Non-concentrating or stationary
A non-concentrating collector has the same area
for intercepting and for absorbing solar radiation,
whereas a sun-tracking.
2.1.2. Concentrating
Concentrating solar collector usually has concave
reflecting surfaces to intercept and focus the sun’s beam
radiation to a smaller receiving area, thereby increasing
the radiation flux.
III.

Fig. 1 : Flat plat collectors
4.

STATIONARY COLLECTORS

To admit and discharge the fluid.

Solar
energy
collectors
are
basically
distinguished by their motion, i.e. stationary, single axis
tracking and two axis tracking, and the operating
temperature. These collectors are permanently fixed in
position and do not track the sun .
3.1.

5.

Insulation.

To minimize the heat loss from the back and sides
of the collector.
6.

Types of Stationary collectors

Container or casing.

To surround the a aforementioned components and
keep them free from dust, moisture, etc

Following types of flat plat collector
1.

Headers or manifolds

Flat plate collectors (FPC).

2. Stationary compound parabolic collectors
(CPC).
3. Evacuated tube collectors (ETC).
3.1.1. Flat plate collectors (FPC)
Following components use in flat plat collector
1.

1.

Glazing

2.

Tubes, fins, or passages

3.

Absorber plates

4.

Headers or manifolds

5.

Insulation

6.

Container or casing

Fig. 2 : Exploded view of a flat plat collector
3.1.2. Working Principle
Flat-plate collectors are the most common solar
collectors for use in solar water-heating systems in
homes and in solar space heating. A flat-plate collector
consists basically of an insulated metal box with a glass
or plastic cover (the glazing) and a dark-colored
absorber plate. Solar radiation is absorbed by the
absorber plate and transferred to a fluid that circulates
through the collector in tubes. In an air-based collector
the circulating fluid is air, whereas in a liquid-based
collector it is usually water . Flat collectors can be
mounted in a variety of ways, depending on the type of

Glazing

One or more sheets of glass or other diathermanous
(radiation-transmitting) material
2.

Tubes, fins, or passages

To conduct or direct the heat transfer fluid from the
inlet to the outlet.
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building, application, and size of collector. Options
include mounting on a roof, in the roof itself, or free .
Advantages
1. Flat-plate collectors will absorb energy coming
from all directions above the absorber.
2. flat-plate collectors do not need to track the sun
3. Simple in design
4. No moving part
5. Requires little maintenance
6. Less cost
3.2.

Various types of flat-plate solar collectors

Following fig shows various type of flat plat
collector.

Fig. 3 : Various type of flat plat collector
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3.2.1. Description

•

(Fig A) Bonded sheet design Fig shows a bonded
sheet design, in which the fluid passages are integral
with the plate to ensure good thermal conduct between
the metal and the fluid. Fig B) & C) shows fluid heaters
with tubes soldered, brazed, or otherwise fastened to
upper or lower surfaces of sheets or strips of copper.
Copper tubes are used most often because of their
superior resistance to corrosion. The Fig D) shows the
use of extruded rectangular tubing to obtain a larger heat
transfer area between tube and plate. Mechanical
pressure, thermal cement, or brazing may be used to
make the assembly. Soft solder must be avoided because
of the high plate temperature encountered at stagnation
conditions. Fig E) Shows It is used to counteract the low
heat transfer coefficients between metal and air .Metal
or fabric matrices. Metal or fabric matrices (Fig. F) or
thin corrugated metal sheets (Fig. G) may be used, with
selective surfaces applied to the latter when a high level
of performance is required. The principal requirement is
a large contact area between the absorbing surface and
the air. Various applications of solar air collectors are
reported. A design procedure for solar air heating
systems is presented whereas the optimization of the
flow passage geometry is presented.
IV.

Sometimes a transparent glass tube envelops the
receiver tube to reduce heat loss.

Fig. 4 : Parabolic trough system

CONCENTRATING TYPE
Following types of concentrating types

4.1.

1.

Parabolic through collector.

2.

Linear Fresnel reflector (LFR).

3.

Parabolic dish.

4.

Central receiver

Fig. 5 : Parabolic trough system
Temperatures at the receiver can reach 400 °C and
produce steam for generating electricity. However with
long
operating experience, continued technology
improvements, and operating and maintenance cost
reductions, troughs are the least expensive, most reliable
solar thermal power production technology for nearterm

Parabolic trough collector

Concentrating, or focusing, collectors intercept
direct radiation over a large area and focus it onto a
small absorber area. These collectors can provide high
temperatures more efficiently than flat-plate collectors,
since the absorption surface area is much smaller.
However, diffused sky radiation cannot be focused onto
the absorber. Most concentrating collectors require
mechanical equipment that constantly orients the
collectors toward the sun and keeps the absorber at the
point of focus. Therefore; there are many types of
concentrating collectors.
•

Parabolic troughs are devices that are shaped like
the letter “u”.

•

The troughs concentrate sunlight onto a receiver
tube that is positioned along the focal line of the
trough.

4.2. Parabolic trough often use single-axis or dual-axis
tracking
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Temperatures of the Fluid Entering the Collector(c)
Ambient Temperature (c)
VI. FLAT PLAT COLLECTOR AND PARABOLIC
TROUGH COLLECTOR CONNECTED IN
SERIES,
PARALLEL
AND
SERIESPARALLEL
Solar flat plat collector under normal circumstances
does not have any loss of water either room temperature
in hot condition there for when there are two or more
flat plat collector connected in series the output of the
first collector as an input of second naturally we say that
when two collected are connected in series discharge
remain constant .when two or more collected are
connected parallel and if they adjacent to each other
radiation received by both of them will be ideal
speaking same other design parameter being head
constant .Temperature accurse will be identical.

Fig. 6 : Single axis and two axis tracking concentrator
V. THERMAL ANALYSIS OF COLLECTORS
The basic parameter to consider is the collector
thermal efficiency. This is defined as the ratio of the
useful energy delivered to the energy incident on the
collector aperture. The incident solar flux consists of
direct and diffuse radiation. While FPC can collect both,
concentrating collectors can only utilize direct radiation
if the concentration ratio is greater than 10.

6.1. Flat plat collector and Parabolic through collector
•

Series
Q : Constant
T : Increase

5.1. Flat-plate collector’s performance
•

Following equation show the thermal analysis of
Flat plat collector.

Parallel
Q : Increase
T : Constant

•

Heat Removal Factor

Series-Parallel
Q : Increase

Transmittance–Absorptance Product

T : Increase

Solar Collector Heat Transfer Loss Coefficient
(w/m2)

6.2. YCCE College Data

Temperatures
Collector(c)

S.N.

of

the

Fluid

Entering

the

Ambient Temperature (c)
Total (Direct Plus Diffuse) Solar Energy Incident
On The Collector Aperture (w/m2)
5.2. Concentrating collector’s performance
Following equation show the thermal analysis of
concentrating type collector

Heat Removal Factor
Collector Optical Efficiency
Collector concentration ratio

Table No.(1) : YCCE Collage Data
MONTH
KWH
KVAH

1

JAN .10

52500

52500

1

2

FEB.10

64435

64439

1

3

MAR.10

78025

78040

1

4

APRIL.10

12764

12860

1

5

MAY.10

77420

77485

1

6

JUNE.10

74265

74295

1

7

JULY.10

93410

93585

1

8

AUG.10

101020

101125

1

9

SEP.10

91805

91120

1

Beam (Or Direct) Irradiation (w/m2)
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3.

Provide thorough understanding of
operation and Component interactions.

4.

It is possible to optimize the system components.

5.

Estimate the amount of energy delivery from the
system.

0.99

6.

Provide temperature variations of the system.

80265

1

7.

Estimate the design variable changes on system
Performance by using the same weather conditions.

93525

93695

1

MAY.11

84275

84370

1

JUNE.11

76980

77015

1

TOTAL

1325244

1325675

10

OCT.10

91815

91970

1

11

NOV.10

63475

63600

0.998

12

DEC.10

63590

63590

0.999

13

JAN.11

57210

57230

1

14

FEB.11

68470

68495

15

MAR.11

80185

16

APRIL.11

17
18

system

The following sections describe briefly five Software
programs.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

6.2.1 Calculation

f)

Following are the calculation
KWH =1325244/18
= 73624.666116 (18 Month)
KWAH = 1325675 /18

TRNSYS simulation program.
WATSUN simulation program.
Polysun simulation program.
Chart method and program.
Mat lab and Artificial neural networks in solar
energy
Systems modeling and prediction

VIII. SOLAR COLLECTOR APPLICATIONS
Solar collectors have been used in a variety of
applications. These are described in this section. In the
most important technologies in use are listed together
with the type of collector that can be used in each Case.

= 73648.611(18 Month)
= 73600 per month
Approximately P= 75000 KWH

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Convert into KW for one month
75000/24×30

Solar water heating systems
Space heating and cooling
Solar refrigeration
Industrial process heat.
Solar desalination.
Solar thermal power systems

125 KW convert into HP
IX. CONCLUSION
Form this paper it can be seen that any machine
(turbine or it equivalent) which can given above P=170
HP.May be presently adequate for the electricity
requirement at YCCE taking into consideration 200 HP
machine may be sufficient for this purpose .In project
phase two simulation of various devices to generate
stem which can run this machine will be carried out
further discussion taken.

VII. MODELING OF SOLAR SYSTEMS
The proper sizing of the components of a solar
system is a complex problem which includes both
predictable
(collector
and
other
components
performance characteristics) and unpredictable (weather
data) components. In this section an overview of the
simulation techniques and programs suitable for solar
heating and cooling systems is presented.
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